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introduction
Making Success Travel through ChooseWell
Communities ChooseWell is all about engaging, empowering and supporting Alberta communities to
promote healthy lifestyles—and recognizing those who take deliberate steps in that direction. Funded
by Alberta Health and managed by Alberta Recreation and Parks Association, ChooseWell is grounded
in the knowledge that our immediate context plays a powerful role in hindering or enhancing our
ability to choose well, and thus live healthy lives. To encourage the growth of local healthy living
initiatives, ChooseWell offers toolkits, seed grants, themed challenges, networking, story-sharing,
learning forums, webinars and awards—all backed by an enthusiastic and helpful staff.
The community champions for ChooseWell are remarkably
diverse, including grassroots volunteers as well as staff in
recreation, social services, libraries, public health, fitness
I love the fact that projects
and education. What they share is a passion for wellness, like ChooseWell and Thrive share
coupled with the courage to challenge their communities successes. That really makes it
to eat well, be active and ultimately create healthier easier for the next community.
places to live, work and play. Drawing in partners and
Brenda Smith
resources, they host events, create programs, upgrade
Delburne Futures Committee
built environments, promote policy changes—whatever
it takes to address barriers and create incentives to wellness in their particular contexts. As a
result, they’re beginning to see growing awareness that healthier choices are imperative—and
that communities have an important role in helping citizens make those changes. Momentum is
continuing to build, and that’s reason to celebrate.

“

”

This booklet highlights a subset of the initiatives launched all across Alberta during ChooseWell’s
most recent grant cycle. You’ll find profiles of villages, towns, cities and First Nations reserves
whose work earned awards from panels of judges representing recreation, health, wellness and
related community organizations. You’ll also find a synopsis of learnings, an index of initiatives and
lists of all award winning communities.

“

It’s important to read about what a
community your size might have done, so you
don’t reinvent the wheel. I give that 2008
Success Travels document out like candy,
and many ideas came out of that.

”

Leanne Landry
Family Services of Central Alberta, Red Deer

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

We invite community leaders within and beyond
Alberta to use these successes to inspire the
next generation of healthy living initiatives.
Make success travel: borrow and tweak what’s
worked, add a dash of local ingenuity and put
your community on the road to a healthier
future.
For more about Communities ChooseWell, click
on www.arpaonline.ca/choosewell.
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why focus on community?
The way our communities look, feel and operate directly affects our ability to live healthy
lifestyles and develop to our full potential. In fact, nearly all of the factors or “health
determinants” known to impact health happen at the community level: early childhood
development, education, employment and working conditions, income and status, social
supports, physical environments, personal lifestyle and coping skills, health care and
culture.
Think about it: If your neighbourhood doesn’t have streetlights and sidewalks, it feels
unsafe to walk, especially at night. If the recreation centre serves junk food, it’s harder
to choose healthy food while on the run. If the cost of local after school programs is too
high, many children end up home alone in those critical hours. If staying late is the norm
at your workplace, exercise and eating together as a family take a backseat. When your
doctor gives you a specific diet and exercise plan, chances improve that you’ll take the
advice to heart. When promotion of fruits and vegetables rivals advertising for empty
calories, you’re more likely to “choose well.”
As Health Promotion Consultant Dr. Trevor Hancock points out, “[S]ince so many of these
determinants act at the local level, it is here that action must be taken.”1
Many healthy living initiatives have tended to focus on education and individual change.
But a growing body of evidence tells us that we need to move beyond the individual
level and incorporate the social context in which behavior occurs. As Cheryl Merzel
and Joanna D’Afflitti of Columbia University’s Center for Applied Public Health observe,
“[T]he most effective strategy for community-based health promotion may involve a
3-tiered approach, incorporating one-on-one interventions for high-risk individuals,
communitywide interventions that attempt to change social norms, and policy-level
efforts that also help modify the social and political environments.”2
In fact, communities that use a combination of health promotion strategies increase
the likelihood of success. For example, they might offer subsidies to keep recreation
affordable and provide physical literacy training at all ages while also introducing
workplace challenges and adopting
design policies that support active
Fun and play can change someone’s
living. The menu of possibilities is
whole day, improve relationships and
huge—and there is no “one size
even improve community spirit.
fits all” approach to improving
Jody DiCastri
community wellness. It’s critical for
Recreation Programmer, Cochrane
each community to engage citizens
in developing a shared vision, setting
priorities and taking action that builds on local strengths and assets. ChooseWell
enables, supports and empowers communities to do exactly that.

“
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Who Should Be at the Table?
Municipal governments play key roles in developing healthier communities. As the Alberta Urban
Municipalities Association notes in a 2010 convention policy paper, several core municipal functions
relate directly to health, including recreation programming and infrastructure, parks, land conservation,
sustainable land use planning and active transportation. Municipalities can also support public
education efforts by disseminating provincial and national healthy living campaigns locally.3
But given the multifaceted nature of promoting wellness, municipalities cannot do it all. Improving
community wellness takes concerted action by an entire web of people, institutions, services and
policies. Partnerships are essential—the more diverse, the better. ChooseWell communities are
building coalitions, interagency committees, community action teams and partnerships that embrace
multiple sectors and government agencies as well as grassroots citizens. With diverse voices around
the table, they are more able to mobilize skills, resources and approaches to promote healthy living
and address the multiple causes of physical inactivity and unhealthy eating habits.4

Health and Recreation: Essential Partners
Communities ChooseWell itself represents a unique and important partnership between the health
and recreation sectors. Funded by Alberta Health as part of its five-year Health Action Plan to support
children’s healthy development and help Albertans live longer with a high quality of life,5 ChooseWell
has been managed by the not-for-profit Alberta Recreation and Parks Association (ARPA) since 2006.
Recreation and parks have much to offer local health partnerships, including facilities and
infrastructure, programming and community building skills, a propensity for partnering and direct
access to residents and at-risk populations.6 Indeed, the Government of Alberta’s Active Alberta
policy identifies the recreation sector as an important player in improving the health and wellbeing
of Albertans and their communities by fostering active lifestyles.7 Given substantial evidence of
the importance of recreation and parks in the physical, social and mental health of individuals and
their communities, partnering with the recreation sector to promote health at the local level is a
natural step.8

“

Many outcomes and strategic priorities in the Active Alberta
policy require action on the part of municipal governments,
Recreational programming really is
community organizations and citizens. ARPA’s extensive
the core of the community, a key part of
reach into communities, community development expertise
wellness and a positive lifestyle.
and focus on quality of life make it an ideal partner for
Janette Messer
catalyzing that action. The association’s longstanding
Community Program Team Leader, Okotoks
concern for wellness is reflected in its mission of building
“healthy citizens, communities and environments throughout Alberta.”

”

This third edition of Success Travels demonstrates the effectiveness of a provincial healthrecreation partnership and the strength of a community-based approach to health promotion by
showcasing how Alberta communities are helping their citizens eat well, be physically active and
ultimately create more health-enhancing social, physical and economic environments.
This is important work. Potential outcomes include healthier, happier people who achieve their
potential; significant human and economic savings due to reductions in chronic obesity and illness;
and connected, active, flourishing communities. Given that potential, what community wouldn’t
want to do all it can to help everyone choose well?

Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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choosewell 2011-2013
program overview
Given a three-year mandate to offer Communities ChooseWell in communities across Alberta
on behalf of Alberta Health, ARPA expanded the initiative’s menu of supports while simplifying
reporting requirements.
In that first year, 2011, three provincial challenges were introduced: an Iron Chef cooking
challenge, Sobeys 21 Days to Healthy Eating challenge and Acts of Random Physical Activity.
Seed funding also became available to reduce barriers to healthy living, initially focused on teens
and ‘tweens. In the two years since, the ChooseWell team has continued to tweak the program in
response to feedback from participating communities—and from Mark Cabaj of Tamarack Institute,
one of the initiative’s evaluators.
To encourage diverse participation, the program
uses a loose definition of community. As a
result, ChooseWell “communities” include
municipalities, community associations,
Aboriginal communities, schools, not-for-profit
organizations, municipal districts and other
entities. Local champions set goals in the spring
and submit occasional brief reports that include
target groups, successes, challenges and
significant changes seen in their communities.
That information is used to identify deserving
communities for awards and recognition.

“

ChooseWell has been generous with
resources, educational opportunities and seed
money to get many programs started in the
community. It has made a huge difference
in how healthy my community is!

”

Adrian Pidhirney
FCSS District Community Worker, Springbrook

ARPA’s ChooseWell team serves as the hub of this growing healthy living network. Besides
supplying toolkits, information, provincial challenge ideas, funding and professional development,
staff stand ready to answer questions and link each community to the expertise needed to move
ahead. They also help champions connect with each other through regional forums, monthly
webinars, social media and other events.

ChooseWell Through Time
ChooseWell’s emphasis has shifted over time
from recognition to community empowerment
and sustainability. Some key dates in its
evolution:
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2005 Community ChooseWell Challenge

launches as an Alberta Health initiative,
promoting healthy eating and active living by
presenting awards to deserving communities.
Sixty-two communities sign on.

Communities ChooseWell

Perhaps most of all, being part of the ChooseWell
network prompts champions to step back from
daily routine and see how their work fits into the
bigger picture. As the Town of Okotoks’ Janette
Messer says, “It is easy for frontline staff to just
program. Communities ChooseWell provides an
opportunity for communities to reflect on what
they are doing and why. It provides encouragement and support for what we do in recreation
and in providing healthy living opportunities for
our communities.”
Read on for more detail about various aspects
of the ChooseWell program—and for a taste of
the accomplishments that resulted.

Awards and Recognition
Each year, a volunteer panel of judges combs
through the reports sent in by ChooseWell
champions to identify award winning
communities. Besides Overall High Achiever
awards, there are awards for Reducing Barriers
to Healthy Living, Providing Health Education,
Creating Healthy Opportunities and Building
Community Capacity.
In addition, two communities a year (one in the
north, the other in the south) are chosen by
their peers to receive Most Significant Change
awards. Each winner receives a $1,000 prize for
use in future initiatives. In 2012, Drayton Valley
received this award for northern Alberta for a
range of initiatives, including a triathlon that
charged out of the gate with gusto, engaging
100 kids, 147 adults and many businesses.

2006-2007 Alberta Health contracts

with ARPA to deliver ChooseWell. With
two coordinators dedicated to fanning out
information and resources, uptake doubles
to 124 in 2007. The first edition of Success
Travels is published to share ideas and
successes.
Success Travels - 3rd Edition

The Buck Stops Here
In addition to the ideas, networking, mentorship
and tools that are its hallmark, ChooseWell
offers monetary awards and seed grants.
Overall High Achiever................................$2,000
Selected by judges in October
Most Significant Change..........................$1,000
Selected by peers
Seed grants................................................$2,000
Applications accepted in spring
ARPA Challenge........................................$2,500
Communities that submit a flash mob
video are eligible to win
21 Days prize draw...................................$2,500
All communities with participants in Sobeys
21 Days to Healthy Eating eligible to win; in
addition, families that register are entered to
win active living prizes such as camping sets,
play equipment and barbecues
Provincial Iron Chef..................................$2,500
Winning team takes home community grant
plus cookware set

“

Just knowing there’s support for
what we’re doing to try to enrich people’s
lives in the inner city is a big help.

”

Rylan Kafara
Inner City Recreation Coordinator,
Boyle Street, Edmonton

2011-2013 After an 18-month hiatus, ARPA

receives a three-year mandate to rebuild
ChooseWell. Participation rises from 153 in 2011
to 166 in 2012 and more than 180 in 2013. A
second edition of Success Travels features 2011
award winners. This third edition provides an
overview of the entire 2011-2013 grant cycle
while profiling 2012 and 2013 winners.
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Seed Grants
Beaumont
Beaverlodge
Berwyn
Bonnyville
Bowden
Boyle Street, Edmonton
Camrose
Claresholm
Coronation
Delburne
Fort MacLeod
Fort Vermilion
Grande Prairie
Hanna
High Level
High River
Innisfail
Irricana
Kainai
Kate Chegwin School, Edmonton
Lacombe

2011

2012

2013

Springbrook took the award for the south with
an amazing new Healthy Living Team that has
already spearheaded a broad range of family
activities as well as a community garden with
space dedicated to youth, neighbours and the
Food Bank. In 2013, the award for southern
Alberta went to Coronation and its active
ChooseWell Committee, whose many initiatives
include a seniors community kitchen, Fruit
Fridays at the local school and a Turkey Trot that
attracted 120 runners. In the north, the Hamlet
of Fort McKay earned the award thanks to a
Wellness Centre that is making healthy fare and
active fun the norm in the services it provides to
children in a remote northern community.
Winners are featured at two award ceremonies
each November, one for the northern region and
another for the south. In 2011, the ceremonies
were held in Okotoks and Morinville, though
Morinville’s ceremony was officially cancelled
due to inclement weather; in 2012, High River
and Morinville; and in 2013, Cochrane and
Sherwood Park.
Award winners also receive recognition
through an advertisement placed in their local
newspaper, on the ARPA website and through
the profiles you’ll read in the following pages of
Success Travels.

Langdon
Lethbridge

Seed Funding

Meadowbrook School, Airdrie

In the right hands, a little money can go a
long way to kick-start healthy living initiatives.
That’s why ChooseWell makes several $2,000
seed grants available each year. Both the
grant application process and the reporting
requirements are simple and straightforward,
a fact that’s much appreciated by busy
ChooseWell champions. As intended, some
initiatives seeded by the dollars become part
of local budgets and grow in impact in future
years.

Morinville
Okotoks
Peace River
Redwater
Samson Cree Nation
Sexsmith
Smoky River (MD)
Springbrook
Strathmore
Trochu
Valley Ridge
Vermilion
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In 2011, the seed grants were specifically
targeted for reducing barriers to healthy
living for teens and ‘tweens. Some of the 10
communities receiving grants purchased
equipment. Redwater bought exercise
equipment for high school students, for
example; Irricana bought a water cooler and
Communities ChooseWell

funky toys for summer fun. Others devoted the dollars to
programming. Vermilion purchased free swim, hockey,
bowling and gymnasium time on days off school.
Claresholm launched a self-esteem program for girls.

“

It is wonderful for communities
to have the financial assistance to
make positive changes.

”

In 2012 and 2013, communities could apply for seed
Lucy Ernst
dollars to reduce barriers for any individual or group.
Health Promotion Facilitator, Camrose
Several communities used their grants to subsidize
affordable programming and/or to help start community gardens. Communities such as
Springbrook and Okotoks created an entire array of affordable family events. Boyle Street in
Edmonton used one grant to offer recreation micro grants to residents in the low-income area it
serves, and a second to augment a community garden. Both Kainai High School and Sexsmith
created portable gardens, while Delburne built raised beds in its community garden. Other healthy
eating initiatives include a new seniors community kitchen in Coronation and a free healthy lunch
in the High Level High School.
The grants also seeded new events, including a unique hockey camp in Morinville with sessions
for parents as well as athletes, walking groups with expert leaders in High River and a Girl
Power event in Fort Vermilion. Unique promotional initiatives include advertorials in the Innisfail
newspaper profiling local healthy living experts and brochures featuring winning Iron Chef recipes in
Lethbridge.
ChooseWell champions urge continuing and even expanding the availability of seed grants as a way
to test initiatives. “We do fundraising and apply for grants, but it seems our ideas always outpace
our funds,” says Diane Schmidt, ChooseWell leader in Coronation.

Resources and Swag
Community champions speak fondly of the ChooseWell resources they receive to promote healthy
living. There are cookbooks with healthy recipes and materials for launching and supporting
the ChooseWell cooking, eating and physical activity
challenges. Plus access to videos, advertising templates,
posters and other promotional tools. Not to mention swag,
It’s like Christmas day when we get the
such as water bottles, flying disks, stress balls, skipping
ChooseWell package; we use everything that
ropes and t-shirts.
ChooseWell sends. And we’re always on the
“It’s extra work to report on what we’re doing, and yet
webinars. It’s information that not only benefits
when we receive the box of goodies at the beginning of
our careers, but the community as a whole.
the year, that’s our motivation,” says Kelly Christman, who
Laura McCarron
directs Bassano Family & Community Support Services.
Community Recreation Program Supervisor,
“We get all these wonderful giveaways that remind us
High Level
to Choose Well. It’s amazing, that terminology, and it’s
very fitting. It directs us on many of our decisions about
programming and events.”

“

”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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Many communities use the giveaways as prizes and other incentives to encourage participation
in events and programs. Rylan Kafara, who coordinates recreation programs in Edmonton’s
low-income Boyle Street community, fills his ChooseWell water bottles for participants to use at
programs and events, then washes them for reuse.
Thanks to close connections with Alberta Health as ChooseWell funder, communities also have
ready access to Healthy U and related preventive health tools. Healthy U’s Munch and Move Kit
proved a great hit in an Okotoks afterschool care program, prompting Community Programs Team
Leader Janette Messer to request another for use as a prize in a training workshop for day camp
leaders. The kit contains activities that help kids experience how enjoyable healthy eating and
active play can be, including activity cards, bingo and a matching game.
The Healthy U Crew was also invited to local events, including Drayton Valley’s second annual
triathlon, where they arrived with a wrapped van, an inflatable tent and boxes of information and
ideas for interactive play. “I placed them right beside a fun photo booth close to the finish line
so it would attract more children to that area,” says Kerry Doran, who coordinates recreation for
Drayton Valley. “Not only were kids participating in the triathlon, they were also learning healthy
choices. Parents also took part in what the display had to offer, and things were always moving in
the inflatable tent. It was a huge hit for all ages.” Kerry suggests Healthy U partner with the Alberta
Triathlon Association to make the crew available to more triathlons, especially the Kids of Steel
events.

ChooseWell Launch
Each ChooseWell year kicks off with a provincial launch. Hosted by a participating community, it’s
an opportunity for ChooseWell champions to meet others at the forefront of healthy living, glean
inspiration and motivation, pick up toolkits for the campaign ahead—and enjoy healthy treats, of
course.
In 2011, Leduc hosted a launch at the Leduc Recreation Centre in April. Keynote speaker Susan
Roberts of Community Building Resources, who has served many Alberta communities as coach and
mentor, highlighted the importance of growing healthy living from the grassroots. The Leduc Boys
and Girls Club reinforced that message by leading an active living break. The event also marked the
unveiling of a new ChooseWell promotional video, available at www.arpaonline.ca.
The 2012 launch moved to Claresholm in March for an intimate experience at the seniors drop-in
centre. Two staff members from a nearby teen centre shared their inspiring story of engaging youth
in healthier lifestyles. A keynote by Barb Thomas of Love2Eat Nutritional Consulting reinforced the
importance of eating REAL food. To prove how easily that can be done, Barb made nutritious smoothies
for all to try. Who knew avocados, coconut and chia seeds could combine in such a tasty way! Inspired
by such experiences, several communities have since set up smoothie stations at local events.
12
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Calgary’s Scenic Acres community hosted the 2013 launch, again in March, complete with a
public wellness fair and appearance by the Associate Minister of Wellness, the Honourable Dave
Rodney. The fair featured diverse programs, services or resources that support nutrition and
physical activity, from a local organic food store to the World Health Club to the Federation of
Calgary Communities. Held at the Scenic Acres Community Centre, the event featured Calgary’s
“Chocoholic Dietitian,” Andrea Holwegner. Her keynote uncovered the inner workings of our
metabolism and described how bite-sized changes can
achieve super-sized results.

Connecting, Communicating and Learning
The ChooseWell network is linked by multiple communication
channels that help to build synergy and common
understanding. A website, an e-newsletter, Facebook, Twitter,
regional forums, webinars, phone and email enable champions
to share ideas and successes and staff to keep everyone
abreast of upcoming events and learning opportunities.

“

Learning from what works in
other communities is important, and
ChooseWell and ARPA do a good job
of keeping everyone updated around
the province. Everyone has different
focuses, so go away with what you
think will work in your community.

”

Randi Lynn Rinaldi
Active Living Consultant, Bow Valley PCN

Regional Forums
There’s nothing like personal interaction to spark enthusiasm and cross-fertilize successes.
Knowing that, ChooseWell offers free, professionally facilitated regional forums that connect
healthy living champions with counterparts in their own and nearby communities. ChooseWell
communities take turns hosting these day-long events and play a lead role in their success.
In 2011, Camrose, Slave Lake and High River hosted events. In 2012, a fourth forum was added
to limit the distance attendees need to travel. Hosted by Grand Prairie, Bassano, Vegreville and
Lacombe, the forums shifted from fall to spring to provide a preview of ChooseWell champion’s
plans for the year. The 2012 forums had participants mapping out their assets and the web of
potential partnerships and opportunities in each of their communities.
In 2013, regional forums in Leduc, Pincher Creek, Birch Hills County and Olds used an appreciative
inquiry approach and focused on the importance of setting goals and critically examining the steps
needed to achieve those goals. In addition, as ChooseWell moved into the third year of its current
funding contract, participants reflected on what the movement has accomplished and offered
recommendations for the future.
Noting that the forums send them home with new ideas and revived creativity, ChooseWell
champions request even more opportunities to network and share successes. Suggestions include
weekend retreats, local workshops and sub-groups involving communities of similar sizes, interests
or stages of change. “Please consider communities other than those created by location,” says
Janine Halayko of Edmonton Bicycle Commuters, who leads a project that is helping children with
mobility challenges ride bikes. “We have a very strong cycling community that has similar goals but
comes from very diverse places across Alberta. Sometimes it just takes evidence of a successful
project to start the ball rolling.”
Urban champions involved in ChooseWell recommend greater focus on linking and serving larger
centres. Leanne Landry, who moved to Red Deer from a smaller centre, suggests a workshop or
forum on how to begin reaching the many people and organizations in a city. “Part of it would be
just connecting with people who are already doing things regarding healthy eating and physical
activity,” she says. “I would love to do this full time, but unfortunately we all have caseloads and
other commitments pulling us away from the real work—the ChooseWell stuff.”
Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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Webinars
ChooseWell offers monthly webinars, typically featuring a mix of external experts and champions
who have ideas and successes to share. For example, a webinar on integrating physical literacy into
programming was led by Be Fit For Life staff. “Why Care about Food?” was led by Susan Roberts,
one of two Alberta animators for a nationwide People’s Food Policy Project. “Igniting the Power
of Recreation in your Community” featured Carol Petersen, a leisure consultant who has co-led
numerous ARPA initiatives.
Recalling a webinar on success stories, Lucy Ernst of the Camrose Healthy Living Coalition says, “It
was really helpful for me to hear about what other communities were doing.” Hearing that some
were using grant and award money to purchase and maintain outdoor gym equipment, she took
the idea back to the coalition. “We were focusing on enhancing existing initiatives, so that was good
learning for us.”
Community champions not only sign on to webinars when time permits but invite partners, so
that the impact ripples outward. Garett Richardson uses Facebook to alert fellow members of
the Grande Prairie Get Active Network about upcoming
webinar topics. “I try to do that as much as I can, to get
The webinars are awesome.
people involved and thinking about making the healthy
Networking is valuable for
choice the easy choice,” he says.
sharing the great ideas everyone
Several champions would like to see more frequent
seems to come up with.
webinars, especially about in-the-news topics such as
Michele Geistlinger
childhood obesity, physical literacy and workplace health.
Longview A R C
They particularly value hearing from communities with
(Art, Recreation and Community) Society
similar challenges. Other suggestions include a leaders’
blog and shared contact information. “Developing those networks keeps us strong as a group, and
the resources we can provide each other are essential to sustainable programming,” says Melonie
Dziwenka, who coordinates community programs in Morinville.

“

”

ChooseWell Iron Chef Challenge
In our grab-‘n-go culture, the kid who learns how to cook nutritious food from scratch is more the
exception than the rule. ChooseWell Iron Chef challenges kids and adults to break that pattern
by creating mouth-watering dishes using healthy food that leans toward local. Each ChooseWell
community organizing a local Iron Chef event can also send an adult-youth duo to the ChooseWell
Iron Chef provincial cook-off, where inter-generational learning continues.
Originally designed to put youth together with an adult, local Iron Chefs have flexed in response to
community realities. Some match youth up with parents, grandparents or food studies teachers. In
other places, same-generation teams of friends, siblings, office mates, students, business partners
and individuals take up the challenge.
In Manning, a partnership involving Alberta Health Services, Northern Lights County and Manning
Farmers Market runs the Iron Chef. Each year, the challenge evolves a bit. In 2011, three homebased business owners faced off at Farmers Market, using baskets of healthy local produce to
prepare a full meal. By 2013, the challenge was scaled back to one course rather than an entire
meal, with teams from ATB Financial, the Manning Library and the Manning Community Health
Centre competing to dish up “pumpkin pizazz.” By coincidence, all three teams made pasta,
creating dishes ranging from pumpkin ravioli to macaroni and cheese to pyroghy.
Lethbridge also featured squash in 2013, inviting groups of any combination to hold mini Iron Chefs
around town. Three groups took up the challenge, enjoying Iron Chef potlucks as a result. Each
14
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group chose a winner, and the three winning recipes are
featured in a brochure alongside nutritional information
and a local farmer’s advice for growing squash.

“

The provincial challenges were
an awesome way to get involved when
I just started, because everything
was provided for me.

Seeing the camaraderie and fun that surround the Iron
Chef challenge, other communities are coming aboard,
each adding a local twist. Participating in the Iron Chef
Victoria Champion
challenge for the first time, Smoky River played up its
FCSS programmer, Smoky River Region
status as honey capital by making honey the “must-have”
ingredient. Five teams participated. Discovering that the
winner was unable to attend the provincial challenge due
to the cost involved, Smoky Lake set grant money aside to send next year’s winner to provincials.
The Town of High Level is laying plans to participate in future, using produce from a community
garden that has just been revived after a period of dormancy.

”

At the provincial cookoff each October in Edmonton, local winners are charged with making two
dishes featuring a “secret ingredient.” Hosted by the likes of Bridget Ryan of City TV and former
CFRN broadcaster Shawna Randolph, the championship used the Edmonton Meals on Wheels
kitchen in 2011 and NAIT’s culinary school in 2012 and 2013. Judges such as celebrity chef John
Berry, Andrew Cowan of Hundred Bar + Kitchen, personal chef/cooking instructor Elaine Wilson,
nutritionist Sarah Loehr, CBC Radio Active host Portia Clark, and active living consultant Victoria
Grainger rate each team for taste, originality, presentation and teamwork. In addition to individual
prizes, the winning duo takes home a Healthy Living Grant for use in the community.
In 2011, teams from Morinville, Cold Lake, Grande Prairie, Manning, and Strathmore participated
in the provincial ChooseWell Iron Chef cookoff. A Grade 8 student from Morinville, Cole Dribnenky,
and mentor Premium Food Services owner Phil Hughes took home the provincial championship,
along with prizes worth $1,000 and a $2,500 community healthy living grant. Besides helping to
fund future healthy cooking initiatives in Morinville, the win added fuel to Cole’s goal of owning a
five star restaurant.
In 2012, Bonnyville, Strathmore, Harry Ainlay High School (Edmonton), and Cochrane participated
in Iron Chef. Bonnyville’s father and daughter team, Darryl and Emily Knapp, took home the grand
prize.
In 2013, Cole Dribnenky and Phil Hughes of Morinville returned to defend their title against teams
from Vegreville and Brightview School in Edmonton. Mother and son team, Dayna and Jayme
Sicinski of Brightview School, took home the prize with their bison burger and beet cupcakes.

Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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Sobeys 21 Days to Healthy Eating
The Sobeys 21 Days to Healthy Eating Challenge encourages families to eat at least one healthy
meal a day together for 21 days in September as a way of building good habits and fostering
togetherness. To encourage participation, the Communities ChooseWell team created logbooks
with healthy eating ideas and recipes plus space to record family eating habits. More than 20,000
logbooks are sent to all Sobeys and IGA stores as well as to ChooseWell champions in participating
communities.
Sobeys has supported the challenge by disseminating information across the province and hosting
displays in participating community stores. Families that register and log their habits online with
ChooseWell during September are eligible to win some of the $5,500 in family prizes available
across the province. All participating communities are also entered in a draw for a $2,500
community grant for active living and healthy eating initiatives. The grant went to Manning in 2011;
to Drayton Valley in 2012; and to Lac La Biche in 2013. Some communities have used their prize
money to purchase $50 gift certificates from Sobeys to use as an incentive for families to register.
Because families register online, community champions say they have a hard time tracking how
many sign on and follow through. In Smoky River, FCSS Program Coordinator Victoria Champion
addressed that concern by creating a calendar for families to check off the days they ate together,
coupled with an entry form. With prize baskets as an incentive, more than 150 forms came in for
2012, she says. “It’s a great way to find out how many people followed through and actually went
home and formed this habit.” What’s more, 107 families registered online, a full one-third of all
registrants across the province. Other communities with heavy participation in 2012 included
Leduc, Calgary and Edmonton.

“

I love that calendar; it’s such a great
idea. I had 15 copies, and I gave them out to
people who could get the most benefit from
them for programming or to give to families,
sneaking it in where I felt it would benefit.

”

Leanne Landry
Family Services of Central Alberta, Red Deer

A few community champions are circumventing inertia
by gathering contact information and doing the online
registration on behalf of families. Jennifer McLaughlin did
that in Sexsmith—and saw online registrations skyrocket
to 53 families in 2013, up from five. Besides creating a
form for people to fill out, she ran a draw for local prizes—
including an indoor-outdoor grill she won in a ChooseWell
Facebook contest. Other communities have seen some
success with targeted promotion to large organizations
using internal communication channels. In 2011, Leduc
promoted 21 Days to Healthy Eating through schools and to
municipal employees, and saw 45 families sign on.

Champions report that active support from a local Sobeys makes a great difference. In Morinville,
Sobeys helps attract signups by having a booth with healthy snacks and a cooking demonstration in the
Active Living Fair, where the challenge is launched, and by offering a fruit/nut/cheese basket for a prize
draw. In fact, Sobeys supports healthy eating initiatives with discounts and donations all year long.
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Some champions envision the promotional boost that
would happen if celebrity chef Jamie Oliver were to include
ChooseWell in his advertising for Sobeys. “He’s such a
wonderful ambassador for what we’re trying to do,” says
Leanne Landry of Red Deer.

“

Having resources that have minimal
dates is good. For example the 21 Days
to Healthy Eating calendar had very few
dates, so a family could utilize it during any
21-day stretch throughout the year.

”

In a growing number of communities, 21 Days is part of
Adrian Pidhirney
a larger package of initiatives promoting healthy eating.
FCSS, County of Red Deer
Besides offering cooking classes for parents and children,
Morinville uses Healthy U’s Munch and Move Kit in
preschool classes and sends out monthly emails with
recipes and tips for cooking nutritious meals and snacks together. “It doesn’t have to be mom in
the kitchen alone until midnight, making school lunches,” says Melonie Dziwenka, who coordinates
programming. “We’re saying food doesn’t only nourish us, but creates opportunity to bring us
together.”
Although the number of families who took time to register online has been modest, ChooseWell
champions say the campaign makes a difference. Even in communities where no one signed on,
the publicity and the logbook prompt families to think anew about the value of eating together.
“Everybody is always so busy and on the go, with hockey and everything else,” says Laura
McCarron, who supervises community recreation programs for High Level. “The 21 Days challenge
encourages families to sit down and have that healthy, nutritious meal each day and have a
conversation and create that sense of home.”

Acts of Random Physical Activity
As part of June is Recreation and Parks Month, Communities ChooseWell challenges Albertans
to integrate acts of random physical activity into their daily lives. Each day of the month, tips for
finding fun ways to be more active are shared on social media. In addition, communities are
encouraged to share their successes with the ChooseWell network and beyond via Facebook and
Twitter. As a carrot, those who submit a video of a flash mob in action were entered in a draw to
win playground equipment from PlayWorks in 2011, and a $2500 grant to support healthy living in
2012 and 2013.
Each year, several communities organized flash mobs and submitted videos. In 2011, Longview
won the draw and received a SuperNova, a tilted disc with spinning action that’s both challenging
and fun. The prize was perfect for Longview, which was in the midst of a total playground revamp. In
2012, Lethbridge won the flash mob contest, and Vauxhall won in 2013.
In partnership with Ever Active Schools, ChooseWell encourages schools to get randomly active as
part of meeting Alberta’s provincial policy for Daily Physical Activity by distributing tailored ideas
directly to schools and local ChooseWell champions, as
well as daily tips via social media. ChooseWell champions
who visit local schools to promote acts of random physical
Communities ChooseWell is
activity say teachers and students are beginning to
vital in helping and maintaining
take the lead, regularly including short bursts of various
healthy communities.
activities into the rhythm of the days.
Victoria Champion

“
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FCSS, Smoky River
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Local Initiatives
Besides participating in provincial challenges,
ChooseWell communities hosted many local
challenges, events and programs to promote
healthy living, often incorporating ChooseWell
materials. Many of those activities are included
in the community profiles later in this booklet.

“

ChooseWell sometimes can look like
a make-work project, having to put on an
event. But we just take things we are already
doing and give them a ChooseWell spin.

”

Deb Maxwell
Recreation Programmer, Cochrane

Among the events in Camrose was Rolling
Down the River, a five-day, 550-km bike tour with stops in nearby watershed communities. With
the theme of “Healthy Communities, Healthy Watersheds, Healthy People!” the ride highlighted the
water resources needed to maintain health while getting people active outdoors.
In Morinville, community members can borrow a great variety of equipment for being active.
Examples include Nordic walking poles, dodge balls, pool noodles, yoga mats and bands, exercise
balls, rubber chickens (complete with a book on 99 things to do with a rubber chicken) and a
community parachute. “A lot of our sports groups will use this fun recreation stuff in their team
building,” says program coordinator Melonie Dziwenka. “This way, they don’t have to buy or store
the equipment.”
Champions say they would welcome additional ideas for local challenges and initiatives. “The
provincial challenges are a great way to spark enthusiasm, but it would be nice to have a similar
challenge on a smaller scale,” says Beaumont’s Emily Jolin. “This would help build spirit within the
community.”
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challenges and solutions:
what communities have learned
Communities involved in ChooseWell have many good things to say about the program’s impact.
“You can sign up and not do anything at all, but that’s not to your advantage,” says Laura
McCarron, who supervises community recreation programming for the Town of High Level. “In
communities that do take action, you hear stories about people—volunteers, even—who chip in and
make something happen because they’re passionate about their community. It’s really amazing,
some of the stories that ChooseWell has been there to foster, just through support, nudges, ideas
and sometimes even funding.”

Doing More with Less
Communities also report challenges that keep them from accomplishing everything they would
like with ChooseWell. Those realities range from staff changes and funding issues to ingrained
attitudes that take time to change. Not to mention flooding in southern Alberta during the summer
of 2013.
The loss of one staff member can hugely impact a community’s ability to maintain momentum,
or even report the good things that are happening. “The grants and toolkits are there, but the
manpower and resources to keep going are out of
ChooseWell’s control,” notes Cochrane recreation
programmers Jody DiCastri and Deb Maxwell. “One year
At some point, you have to prioritize.
we were able to be able to focus on ChooseWell, but
If you do everything, do you do it well
this year we were short staffed and all had to focus on
enough? If you focus on a few things,
covering other positions.”
you can achieve success.

“

”

Janette Messer

Not that staff need to do everything. Volunteers
Community Programs Team Leader, Okotoks
passionate about healthy living are accomplishing great
things in some ChooseWell communities. But volunteers
are not always as available as in the past. “We used to have 13 volunteers for Meals on Wheels,
and now they’re the ones needing the service,” says Jannette Riedel, FCSS director for Mannville,
Minburn and Innisfree. “It’s a different era, and people are just busy. Some are still interested in
helping others, but some are very self-focused.”
Funding (or lack thereof) can also be a hindrance. “We have lots of ideas but struggle with lack of
finances,” says Diane Schmidt, who chairs the Coronation Wellness Committee. “It is very difficult
to host events without any money.” For many ChooseWell champions, fundraising has become a big
part of the job description.
Diane also points to another barrier: denial that our behaviours affect our health and financial
welfare, and that there is need for change. “This also takes a LOT of patience and often we have to
come up with ‘creative’ ways to sneak healthy eating/active living into events,” she says. “Believe
me, we are not above doing this.”
Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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Many communities address resource and attitude challenges by integrating ChooseWell messages
into existing programs. They set up ChooseWell displays at rodeos, activity fairs and community
celebrations with interactive activities, resources and giveaways. In Red Deer, Leanne Landry doled
out her ChooseWell resources to “the coolest, most recreation- themed” booths at a Children’s
festival. As a result, kids were dancing on bubble wrap, enjoying healthy snacks, picking up
cookbooks and taking home tattoos.
In Fort McKay, Wellness Centre coordinator Julia Grau incorporates things like Random Acts into
ongoing events but, like many others, struggles to tackle larger initiatives such as the Iron Chef
challenge. “There’s so much potential with the program,” she says. “If we had extra help, we could
do so much more.”
Keeping initiatives simple is another way to spread the ChooseWell message despite limited
resources. And as Ruth Mueller of Claresholm/Nanton/Vulcan points out, participants often
appreciate simplicity. Her community simplified its fitness challenge in 2013, and saw greater
buy-in as a result. “It attracted children because it’s simple, and more seniors,” she says. “And it’s
easier to run when it’s simple.”

Partnerships and Coalitions
Increasingly, ChooseWell communities are forming coalitions and partnerships so that the work of
promoting healthy living doesn’t rest on any one person or organization. See Index page 106 for a
short list of the partnerships and coalitions that have taken root across the province.
“ChooseWell has opened doors for us to work closely with other organizations and communities to
promote all of the active and healthy living resources that are available,” says Lucy Ernst, who does
health promotion with AHS. For example, ChooseWell champions are brainstorming with community
leaders about sustainable community development and helping to identify additional supports that
may be available to bring those ideas to life. “We are extremely excited that new partnerships were
formed and that our community is looking at healthy eating and physical activity as an integral part
of programming and really trying to make changes,” she says. “ChooseWell is woven into all of the
work we do and a great foundation to get individuals, organizations and the community involved.”
The Coronation Wellness Committee is another example of united action. The committee
experienced resistance from potential partners about “this new upstart organization which
really doesn’t have a ‘concrete’ purpose,” Diane says. “But after a lot of patient explanation and
discussion we have been fairly successful in changing perceptions and perspectives.”
Recreation veteran Carol Thibert of Lethbridge says the shift to greater collaboration is a long
time coming. “About 20 years ago, when I started working with recreation and culture, I attended
a conference session about how various partners could work together. It was a novel idea at the
time. Down the road, it’s really nice to have different sectors working together toward healthy,
active living.” ARPA initiatives such as ChooseWell and a recent Active Community Strategy (ACS)
initiative have given Lethbridge partners vehicles for united planning and action, she adds. As a
result, the community now has a clear strategy for becoming more active that has gained municipal
endorsement and funding. “Partnership works really well. It gives us opportunities to rely on
strengths and work toward a common goal.”
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Healthy Eating Struggles
Champions in a striking number of ChooseWell
communities say they are having more trouble convincing
people to eat healthy than to be active.

“

ChooseWell was the impetus for
us to get this coalition together, and the
resources they provide are invaluable. The
giveaways help promote both ChooseWell
and thinking about being well and active.
We also share the information, and we have
used it to support our own goals.

“I find promoting healthy eating is a sore spot for people,
a very closed door,” says Jen McLaughlin, Sexsmith
Wellness Coalition co-ordinator. Using information gleaned
at a Healthy Active School Symposium, she began working
Shawn Bell
with local schools and curling rink and arena operators
Vermilion Wellness Coalition
in hope of introducing healthier fare, but with limited
success. “They don’t want to change in fear they wouldn’t
make money. And some schools struggle with getting volunteers in to help, so they’re stuck with
whatever they think is quick and fast.” With AHS staff, Jen is pulling together healthy hot lunch
menus and ideas for using volunteers in hope of offering workable alternatives. “I understand
hockey is trying to promote let’s feed our athletes what they need to perform well,” she says.
“School is about brainpower. Let’s feed students what the brain needs to work at capacity.”

”

Numerous communities are making healthier options available in recreation centres, with mixed
results. “We brought in muffins, meat and cheese trays. The muffins do really well but the other
things just don’t sell,” says Didsbury’s Stefanie Halfyard.
“People just want that concession food.” In Okotoks, the
town is using a lease renewal to make sure promised
Preschoolers are the best at going
healthy food is available in recreation concessions. “We
home and saying, ‘I want you to help
have a Friday teen night, and kids were using monster
me make this today, Mom.
drinks to get high,” says Community Programs Team
Melonie Dziwenka
Leader Janette Messer. “That’s one thing we absolutely
Community Program Coordinator, Morinville
want taken out.”

“

”

Similarly, the Vermilion Wellness Coalition is planning a
new, healthier menu for the local hockey arena. “We’re not talking about eliminating burgers and
fries,” says Shawn Bell, the town’s community services director. “We’re providing choice—healthy
options where there were none before.” He predicts some grumbling, since old habits die hard, but
adds, “I’m an optimist, and I believe what we’re doing this year will make a significant difference
in how people see eating for health in our community. We are really going after the highest profile
sport and activity in town, and I think it will have a ripple effect. I can’t see parents saying it’s a bad
idea when they think about it from the perspective of the
health of their kids. Ultimately, I think people will see it’s
the right thing to do.”
Thanks to ChooseWell, we’re
moving a lot more into food security. It
Like many ChooseWell champions, Cochrane recreation
has been a good resource of program
programmers have shifted to healthier food for community
ideas, motivation and networking.
events and programs. “It does cost us quite a bit more,”
Rylan Kafara
they say, “so resources can be a challenge for us at
Inner City Recreation Coordinator, Edmonton
times.” Indeed, cost is an issue for families as well,
especially in isolated communities where healthy food can
be especially expensive.

“

”

Champions are also offering activities that invite kids and adults to enjoy using and eating healthy
ingredients. Smoky Lake youth programs, for example, use Munchie Madness, a Healthy U food
game based on Bingo, to help kids learn about food groups and distinguish between healthy and
unhealthy foods. In Manning, AHS Health Promoter Janine Gray has created a Produce Passport
that encourages Grade 2 kids to try new fruits and vegetables. “It’s a good fit with the health
Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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curriculum, and the kids just love it,” says teacher Karen Hohner. “Many of the kids educate their
parents about the things they’ve learned.”
“Making healthy lifestyles easy and convenient is the best way to get residents to start making the
right choices and be successful,” says Lacombe’s Sonya Beauclair. She would like more kid-friendly
resources such as the popular My Amazing Little Cookbook. “If the kids are involved, they are more
likely to continue or request these healthy choices,” she says.

Spreading the Wellness Word
Champions all across Alberta are making inventive use of ChooseWell promotional materials, as
you’ll discover by reading the community profiles that follow. Consider how Claresholm promoted its
Communitywide Fitness Challenge by attaching stickers with dates and other details on ChooseWell
and Healthy U swag. How Leanne Landry in Red Deer carefully chose who would receive each
ChooseWell resource to ensure maximum distribution. And how various communities packaged
resources and swag to invite participation in healthy living programs and encourage lifestyle
change.
Each edition of Success Travels also helps to spread the word, and the booklet’s use is limited only
by the imagination. “We’re actually going to do an extra event to launch being in the book,” says
Victoria Champion, FCSS programmer for the Smoky River region.
Okotoks champion Janette Messer would also
like to see shorter publications on specific
topics. “Sometimes information is lost when it’s
all together,” she says. “We are having trouble
with the healthy eating aspect and making sure
that is addressed. If there was a cheat sheet of
win-wins in various communities, that would be
fantastic.”

“

ChooseWell has an excellent program
going. The challenge is how do you get
it out there, let people know?

”

Laura McCarron
Community Recreation Program Supervisor,
High Level

Local media offer another important way to make healthy living top-of-mind. Positive relationships
with the local newspaper can result in invaluable exposure, as illustrated by “Health Champ of
the Month” features in the Vermilion newspaper, regular columns by ChooseWell champion Kerry
Doran in the Drayton Valley Western Review and advertorials about healthy living in the Innisfail
Province. Social media offer an even more immediate way to spread the word, as Cochrane is
discovering by tweeting the location of its rolling Fun Van.
Champions in such small and remote communities as Mannville, Fort McKay and Kainai would like
ChooseWell staff to reinforce their messages by visiting in person. “Specifically for our project and
First Nations population, we feel that face to face visits are extremely important and effective,”
says Annette BruisedHead, principal of Kainai High School. “Ideally, if ChooseWell could provide a
workshop for the school surrounding the benefits of school gardens and growing nutritious food, we
feel that this outside reinforcement would make the project much more effective.”
Athabasca’s Joelle Jackson would like ChooseWell to offer a menu of presentations that could be
brought to town at no charge. “The presenters do not necessarily need to travel,” she says. “What if
each community books their own space to meet, then each community calls in to the presentation,
and we have an Alberta Wide Presentation with all the communities? Or we could play pre-recorded
presentations at events such as our activity fair.”
Champions would like to see more Alberta-wide advertising of ChooseWell to give the brand more
exposure and credibility. They would also welcome a wider variety of eye-catching posters and
publicity templates.
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Influencing Policy
Knowing that systemic issues such as walkability, affordability, accessibility, and transportation
underlie physical inactivity and poor eating habits, several ChooseWell champions are making it
their business to influence those aspects of community life. And well they should, for it’s crucial
to make healthy choices the easy choice. And when community leaders pay heed to grassroots
advocacy, significant and lasting advances can be made.
To their credit, elected leaders are listening and responding. Positive outcomes include completion
of Active Community Strategies in Okotoks and Lethbridge, municipal support for a community
makeover and GO ME!! exercise program in Longview, improved walking infrastructure in
Strathmore and inclusion of both the Iron Chef challenge and 21 Days to healthy eating in High
Level’s town budget.
Champions suggest increasing ChooseWell’s focus on policy issues in future years. In Grande
Prairie, where there’s grassroots advocacy for a health-inducing built environment, Garett
Richardson would appreciate advice for making “the healthy choice the easy choice.” In Camrose,
Lucy Ernst suggests webinars and other user-friendly resources on how to work with a company
or a municipality in developing a wellness policy. Champions would also like to be linked with
communities and groups that share common policy concerns, such as cyclists, First Nations and
urban neighbourhoods.
Most of all, ChooseWell champions recommend continuity in local healthy living initiatives. As Lucy
Ernst of Camrose explains, regularly shifting focus confuses communities. Continuity is important
to build on the great work and gains that were made through community development. Champions
would like to see ChooseWell expand and extend longer into the school year, or even become a
year-around program.
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athabasca

Athabasca creates one-stop healthy living expo
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Curious about zumba? Struggling with restless
sleep? Worried about your anxious child? You
could have explored all of that and more at the
2012 Athabasca Community Wellness Expo,
a day-long extravaganza held in April at the
Athabasca Regional Multiplex. More than 500
people came, sampling yoga or karate or spin,
enjoying a neck massage, walking a nearby trail
with a guide, picking up information on upcoming classes, taking in sessions about self-care—
physical, mental, emotional and even financial.
And it was all free. No wonder the expo helped
earn Athabasca an award for reducing barriers
to healthy living.

A committee involving various community
organizations organized the expo in 2012, with
each person involved (and their families) volunteering huge chunks of time. To help defray the
$4,000 cost, one member dedicated a day a
week to approaching potential sponsors, using
a thorough sponsorship package the team had
developed. Six cash sponsorships resulted,
plus valuable in-kind donations—including an
elliptical exercise machine from Canadian Tire
for use a door prize. Communities ChooseWell
giveaways also proved popular, especially with
the children.

The expo grew out of a wellness fair hosted by
Athabasca University prior to 2005 that was
open to community residents, but didn’t have
broad reach due to its on-campus location. In
2011, the University took the lead in reviving
the fair and making it more accessible to the
community. The result? Markedly increased
participation. Building on that success, the
2012 event offered 14 presentations, five interactive sessions, a kids’ zone, healthy breakfast
options and a wellness tradeshow. Tables were
free to non-profit organizations and just $35 for
businesses, attracting dozens of local agencies
and health providers.

A lot of community members got
involved in organizing the 2012 expo,
but there still needs to be that constant
lead to keep everything moving.

“

”

Joelle Jackson
Athabasca University

The Athabasca Community Wellness Expo
Committee had high hopes of incorporating
Communities ChooseWell programs more fully
into subsequent expos, which seemed sure to
mushroom in size and reach. Because it was
such a huge undertaking, the committee discussed holding the event every second year or

Communities ChooseWell

Athabasca in Brief

so. Nothing quite so complex as the 2012 event
has taken place since, although some similar
events have been organized on a much smaller
scale.
Hosting an annual expo is “a huge undertaking,” says Joelle Jackson, who chaired the 2012
Athabasca Community Wellness Expo Committee. But it’s clear the event filled an awareness
gap. “The overwhelming positive feedback from
participants reveals that many had no idea of
the multitude of health and wellness options
available to them in Athabasca and north central Alberta.”
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Population

2,990 in town; 7,662 in
the surrounding county

Location

125 km north of Edmonton
at the intersection of
highways 2 and 55.

ChooseWell
Team

Athabasca University, Alberta
Health Services, Alberta
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Commission, Family and
Community Support Services,
Town of Athabasca, Taking Care
Counselling & Consulting Ltd.

Expo sponsors

Alberta Health Services,
Athabasca University,
Wellness Committee
(Athabasca University),
Buy-low Foods, Canadian
Tire, Great Canadian Dollar
Store, Family and Community
Support Services, Lions Club,
Taking Care Counselling &
Consulting Ltd., TransCanada,
Scotiabank, Servus Credit
Union, Whispering Hills Fuels

Recognition

Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living, 2012

Top Tip

Strong leadership and a
committed team are key to the
success of a healthy living expo

Contact

jjackson@athabascau.ca
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Bassano opens the doors to fitness 24/7
Folks living in or near Bassano can now work
out any time, day or night, thanks to a community fitness centre that unlocks with a coded
keypad. For just $65 plus GST, members enjoy
three months of 24-hour access to the aptly
named Thrive Workout Facility. A sign on the
door invites drop-ins (who pay $5 a session) to
phone or stop at the nearby town office for the
access code. People in need get in free.
The idea of opening a community workout
facility grew out of community consultations
funded by the Alberta Cancer Foundation’s
Thrive on Wellness initiative. At first the facility
was located at EMME’s Esso, which agreed to
open its employee facility for community use.
Launched January 2012, the arrangement attracted significant uptake in the early months.
But then usage dropped, prompting a decision
to move to a more central location. With Newell
County and the local Agricultural Society pitching in to purchase equipment, a 14-stations fitness facility opened on Main Street in January
2013. By September, 90 people had used the
centre, logging 800 visits—a 10-fold increase in
traffic.
Among regular users are area nurses, who obtained a grant from their union to fund annual
memberships (at $236.25 each, plus GST) for
Bassano Health Centre employees. “With that
sort of support, the facility has really taken off,”
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says Family and Community Support Services
(FCSS) Director Kelly Christman, who happily
fields calls from home to make exercise accessible at all hours. Bassano FCSS funds the
centre’s management and has applied to the
county for an annual grant to cover rent. “Our
goal of course is to make is sustainable,” Kelly
says. “Yet we really want to keep it affordable so
people use it and become members.”

“

We believe every person has a right
to access an adequate supply of nutritious,
affordable and culturally appropriate food.

”

Food Charter
FCSS Bassano

Adding a community fitness centre was a logical
next step for Bassano, which signed on to Communities ChooseWell in 2005, the program’s
first year, and has since won multiple awards
for focusing on healthy eating and active living
in a way that never happened in the community
before. You’ll now find healthy choices in events
and facilities all around town. Late in 2012, the
local Family and Community Support Services
(FCSS) board adopted a food charter that clearly outlined its commitment to ensuring that
people of all abilities, incomes and ages have
access to healthy and culturally appropriate
food as well as active living opportunities. “The
charter is our backbone,” Kelly says.

Communities ChooseWell

Bassano in Brief
Kelly continues to nudge others around town
to think healthy. For example, she recently
suggested that the concession at the local pool
carry healthier options. “The conversation was
successful—and that’s all it took,” she says. In
2013, she introduced Active August, challenging residents to track both screen time and
active time. They could also take free Zumba
classes on the town tennis court. Participants
were entered in a draw for weekly prizes, plus a
grand prize of a three-month pass to the Thrive
Workout Facility. Although not many people participated, awareness grew as weekly winners
appeared in the local newspaper. “We’ll do it
again,” Kelly says. “I’m sure the uptake will be
better next year.”
Communities ChooseWell resources are a great
help when testing new ideas, Kelly adds. “We
get all these wonderful giveaways—and they
remind us to choose well. That terminology is
amazing and very fitting. It directs many of our
decisions about the programming and events
we put on in our community.”
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Population

1,347

Location

Halfway between Calgary and
Medicine Hat on Hwy 1

ChooseWell
Team

Family and Community
Support Services Director,
who also serves as Children’s
Services community worker
and provides frontline services
for the Town of Bassano

Key
Collaborators

Alberta Health Services, Newell
County Further Education
Council, RCMP, Bassano
School, Kind Community
Alliance and other regional
agencies and coalitions

Recognition

Providing Healthy Opportunities,
2011; Providing Health
Education, 2012

Top Tip

Have the right people at
the table for community
health and wellness

Contact

bassfcss@telus.net
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Beaumont keeps the activity meter high with affordable fare
Coming and going. That’s been the theme at the
Town of Beaumont recently, with many changes
happening among the staff serving this growing
community. Nevertheless, good things continue
to happen, giving residents many affordable
opportunities to be active and engaged—and
earning Communities ChooseWell awards in
both 2011 and 2012.
For youth 12 to 17, there’s the Chantal Bérubé
Community Youth Centre. Launched nine years
ago, this happening place was recently renamed
in honour of the woman most instrumental in
its birth and early years. Chantal Bérubé died
suddenly on November 26, 2011 due to complications from a blood clot, but the centre carries
on. With Sarah Fodchuk leading a wonderful
group of staff members, it offers many ways to
get physical, have fun and eat healthy: physical
activity at least once a week; dance games and
cooking classes; a Let’s Talk series on such
topics as self-esteem and wilderness survival,
each with a free meal; field trips to Sylvan Lake
and a nearby corn maze—and more. To attend
the centre, teens fill out a registration form
and have their parents sign it. Those who hang
out there say things like this: “You get to make
lifelong friends, and the staff is amazing too!”
Beaumont regularly kicks off Recreation and
Parks Month in June with National Health and
Fitness Day. The town hosts a free event offer-
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ing a new activity every hour: yoga, running,
Zumba, sport ball, games that teach movement
skills. Everyone who joins in goes home with
a Communities ChooseWell water bottle and
information about healthy living.
Community programmers make it a point to
incorporate Communities ChooseWell ideas
and resources into everything from summer
day camps to lunch hour yoga classes. What’s
more, Communities ChooseWell is on display
whenever the town is involved in an event, says
Emily Jolin, who was the Summer Programs
Coordinator in 2013 and stayed on part time
to fill staff gaps while finishing university. “That
amazing little cookbook is the most popular
thing; it flies off our table.” In a community
that’s quite physically active but seems less
interested in healthy eating, that’s a coup.

“

Our objective is to ensure that the
citizens of Beaumont have recreation and
culture opportunities and programs available
to enhance their quality of life.

”

Emily Jolin
Community Programs
Town of Beaumont

Among recent program coordinators who
made full use of Communities ChooseWell
resources was Melissa Grabski. She organized

Communities ChooseWell
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mother-daughter Go Girl events, giving each
participant a gift bag with items from Communities ChooseWell and local donors. Fathers and
sons also had their nights out. “I created these
events to help everyone to feel comfortable
about themselves, discover ways to stay active—and have fun,” Melissa says. Occasional
“Guys Night” and “Girls Night” events continue
at the youth centre.
Making recreation affordable is an ongoing goal
in Beaumont. The town offers eight days of free
programming at the Beaumont water park in
summer, open to any child with a parent in tow.
Every Monday, Friday and Sunday there’s free
public skating sponsored by local business; Friday night is Family Skate Night. And for anyone
who cannot afford the fees for either recreation
or culture, the town has a subsidy program
available through the Government of Alberta.
Accessibility is a top priority, Emily says. “Our
goal is to help families achieve a healthier and
more balanced lifestyle in an affordable way.”
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Population

14,916

Location

3.5 km south of Edmonton and
9 km east of the Edmonton
International Airport

ChooseWell
Team

Town of Beaumont
Community Programs

Key
Collaborators

Town of Beaumont Family and
Community Support Services

Recognition

Providing Health Education,
2011; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2012

Top Tip

Sport and recreation
should be available to every
member of the community

Contact

emily.jolin
@town.beaumont.ab.ca
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boyle street

Inner city rec program uses micro grants to plant seeds
An Inner City Recreation Program jointly run by
Boyle Street Community Services and Bissell
Centre has used two successive Communities
ChooseWell seed grants to help at least 1,000
low income Edmontonians add recreation into
their days.
In 2012, the program received its first $2,000
to launch a micro grant program that helps
community members pursue recreation they
otherwise can’t afford. A little money invested
in recreation goes a long way to improve lives in
the inner city, says program coordinator Rylan
Kafara. “Say they’ve been homeless and they’re
trying to get back on their feet with housing
and maybe a job. It helps to have routine and
consistency, plus it’s a chance to relax and
socialize and enjoy themselves a bit.”
Typically, the grants go to people who enjoy the
events put on by Inner City Recreation (such
as street ball, hip hop, camping, museum
outings, dog walking, slo-pitch, dragon boating, trivia nights and horse therapy) and want
to delve into a particular thing more deeply.
Each person can receive up to $150 to enroll
in a program at least three sessions long. One
talented youngster joined a football team (and
now dreams of playing professionally), another
took guitar lessons, others attend community
collective kitchens.
In 2013, Inner City Recreation used its second
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seed grant to join other inner city agencies in
running a community garden on three acres of
land donated by local grower Riverbend Gardens. Weekly visits to the garden at the northeast edge of the city attracted everyone from
youth who wouldn’t recognize a carrot top to
those who grew up farming and enjoyed showing off their gardening skills. “We’d hang out,
have a barbecue—and work our butts off, too,”
Rylan says. Some enjoyed the outing so much
that they hopped aboard another agency’s bus
to garden a second day of the week.

“

Thanks to ChooseWell, we’re able to
develop food accessibility and security in
the Edmonton inner city. Every week, our
gardeners have access to fresh vegetables.
And for events, I can run out to the garden
for carrots and cucumbers to go along with
whatever else we can afford to serve. So we’re
trying to make everything healthier.

”

Rylan Kafara
Inner City Recreation Coordinator
Bissell Centre/Boyle Street Community
Services, Edmonton

Besides gracing gardeners’ tables, the bounty
grown in Riverbend’s rich soil is boosting the
nutritional value of meals served by inner city
agencies. The food is also helping to fuel a
collective kitchen and canning program, again

Communities ChooseWell
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with the help of that second Communities
ChooseWell grant, Rylan says. “So we’re seeing
the whole cycle, from planting the seed to putting healthy food on the table.”
Rylan credits Communities ChooseWell for
helping his program tackle nutrition in a part
of the city where all too many people subsist
on starchy, highly processed food because it’s
cheap. Having recently subjected his own body
to a week on such a diet, he knows from experience how it saps energy and health. “Our aim is
to remove any barriers to recreation for people
in the inner city and build community and
healthier lives for people here,” he says. “Maybe
we’re not able to do some of ChooseWell’s more
nuanced programs yet, but if we keep working
on this, we’ll be able to move to the next step.”
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Population

6,947 in Boyle Street
neighbourhood, plus
others beyond

Location

Inner city Edmonton

ChooseWell
Team

Boyle Street Community
Services and Bissell Centre,
with a steering committee
involving the City of Edmonton,
YMCA and the United Way

Key
Collaborators

Many local businesses
and area agencies

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2012; Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living & Building
Community Capacity, 2013

Top Tip

Removing barriers to
recreation builds community
as well as healthier lives

Contact

rkafara@boylestreet.org
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bridgeland-riverside

Bridgeland-Riverside engages all ages in resurrecting legacy of care
When Deb Lee stepped forward to become
ChooseWell Champion for the Bridgeland-Riverside Community Association in Calgary after living there 15 years, she knew only a handful of
neighbours. Less than two years later, the circle
of neighbours she knows has mushroomed. And
in becoming involved, she has helped others
connect. “It’s all part of making a community,”
she says. “Until we know each other, it’s hard to
be active and engaged. And engagement in life
is what makes us healthy.”

“

ChooseWell has become quite a great
force in our community, helping to establish
this important premise of feeling like you
belong here, that you matter. That’s what
engages people in healthy activities.

”

Peggy Wouts
President
Bridgeland-Riverside Community Association

Poised to retire from nursing, Deb saw Communities ChooseWell as a vehicle for participating in what she terms the “resurrection” of a
neighbourhood that is still recovering from the
loss of the General Hospital in 1998. “When
they imploded the General, that literally put
a hole in the community,” she says. Indeed,
many businesses and restaurants left, and the
community centre, pub, ball diamonds, skating
rink and swimming pool all came down to make
way for redevelopment. Fifteen years later, just
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one-third of the planned infill is complete: a set
of condos, some businesses, a smaller community centre, a soccer field and one relocated
ball diamond. Young families are now moving
in, bringing children and new energy, making it
important to build connections, keep the community’s history alive and ensure recreational
opportunities for all.
To fill in those blanks and encourage participation, Deb began writing “ChooseWell… in praise
of” newsletter articles on such topics as swimming, skating, curling, walking, soccer, running
and baseball. The articles recalled lost gems
(such as the outdoor pool) and highlighted current assets, including paths, playing fields and
hills. Shorter items focused on healthy living or
gave links to resources such as Healthy U.
Soon Deb’s focus expanded beyond information to events. Often those events connected to
her articles and/or built on the work of other
community leaders. An article on tobogganing,
for example, invited readers to a family outing
on a local hill planned with Events Director
Stacey Sudlow. Weekly “Bridgeland Walks”
were inspired by social worker Christine Bennett, who scheduled walks as part of a Strong
Neighbourhood Initiative hoping the community
would carry them on. Sports such as pickup
baseball add an active component to Picnic in
the Park, one of many social activities begun by
President Peggy Wouts.
Communities ChooseWell
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Seniors make up 22% of the Bridgeland-Riverside neighbourhood, more than double the
norm in Calgary. Most are clustered in a lodge
and subsidized apartments, somewhat isolated
from the community. Deb and other association
leaders are talking with seniors about meaningful ways to involve them, following up on a
seniors survey by the Strong Neighbourhood
Initiative. “Deb has been incredible at creating
open doors with seniors, very much learning
from them versus putting an agenda on them,”
Peggy says.

“

Most ChooseWell champions are
from small communities, but there really
is potential for engaging people across the
whole spectrum, from rural to urban.

”

Deb Lee
ChooseWell Champion
Bridgeland-Riverside Community Association

Tellingly, it’s the seniors Deb focuses on when
describing Molson Coors’ inaugural Everyday
Sports Hero Award, which she won in 2013.
Created when the company opened an office
in Bridgeland, the award included funding for
baseball equipment and upgrade of a diamond
next to several seniors’ buildings. On build day,
seniors ventured over for the award ceremony
and stayed to watch as Molson staff and other
volunteers installed bleachers and benches, a
barbecue and a locked equipment box, then
played a few pickup games. “The seniors had
a great time and felt very welcome,” Deb says.
“So a few more seeds were sown.”

Population

5,000

Location

Inner city Calgary, just northeast
of downtown near the Bow River

ChooseWell
Team

Bridgeland-Riverside
Community Association

Key
Collaborators

Canada’s Sports Hall of
Fame, City of Calgary (City
Parks Division, CNS-Calgary
Neighbourhood Services,
Councillor Gian-Carlo Carra),
Molson Coors Canada

Recognition

Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2013

Top Tip

It doesn’t have to be a big
initiative to be fun and
effective; build on something
that is already going on and
give it a healthy twist

Contact

info@brcacalgary.org

Although the General Hospital is gone, it’s clear
the people of Bridgeland-Riverside are carrying
on its legacy of care. And as Deb notes, “No
one thing is enough. It’s a constellation of many
people and things, all coming together at the
right time.”
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Camrose coalition infuses physical activity and
healthy eating into existing initiatives
Is it sustainable? That has become a key question for the Camrose Healthy Living Coalition.
Learning from experience, the coalition recently
shifted much of its energy to enhancing existing
community events, with marked success.
A positive force since 2007, the coalition
earned 2012 Communities ChooseWell awards
for such initiatives as a community garden and
an outdoor walking program. The Camrose
Community Garden involved youth from the
Camrose Open Door (a youth drop-in and peer
connection agency) in growing vegetables
in a nearby vacant lot for use in the centre’s
restaurant, catering business and Good Food
Box program. The Mirror Lake Walking Program
invited indoor walkers to use outdoor trails in
summer.
“Due to changes in community need and focus,
these initiatives became difficult to sustain,”
says Lucy Ernst, who does health promotions
with Alberta Health Services (AHS). “We recognized we could build in more sustainability
by switching gears a bit and asking, ‘What is
already thriving in the community, and how can
we enhance that?’ Partnering with groups that
already draw large crowds provides a captive
audience to share messages about healthy
eating and active living.”
In 2013, the coalition brought healthy food
options and snowshoeing to the Family
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Resource Centre’s annual Family Day event,
which attracted a crowd of 200. “We wanted
to encourage families to embrace winter and
recognize there are a lot of ways to get active
and eat healthy,” Lucy says. Among those who
braved the day’s frigid temperatures to try out
the snowshoes was a young participant who
enjoyed tromping around in the snow so much
he decided to save up for a pair of his own.
The coalition also supported Rolling Down the
River, an annual five-day bike tour through area
communities, with fun and educational events
and Communities ChooseWell resources.

“

Our coalition has had great success
this past year by enhancing existing
initiatives with physical activity and
healthy eating components.

”

Lucy Ernst
Health Promotion Facilitator
AHS, Camrose

The coalition infused physical activity and
health eating into Canada Day celebrations
by offering an obstacle course, old fashioned
games and assemble-it-yourself fruit kababs.
Three-legged races and potato sack hops had
parents reminiscing as their children got active.
Kabob fixings (a skewer plus cut up fruit in a
ziplock bag) flew out of the coolers in the plus30 heat. “We wanted to teach parents that eatCommunities ChooseWell

Camrose in Brief
ing healthy can be quick, easy and fun,” Lucy
says. The event also provided an opportunity to
publicly present the town’s 2012 Communities
ChooseWell awards to City Council.
To promote Recreation and Parks Month and
encourage trail use, the coalition offered a
Community Walk Day in June with two quite distinct walks: a leisurely stroll over flat terrain and
a more challenging trail. The group also teamed
up with local schools, the Healthy Living Centre
and the Camrose Primary Care Network to
launch Kid Fit, collecting gear for kids who can’t
afford what they need to join in sports.
The desire to focus on sustainability crystalized
while doing strategic planning with a facilitator
funded by Thrive on Wellness, an Alberta
Health Services initiative backed by the Alberta
Cancer Foundation. As one outcome of that
planning, the coalition is using Thrive dollars to
encourage active transportation by advocating
for trail maintenance, purchasing bike racks,
providing sessions on street-smart biking—and
perhaps offering low- and no-cost bikes an annual Family Resource Centre bike rodeo. “With
help of a Thrive facilitator, we’ve been able to
pinpoint what we think would be sustainable,”
Lucy says. “It has been really a good learning
for our group.”
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Population

17,236

Location

100 km southeast of
Edmonton on Hwy 13

ChooseWell
Team

Camrose Healthy Lifestyle
Coalition: City of Camrose
(arts and culture), Alberta
Health Services (health
promotion, nutrition services,
pediatric rehabilitation),
schools, University of Alberta’s
Augustana Fitness Centre,
Camrose Association for
Community Living, Camrose
Boys & Girls Club

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2011; Overall High Achiever &
Reducing Barriers to Healthy
Living, 2012; Overall High
Achiever & Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2013

Top tip

Infuse wellness in each initiative
rather than feel the need to
create brand new initiatives

Contact

Lucy.Ernst
@albertahealthservices.ca
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Canmore volunteers fuel new active living initiatives
Two recent active living initiatives in Alberta’s
Bow Valley are gaining momentum due to the
dynamic combination of enthusiastic volunteers and an active living consultant dedicated
to keeping everyone on track.
Twenty-five Lifestyle Ambassadors volunteered
to help spread the word about Spring into
Health, a 12-week program in 2012 that challenged residents to set weekly wellness aims
and track their activity levels and vegetable/
fruit intake. Each ambassador agreed to recruit
at least 10 others. “They created excitement in
the community,” says Randi Lynn Rinaldi, who
launched the challenge as part of her active
living portfolio with the Bow Valley Primary
Care Network. “It’s a really good way to get the
word out.” Those efforts, combined with media
support and letters to patients, attracted 500
participants, far more than expected. About
200 stuck with the program, providing weekly
tallies online via SurveyMonkey.
Building on that success, the 2013 population health initiative was a six-week walking
challenge called Wholly Walk-A-Moly, with free
pedometers for everyone involved. This time,
ambassadors were asked to recruit just five
others. “We were really aiming at people who
were less active, so we thought it would be harder to find participants,” Randi says. Still, enough
people registered to claim all 250 pedometers,
with another 40 on a waiting list. Each person
received walking maps for Canmore and Banff,
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tips about when and how to use a pedometer,
weekly email ideas, fun facts and prize draws
(including Communities ChooseWell swag) to
keep them moving.
Volunteers also play key roles in a walking
program that launched in 2012. Twice a week
in the summer, noon hour walks of varying
intensity roam Canmore, with at least two
volunteers accompanying each group. Besides
providing tips for getting active and eating well,
Randi offered incentives for attending multiple
sessions. “We aimed for people who aren’t
über fit, to introduce the trails and help them
increase their activity level,” she says. About 95
people registered, and some walked as many
as 20 sessions.

“

It’s not rocket science, what we did,
but it is quite labour and resource intensive.
We had wonderful volunteers, but to be
successful they needed staff support.

”

Randi Lynn Rinaldi
Active Living Consultant
Bow Valley Primary Care Network

The walking program ran again in 2013 despite
upheavals caused by flooding, which ruined
Communities ChooseWell resources and everything else below knee-height in the Primary
Care Network office. Although fewer people
signed on, daily participation proved similar to
the inaugural year, Randi says. “There are not as
Communities ChooseWell
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many stragglers but more committed people.”
In 2012 and again in 2013, the program
received $10,000 from Thrive on Wellness, a
partnership between the Alberta Cancer Foundation and Alberta Health Services. In response
to grassroots interest, Randi is now scouting for
new funding sources to continue guided walking in Canmore and perhaps expand to Banff.
“Both the self-directed challenge and the
guided walking program take significant time to
coordinate”, Randi says, recalling hours devoted to preparing educational materials, tracking
participation and supporting volunteers.
“As much as we wish these things could be
volunteer-led, they’re successful in Bow Valley
because our office is involved and supportive.”
Randi’s support for volunteers involves
constant give and take. “It’s crucial to keep
everyone informed, listen to feedback, be
open to ideas and make sure volunteers feel
valued”, she says. “When they know they’re
part of the process, they’re more invested in
it.” Keeping in mind the Bow Valley’s Rocky
Mountains backdrop, she gives each walking
guide some safety training plus a first aid
kit, a vest and bear spray. Volunteers always
get a gift, usually something related to the
initiative they support. During the pedometer
challenge, for example, they received a more
expensive pedometer than the norm. “I don’t
know if that’s necessary or expected,” Randi
says, “but it shows you value their support.”
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Population

Bow Valley Primary Care
Network serves 53,000
patients; at least 10,000
live in Canmore

Location

80 km west of Calgary,
bordering Kananaskis Country

ChooseWell
Team

Bow Valley Primary
Care Network

Recognition

Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2012

Top Tip

Recruit great volunteers,
use them efficiently and
treat them very well

Contact

rlrinaldi@bowvalleypcn.ca
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claresholm
and district
Claresholm and District embraces annual fitness challenge
In just three years, a Communitywide Fitness
Challenge has taken firm root in Claresholm
and District. Led by the Claresholm Healthy
Community Coalition and the Claresholm Fire
Department, the challenge invites teams of
four to register in whatever category they’d be
most proud to win (mild, moderate or vigorous)
and then track their activity. Winners receive
prizes donated by the community and (most
importantly) bragging rights at a wrap-up event
celebrating everyone’s involvement.
Organizers cleverly promoted the 2013
challenge by affixing stickers to Communities
ChooseWell and Healthy U 5&1 swag and tossing the goodies from a banner-festooned fire
truck during the town parade. Besides announcing the challenge dates, the stickers invited
kids, teens, adults and seniors to get involved.
“In the past the event was geared to adults, but
we really wanted to reach everybody,” says Ruth
Mueller, who coordinates community development for Claresholm, Nanton and Vulcan and
chairs the coalition.

“

We don’t want cost to be a barrier to
physical activity, especially for children. We
know how important unstructured play is for
development and creativity—and for socializing,
instead of being in front of a computer.

”

Ruth Mueller
FCSS Community Development Coordinator
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The team also promoted the challenge in
schools and at the annual Claresholm & District
Resource Fair, where baskets of Communities
ChooseWell giveaways went to the first five
teams to register. At each occasion, including a
final registration day, healthy eating resources
were available for the taking. In past years participants could earn points for reduced intake
of salt and saturated fats, but those categories
proved a nightmare to administer, Ruth says.
“So we decided to simplify and focus on physical activity, yet we wanted to give the message
that health includes nutrition. Communities
ChooseWell helped make that possible.”

“

We’re really working at building our
community spirit. We want to show people
what’s out there and get them involved.

”

Barbara Bell
Director
Claresholm and District FCSS office

The 2013 challenge ran six weeks, attracting
232 people. Each paid $10 to register and
earned five points for every 15 minutes of
moderate activity. “If you can talk but you can’t
sing, that’s moderate activity,” Ruth says. “The
definition works for everyone from a sedentary
senior to a marathon runner.”
The latest challenge also introduced “watchdogs” who awarded 10 bonus points to anyone
seen wearing a challenge T-shirt while active.
Communities ChooseWell
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When cold weather came, people got creative
and “wore” the shirts in pockets, as toques,
over coats, around legs—any crazy way. As
points mounted each week, three people
started a Facebook page that spawned rivalries
and testimonials. “My son and I have decided
that during this challenge we will eat fat free,”
one person wrote. Another who usually walks
for exercise said her teammates exposed her
to the joys of Nia, tennis, volleyball and weight
training. The success of the challenge has
caught the attention of nearby communities.
“It’s awesome that the idea is spreading,”
says Barbara Bell, director of the Claresholm
and District Family and Community Support
Services (FCSS) office and a coalition member.
“Maybe in future we could have a competition
between communities.”
In past years, Claresholm won Communities
ChooseWell awards for such initiatives as a
drop-in youth centre and a program for girls.
Both are on hiatus now, due in part to staff
changes. Besides continuing to coordinate a
popular free Saturday swim, the coalition has
set its sights on reopening the youth centre
(which was in a basement) in a more inviting
space. Perhaps in conjunction with a bowling
alley, Barb says: “Something for everyone to
use that would eventually sustain itself.”

“

I cannot believe how many people are
out walking in the evenings now! I mean, it
is crazy! So exciting to see so many people
in our community getting out there and
moving their bodies, and fun to pass by all
the friendly and encouraging faces.

Population

7,000 in the service
area, including about
3,600 in Claresholm

Location

91 km northwest of
Lethbridge and 125 km
south of Calgary on Hwy 2

ChooseWell
Team

Claresholm Healthy
Community Coalition

Key
Collaborators

Family and Community
Support Services, Claresholm
Fire Department, Town
of Claresholm, Municipal
District of Willow Creek,
Body Integral, Alberta Health
Services, Claresholm &
District Health Foundation

Recognition

Overall High Achiever
2011; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2012

Top Tip

Keeping a fitness challenge
simple and uncomplicated
makes it user friendly
and easy to run

Contact

Ruth.Mueller
@albertahealthservices.ca

”

Participant
Claresholm Communitywide Fitness Challenge

Claresholm Kidz Zone is proof positive that this
community can sustain a good thing. Located
in a portable next to the elementary school, it
offers out of school care and summer fun in a
way that models healthy eating and active living.
Launched as a FCSS initiative, KIdz Zone now
has its own board. “That’s an ideal evolution”,
Barb says. “It gives us more time to spend on
getting other things going.”
Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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Cochrane Fun Van puts recreation on a roll
Cochrane’s community recreation team doesn’t
have a home base for programming; the local
arena/gymnasium is run by a non-profit organization, and the pool has its own staff. Turning
a challenge into an opportunity, the team uses
a Fun Van to deliver recreation to the people—
anywhere, anytime.

“

The Cochrane Fun Van has the
potential to bring people together
and contribute to Cochrane’s overall
community spirit and satisfaction in ways
even we may not have imagined.

”

Deb Maxwell
Town of Cochrane

The idea of rolling recreation took root in 2009,
when a refurbished (and less than reliable)
ambulance first began transporting staff and
equipment to community events. Two years
later, the team launched Fun on the Run, inviting people to pre-register for sessions in various
parks. Participants enjoyed group games such
as the Amazing Race and Capture the Flag, but
attendance was low. To maximize their reach,
the team began rolling up to existing events,
using the fun-stocked van to spark healthy activities. “We began to call it Public Recreation,”
says Deb Maxwell, who with Jody DiCastri is
championing the charge. “Going to where the
public is already gathered to bring the recreation to them.”
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In 2013, a new and improved Fun Van (emblazoned with sponsor logos, including Communities ChooseWell) began augmenting local
events such as Canadian Tire’s Jumpstart and
Alberta Culture Days, where hundreds of kids
are eager to play. With portable equipment, creative ideas and some priming of the pump, staff
in their bright pink hoodies transform a park full
of strangers into interacting neighbours. Or a
cold gymnasium on a rainy day into a vibrant
indoor playground, bouncing with music, games
and fun. “It’s as if someone flips a switch,” Jody
says. “Once they get started, magical things
can happen.”
Unlike registered programs, which must be
planned months in advance to fit publicity
schedules, the Fun Van can respond quickly
to shifting trends, Deb says. “Our preschool
programs have not been filling recently with
kids heading off to preschool or kindergarten
earlier; now we can take a program like Nature
Nuts to an end-of-preschool wrap-up party and
interact with 100 kids.” Publicity on Twitter
(@CochraneFunVan) helps boost attendance, a
win-win for organizers.
The Fun Van is among a mitt full of initiatives
that earned Cochrane Overall High Achiever
status in 2012. The community also expanded
Go Girl from one day to five weeks, supported
an explosion of hiking groups, led frequent flash
mobs, held a community cook-off, sponsored
an Iron Chef competition and published a bookCommunities ChooseWell
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let showcasing the 11 contestants’ recipes.
Like the Fun Van, Communities ChooseWell
activities typically augmented what was already
happening in the community.

“

Fun and play can change someone’s
whole day, improve relationships and
even improve community spirit.

”

Jody DiCastri
Town of Cochrane Recreation Programmer

Cochrane also became a leader in promoting
Communities ChooseWell, hosting the 2012
provincial launch for 21 Days to Healthy Eating
at a local IGA and speaking on Communities
ChooseWell panels. In 2013, Deb and Jody
took the Fun Van message to an international
audience by presenting at the ARPA/IFPRA
(International Federation of Parks and Recreation Administration) World Congress, preceded
by an article in the IFPRA publication.
Loss of key staff members impacted programming in 2013, but the Communities ChooseWell
name remains visible everywhere the Fun Van
rolls—and beyond. “We have realized the potential of using the brand as a marketing tool,”
Deb says. “We put the ChooseWell stamp on
everything we do.”
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Population

18,780

Location

20 km west of Calgary
along Hwy 1A

ChooseWell
Team

Town of Cochrane

Key
Collaborators

Bow River’s Edge Campground,
Cochrane Toyota

Recognition

Overall High Achiever, 2012

Top Tip

Don’t leave it in the hands of
one person. Having a couple
people take the initiative
makes for better results

Contact

deb.maxwell@cochrane.ca
jody.dicastri@cochrane.ca
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Key Collaborators in Cold Lake lay foundation for interagency alliance
Building on past award-winning efforts, four
Cold Lake organizations stepped forward in
2013 to co-found an interagency Communities
ChooseWell alliance. All four—Family and Community Support Services (FCSS), Alberta Health
Services (AHS), 4 Wing Cold Lake (Personal
Support Programs and Health Promotions) and
the Cold Lake Energy Centre—dedicated staff to
making this interagency group function. Together, the group began writing terms of reference
and laying plans for an awareness campaign
and kickoff event.

“

I am pleased to have this networking
opportunity with community organizations.
I am sure this will increase local CCW
resources, education and ideas.

”

Kerri Dixon
former ChooseWell champion, Cold Lake

On the prowl for funds to sustain its efforts,
the alliance applied for two grants. Undaunted
when both were turned down, the group decided to proceed without external funding. In the
words of Kerri Dixon, who led the Communities
ChooseWell charge in Cold Lake until recently,
those involved were curious “to see what the
four agencies can produce together.”
The alliance helped Cold Lake earn a Building
Community Capacity award in 2013, its second
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in two years. The community also earned an
Overall High Achiever award in 2011.
Among the popular FCSS programs to emerge
from the focus on healthy living is Taste for Kids:
Kitchen Basics. With local Red Seal Chef Melissa Willis at the helm, 9- to 12-year-olds learn
knife and kitchen safety and prepare a surprisingly gourmet meal. A workbook reinforces the
learning through matchups, fill-in-the-blank and
other interactive exercises.
“Parents who arrive to pick up their children
cannot believe we have prepared vegetable
kabobs, ham and cheese roll ups, stuffed
chicken breasts, broccoli and mozzarella,
steamed basmati and cake with strawberries
for dessert,” Kerri says. “The youth are so proud
and can hardly wait to prepare the meal again
for the rest of the family! We have even noticed
they are more willing to try ingredients they are
unsure about simply because they are creating
the meal themselves.”
Building on the Taste for Kids vision, FCSS is
launching a new program for youth called Lunch
Box Heroes. “This not only teaches the youth
that eating healthy can be exciting and easy,
but inspires them to educate their family on the
benefits of choosing a healthy way of life,” says
Joe Donaldson, Cold Lake’s current Communities ChooseWell champion.

Communities ChooseWell

Cold Lake in Brief
Other recent healthy living initiatives in Cold
Lake include Be Well, Feel Swell!, a wellness
series on such topics as healthy menus for busy
families, nutrition for child athletes and stress
busting.
“Participation in the Communities ChooseWell
initiative has strengthened networking between
the FCSS and various community organizations,” Kerri wrote in a recent Cold Lake progress report. Noting a partnership forged with
the local chapter of the Air Force Association
of Canada to run the Iron Chef competition
as a case in point, she adds, “Communities
ChooseWell has given me the occasion to network for healthy lifestyle initiatives, which have
also paved the way for collaboration on other
community projects.”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Population

14,400

Location

300 km northeast of Edmonton,
near the Saskatchewan border

ChooseWell
Team

Family and Community
Support Services Cold
Lake, in collaboration
with other agencies

Key
Collaborators

Alberta Health Services,
4 Wing Cold Lake, Cold
Lake Energy Centre

Recognition

Overall High Achiever,
2011; Building Community
Capacity, 2012 & 2013

Top Tip

Reach out and collaborate! You’ll
find support in surprising places

Contact

jdonaldson@coldlake.com
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coronation

Coronation ChooseWell Committee gears up for the long run
To see how a diverse team of community
members can grab hold of the Communities
ChooseWell challenge and run, check out the
Coronation ChooseWell Committee. Formed
in spring 2012, the committee immediately
began inserting healthy food and activities into
traditional community doings while introducing
some intriguing new events. These new events
Include a hugely popular Turkey Trot.

“

We find as a ChooseWell committee
that our greatest challenge is healthy
eating. People will say I go out to walk
so I can eat the crap I want to eat. But
that’s not the way it works.

”

Diane Schmidt
Community Liaison
Coronation & District Support Services

“Diversity is the committee’s strength”, says
Diane Schmidt of Coronation and District Support Services, who chairs the group. Experts
in nutrition, wellness, fitness, health, adult
learning, seniors, grant writing, community
partnering and town operations sit around the
table, including a young mother and a senior.
“Nearly all of us work fulltime, which has its
challenges, but we bring all of that with us—we
know who we can draw in to help.”
For the town’s first annual Turkey Trot on
Thanksgiving Sunday 2012, the team turned
to the David Thompson Foundation for swag
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(including pedometers) and signed on with the
Running Room to handle online registrations.
With the fee set at an affordable $15 ($40 for
families), 35 people pre-registered for the 5- or
10-km event. A full 120 showed up, setting
happy organizers scrambling. Although the
holiday weekend pulled some potential runners
away, others were in the area to visit family. And
for everyone, what better way to compensate
for that Thanksgiving turkey.
The Turkey Trot alone could have earned the
town its Creating Healthy Opportunities award.
But there’s more. The profit from that run,
matched by community donations, helped open
a fitness centre in late 2012. The following
year, a Communities ChooseWell grant seeded
a seniors community kitchen in response to
requests from single seniors tired of eating
alone. A seniors’ walking group has also taken
root, using hospital corridors since most participants use wheelchairs or walkers or have
unsure footing. A 14-member team sporting
Communities ChooseWell T-shirts finished
the Edmonton Derby Half Marathon in August
2012. That summer, the committee also hosted
ChooseWell Olympic Games for kids and seniors with the help of youth volunteers. They’ve
instituted Fruit Fridays at Coronation School,
inviting students to try the “fruit of the day.”
And they’ve injected nutritious food and healthy
living information into Canada Day, walks and
fairs, the annual rodeo, school track meets and
other local events.
Communities ChooseWell

Coronation in Brief
With even bigger initiatives in mind, the Coronation ChooseWell Committee has become
a society and is working on a three-year plan.
And it’s always on the prowl for money to turn
words into action. If an application to Breakfast
for Learners is accepted, every Coronation
classroom will have a bin of healthy snacks with
the support of local service clubs. A grant from
the Blue Cross Healthy Communities would
rejuvenate an overgrown walking path that runs
between town and a nearby campground. Ongoing fundraising initiatives include collecting
pennies, hosting events (including a skate-athon) and serving as local distributors for Fresh
Florida Fruit.
“We feel we’re here for the long run,” Diane
says. “We’re a small group, but by drawing in
other partners we’ve been able to have a big
effect.”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Population

2,000 (about half in town, half
in the surrounding county)

Location

East central Alberta, about
two hours east of Red Deer

ChooseWell
Team

Coronation ChooseWell
Committee

Key
Collaborators

Family and Community Support
Services, Alberta Health
Services, Paintearth Community
Adult Learning Council

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2012; Overall High Achiever,
Building Community
Capacity & Most Significant
Change (South), 2013

Top Tip

A diverse, community-based
team can draw in other partners
and multiply its impact

Contact

twncoron@telusplanet.net
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delburne

Delburne spray park sparks big dreams
One thing leads to another. That’s what happens when community development is humming along, and Delburne is a remarkable case
in point. With a year of centennial celebrations
just behind, the 832 souls in this village (plus
2,500 nearby) can trace a journey of building
that would do any community proud.
In the past decade alone, a successful campaign to build a spray deck sparked a move
to turn the surrounding space into a park for
all ages and abilities. With fitness equipment,
basketball and volleyball courts, a children’s
playground and paved walks installed, the idea
of a nature trail took root. And so a centennial
project was born. By late 2013, a 2.5-km historic walking trail funded in part by Heritage
Canada connected the park with other sites in
the village. Next up: a $300,000 skateboard
and bike skills park. “And it’s all wheelchair
accessible”, says Brenda Smith, a key leader
in an aptly named Futures Committee that has
turned vision into reality, raising a cool $1.3
million in the process. “We dream big.”
Meanwhile, grassroots interest in communally
growing and cooking food prompted Nora Smith,
Delburne Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) community worker, to access Thrive
on Wellness funding, pulling Alberta Health
Services (AHS) consultant Molly Hanson-Nagel
into the mix. As community leaders discussed
how best to use the $10,000, they decided to
form a network to support the informal collabor48

ation that was already doing so much to make
the village a community. And so the Delburne
Wellness Network was born, coordinated by the
FCSS office.

“

The centennial brought a lot of people
together and rebuilt a lot of relationships.
We’re on the cusp of exploding into something
more. That’s how I see the community now.

”

Nora Smith
Delburne FCSS

Over many shared cups, the vision grew of a
community garden in the centre of town with
plots for children and families, fruit trees for all
to share and gazebos for visiting. A place where
people could be active and grow healthy food
for themselves, for school food programs and
for initiative still to come. Envisioning raised
beds for anyone with mobility constraints,
the group obtained Communities ChooseWell
seed funding. Farmers, village staff and others
chipped in as well, offering labour, equipment,
soil and seeds.
Set to launch in 2014, the garden promises
to support other wellness initiatives, including
those at the local K-12 school. An enthusiastic
partner, the school already hosts a Healthy
Breakfast Program that is a story in itself. Three
years ago, a team of dedicated volunteers
backed by FCSS funding shifted the school’s
breakfast menu from white bread, jam or cheese
Communities ChooseWell

spread and punch to whole wheat bread, local
vegetables, fruit/yogurt smoothies, hard boiled
eggs and real juice. As attitudes change, it’s
hoped a similar shift will occur in hot lunches. In
addition, the school has volunteered to provide
a home base for a community kitchen that is
poised to begin, using local sources whenever
possible.
Plans are also in the works to launch a Good
Food Box program in concert with local producers and the community garden. Delburne’s
two small grocery stores will alternate as
pickup points for monthly deliveries. “We’re into
supporting local,” Molly says. “When people
walk through the grocery store to pick up their
healthy food box, maybe they’ll buy what they
need from the store at the same time.”
With so many overlapping initiatives, Delburne
was a natural for a 2013 Creating Healthy
Opportunities Award. And Molly and Nora give
full marks to the Futures Committee for leading
the way. “It’s probably the most amazing organization I’ve worked with in all my time in not-forprofits,” Nora says. “It’s basically a handful of
busy people with leaders who keep on track in a
way that makes everyone feel involved.”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Delburne in Brief
Population

830, plus 2,500 rural residents

Location

50 km east of Red Deer

ChooseWell
Team

Delburne Wellness Network

Key
Collaborators

Delburne Futures Committee,
Alberta Health Services
(Nutrition, Healthy Weights,
Thrive on Wellness) Delburne
Family and Community
Support Services, Village
of Delburne (Community
Services-FCSS, Public Works,
CAO), Delburne School, Servus
Credit Union, grocery stores,
community members

Recognition

Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2013

Top Tip

Dream big and act
like you mean it

Contact

delbfcss@delburne.ca
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didsbury

Didsbury meets community needs by sticking to what works
Creativity. Collaboration. Consistency. Communication. Those four concepts come to mind
as Facilities and Events Coordinator Stefanie
Halfyard describes Healthy Living Didsbury.
Four words, four building blocks in the array of
initiatives that earned this town Communities
ChooseWell awards in both 2011 and 2013.

“

We always say if you’re eating healthy
you’re going to feel better, which in turn will
make it easy to be more active, which is one
of the main routes to being healthy.

”

Stefanie Halfyard
Facilities and Events Coordinator
Didsbury

Creativity begins at the Town Office, where
colleagues regularly meet to gauge progress
and chart next steps. Around the table sit
managers in charge of Community Services,
Didsbury Family and Community Support Services (FCSS), Didsbury Neighbourhood Place,
the aquatic centre, Communities ChooseWell
and other facilities and programs that support
healthy living—leaders who serve community
members of all ages and incomes. “It’s a
passionate and cohesive team”, Stefanie says.
“Everyone wants to do whatever we can to make
this community be the best it can possibly be.”
That collaborative spirit extends into the community as the team draws in local experts to
support a variety of healthy living initiatives,
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including two annual flagship programs.
The first, the Healthy Didsbury Project, draws
from the Primary Care Network and local fitness
community to offer a 10-week program of discounted fitness classes as well as motivational
speakers on topics such as nutrition, reading
labels and healthy food tasting. Participants are
encouraged to set and pursue personal goals,
and everyone wins a prize.
The second, ChooseWell Challenge, encourages
people to do the amount of physical activity it
would take to walk to a destination such as Vancouver. As incentive, the Town sells pedometers
for a small fee and subsidizes the use of local
fitness facilities. Participants log their fitness
hours, convert those hours into distances and
report those distances weekly. Everyone’s progress is followed on a big map, and whoever logs
the most hours and/or distance wins a prize.

“

This is an amazing program to have
within a small town like ours. Even if we
only get a few new participants each
year, it’s worth it to get the ChooseWell
(healthy living) message out there.

”

Stefanie Halfyard
Facilities and Events Coordinator
Didsbury

“We like to run two different types of events
so that we can target a larger proportion of
our community in the hopes that one of the
Communities ChooseWell

Didsbury in Brief
events will suit their individual needs,” Stefanie
says. In between are opportunities such as a
three-week aquatic contest that offered a free
monthly pass to the person swimming the most
laps.
As healthy living initiatives take root in Didsbury, consistency in programming is proving
important. “Our participants look forward to
participating in events they know,” Stephanie
says. “We tried to totally change things up a
few years ago, with disastrous consequence.
People signed up for a whole variety of new
fitness programs, but only a few came. Most
of our regulars missed the events totally as
they did not realize the new activities were
ChooseWell related.”
Communication is key to sorting out such issues
and meeting everyone’s needs, from the single
parent with a spouse working out of town to the
teen seeking friends as well as fun. Surveys are
helpful, but so is being out and about, open to
feedback, Stefanie says. “Once you make yourself known, people are pretty good at coming in
and talking about what they want to see.”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Population

4,957, plus parts of Mountain
View County, population 12,359

Location

Midway between Calgary
and Red Deer

ChooseWell
Team

Community Services

Key
Collaborators

Town of Didsbury, Primary
Care Network, private
fitness professionals

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2011; Providing Health
Education, 2013

Top Tip

Communicate! Get feedback
and find out what people want

Contact

shalfyard@didsbury.ca
vgodsall@didsbury.ca
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drayton valley

Drayton Valley surges forward with expanding event lineup
Kerry Doran is proof positive that you can make
a difference in your home town. She was a
typical teen growing up in Drayton Valley, complaining there was “nothing to do.” In response,
a high school teacher challenged her to make
change. She left Drayton Valley briefly to earn
a degree in physical education and recreation,
and returned in 2011 to became the town’s
first ever recreation activity coordinator. Her
assignment: to create events that engage this
particular community in recreation. As the
community’s Communities ChooseWell awards
attest, she has done exactly that.
Despite her roots in the region, Kerry spent
several months finding out what people do—
and would like to do—for fun and fitness. She
also met with local groups in hope of making
better use of existing options and seeding new
collaborations. Seeing that the community’s
busy social calendar included few sporting
events, she began seeking out partners to fill
that gap. “I’m a one-person show, which does
have challenges,” she says. “But that’s what
partnerships are for.”
First up: a triathlon, no small challenge. Drayton Valley’s first annual swim-bike-run in May
2012 attracted an amazing 250 participants,
youth to adult, many of whom had never done
a triathlon before. Donations kept entry fees
reasonable while nutritionists and fitness gurus
ran pre-race training programs in schools and
in the community. People drove hours to partici52

pate, a few even sleeping in the car outside the
swimming pool the night before. “The town just
exploded; everybody loved it,” Kerry says. “That
set the stage for other events.” In 2013, 300
people participated.

“

Choosewell is definitely a huge asset
because we’re not reinventing the wheel. It
provides a way for the municipality to not only
partner with other organizations, but also
offer some support to those that have been
promoting getting active in the past.

”

Kerry Doran
Recreation Activity Coordinator
Town of Drayton Valley

Other events that have taken off include
DV100, which attracted over 70 competitive
and recreational cyclists its first year out—and
nearly doubled in size, to 143 its second year.
Planning also began for the Eagle Point Cross,
a sanctioned mountain bike event scheduled
for 2014. Whether at a skateboard clinic, a
summer sport camp, a theme race (featuring
zombies and chocolates and who knows what
next), participants can expect laughs and
camaraderie as well as physical activity.
Key to Kerry’s marketing success is a positive
relationship with the Drayton Valley Western
Review. Browse the newspaper’s website, and
you’ll find numerous articles sprinkled with her
pithy quotes. She also writes a column for the
Communities ChooseWell

Drayton Valley in Brief

paper, bravely baring her soul while promoting
upcoming events. “It helps put a face to my
name as a go-to person for recreation,” she
says.
Kerry discovered Communities ChooseWell
when searching the Alberta Recreation and
Parks Association (ARPA) site for promotional
tools. She signed on and quickly became a pivot
point for program resources. For example, she
passed information about 21 Days to Healthy
Eating to the Community Parenting Coalition,
which took the lead and helped earn Drayton
Valley a Building Community Capacity award.
Not every new event finds an audience. Street
Hockey in the Valley, a 20-team ball hockey
tournament, seemed a sure bet, given local love
of ice hockey. But it didn’t fly, perhaps because
many potential players work in nearby oilfields
and come and go with unpredictable hours.
“We’re no longer the quiet, small sleepy farming town we were when I was a kid,” Kerry says.
“Now it’s more urban, with big box stores coming in and less active lifestyles. Plus we have
transient workers who expect the same kind of
amenities as in their cities. Smaller communities like Drayton Valley have to really be aware
of the change in times.”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Population

7,049 in town plus 7,201
in Brazeau County

Location

North Zone, 133 km southwest
of Edmonton on Hwy 22

ChooseWell
Team

Town of Drayton Valley

Key
Collaborators

Brazeau County, local schools
and businesses, Family and
Community Support Services,
Alberta Health Services,
Brighter Futures Family
Resource Society, local RCMP
and county constables, the
Drayton Valley Community
Foundation, the Canadian
Ski Patrol, ParticipACTION,
Kids of Steel, Eagle Point/
Blue Rapids Parks Council,
Alberta Triathlon Association,
Alberta Bicycle Association,
Wild Rose School Division

Recognition

Overall High Achiever, Building
Community Capacity &
Most Significant Change,
2012; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2013

Top Tip

The key to getting a community
more active is to listen to what
people want and then team
up to make that happen

Contact

recactivity@draytonvalley.ca
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edmonton bicycle
commuters society
‘You Can Ride 2’ puts wheels under kids who struggle to learn
Imagine the joy when a child with cerebral
palsy or other coordination challenges learns
to ride a bike. Volunteers with “You Can Ride
2,” winner of a 2013 Communities ChooseWell
award for breaking barriers, don’t need to imagine. They see that joy in every kid who rides
off after weeks of training and in every child
who mounts an adapted bike and discovers
freedom on wheels.

“

Bike riding is such a universal act of
childhood. It transcends all barriers if you can
go for a bike ride with family and friends.

”

Janine Halayko
You Can Ride 2
Edmonton Bicycle Society

You Can Ride 2 took root more than a decade
ago, when Janine Halayko realized that many of
the kids she worked with as a physiotherapist
with Capital Health’s Edmonton Student Health
Initiative Partnership (ESHIP) had trouble riding
a bike. She began running learn-to-ride classes
called You Can Ride TWO. But in 2003, after significant cuts to ESHIP, it was no longer possible
to offer classes through Capital Health. To keep
the classes alive, Janine teamed up with the
Edmonton Bicycle Commuters Society, whose
mechanics now invest many hours in the cause.
You Can Ride TWO has evolved to suit kids with
various learning challenges, including autism
and mild cerebral palsy. Providing as much
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as three-on-one coaching, the free six-week
course serves kids 8 and older. “Kids who can’t
ride by age 8 or 9 start to have a whole bunch
of issues,” notes Janine, who now works as a
physiotherapy consultant in Edmonton Public
Schools. Besides facing stigma and isolation,
they may need non-standard gear such as large
training wheels. “A lot of parents have tried
everything else and feel this is their child’s last
opportunity to learn to ride.”
Believing that every child could ride the right
bike with the right training, Janine entered a
Masters program at the University of Alberta
and worked intensively with seven kids with
Down syndrome and/ or moderate cognitive
delays in summer 2013. All but one learned
to ride. What’s more, she says, “they actually
taught us how to teach certain skills.” Her team
shares such advances through train the trainer
classes, building a community of practice that
is serving families even beyond Edmonton.
Also in 2013, the team started “You Can Bike
TOO,” a program offering loaner bikes with such
features as stabilizing wheels and adapted
pedals. Children needing bikes are referred
by a therapist; their parents must pay a down
payment of $100 and attend their child’s bike
fitting day. (Parents can also earn the right
to borrow their child’s next bike ahead of the
crowd by volunteering at least two hours a year.)
The pool of adapted bikes has quickly grown
to 50 with support from President’s Choice
Communities ChooseWell

Children’s Charity, the Children’s Ability Fund,
the Alberta Association of Insurance Adjusters,
disability awareness groups and private donors.
The Alberta Association of Community Living
supports the program by issuing tax receipts
for donations.

“

Partnership between the physio
community and the cycling community– that’s
what makes our program unique.

”

Janine Halayko
You Can Ride 2
Edmonton Bicycle Society

Some schools also borrow adapted bikes. One
bike went to a girl who uses a power wheelchair
and had never walked or ridden after being
carefully modified by a machinist, a mechanic
and a physiotherapist. “She was able to participate for the first time ever in the Terry Fox run
on her own power,” Janine recalls. “She was the
proudest participant in the school.”
Edmonton’s adapted bike pool is modeled after
a program run by the Cerebral Palsy Association
of Calgary. “We’re all volunteers, trying to
match something done by paid staff,” Janine
says. Winner of EBC’s 2013 Jack Grainge Award
for lifetime commitment to cycling, she alone
invests up to 20 hours a week, alongside EBC
mechanics, fellow physiotherapists and occupational therapists and many others. In-kind
support includes helmets from local businesses, bikes from Sport Central, innovations (such
as remote controlled brakes) by University
of Alberta engineering students, liability and
copyright advice from a lawyer, website design
by NAIT students—and much more.
Even with the help of such great partners,
volunteers are reaching their limit, Janine
adds. “We love You Can Ride 2 and we see
where it could be. But unless we get more help
somehow, we are not going to be able to meet
growing demand.”

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Edmonton Bicycle Society in Brief
Population

Kids age 8 to 16 who are unable
to ride a two-wheeled bike

Location

Primarily Edmonton, plus
surrounding communities
as resources allow

ChooseWell
Team

You Can Ride 2

Key
Collaborators

Edmonton Bicycle
Commuters, the pediatric
rehabilitation community
and many other partners

Recognition

Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living, 2013

Top Tip

Everyone can ride a bike; we just
need to find the right equipment

Contact

www.youcanridetwo.ca
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fort macleod

Fort Macleod takes advantage of being small to team up and reach out
Take one refurbished kiddy park. Add toys, kids,
parents, healthy food and bathrooms. Mix and
enjoy. In Fort Macleod, that recipe attracted as
many as 80 to the park for Wednesday morning
play dates during the summer of 2013. “That’s
a big turnout in a small community,” notes Angie
O’Connor, Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) coordinator in this town of 3,117,
which took home Communities ChooseWell
awards in both 2011 and 2013.

“

The community organizations
really work well together, finding the
funding and support we need to get
people moving and engaged.

”

Angie O’Connor
Fort MacLeod & District FCSS

The play dates grew out of analysis done by University of Lethbridge community health nursing
students, who discovered a gap in play opportunities in talking with local parents. Hearing
that, community leaders agreed to use part
of an Alberta Health Services (AHS) Thrive on
Wellness grant to pilot seven play dates. They
chose a kid-friendly park near a swimming pool
and booked time when lessons were running so
the bathrooms would be open. To set the scene
for play, Thrive partners brought sidewalk chalk,
skipping ropes, a small bowling set, a bean bag
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toss, a parachute, balls, water and healthy
snacks (apples, oranges, bananas, carrots,
sugar snap peas or cucumbers). Parents and
tots had so much fun that they began making
“play dates” on Wednesdays when no activities
were scheduled. To build on that momentum,
the Kids First Family Center has offered to
organize play dates again next summer.
Such cross-agency teamwork happens naturally in Fort Macleod, Angie says. “Because we
are so small, we can’t do it all ourselves; we
have to find partners, whether for funding or
resources. And because we’re small, we’re also
able to be a little bit more informal until we have
to be formal.” For example, local traffic safety
stakeholders recently did an informal review of
walking paths that are in the works.
The Thrive on Wellness team also tried reinforcing positive behaviour by piloting “Fit Feet
Fridays.” For seven Fridays in 2013, they spent
an hour in some public spot, rewarding individuals for being active and/or eating healthy food.
The pilot had mixed results, Angie reflects. “It
was hard to explain what we were doing in a
short period of time, and it’s hard to say what
the long-term effect was.” Even so, they heard
encouraging reports. One community member
went for a walk after being “caught” not being
active; another decided to eat an orange rather
than having the smoke she’d been craving.

Communities ChooseWell

Fort Macleod in Brief
Fort Macleod has a strong track record of reeling in grants and participating in studies that
advance healthy living. An earlier Communities
ChooseWell seed grant for teens and ‘tweens
funded numerous energizing events, as profiled
in the 2011 edition of Success Travels. A Sogo
Active grant (now ParticipACTION Teen Challenge) brought Olympic Javelin thrower and University of Lethbridge student Elizabeth Gleadle
to the local high school to tell her inspirational
story. Being part of the Government of Alberta’s
Early Childhood Development Mapping Project
led to the launch of an early childhood coalition
that is now organizing a play workshop. Using
AHS Community Prevention Project Funding,
the Fort Macleod Drug Coalition hosts family
fun nights at the school gym and an annual
Party in the Park. The list goes on.
What’s more, local leaders work together to
spread the word about all those initiatives and
more. In fall 2013, Kids First Family Center
and FCSS co-hosted Fort Macleod’s first Back
to School Connect, a community resource
fair that equipped families with free clothes
and school supplies, dentist and optometrist
examinations, haircuts and information about
a broad array of local supports—all spiced with
games and healthy refreshments. It’s another
example of collaboration, an essential ingredient in the Fort Macleod recipe for success.

Success Travels - 3rd Edition

Population

3,117 in town, plus 1,600
in the surrounding district

Location

About 100 km northeast of
Waterton Lakes National Park

ChooseWell
Team

Fort MacLeod & District
Family and Community
Support Services

Key
Collaborators

Family and Community Support
Services, Alberta Health
Services (Public and Population
Health), Kids First Family Center,
Thrive on Wellness, University
of Lethbridge: Community
Health nursing students, local
schools, Town of Fort Macleod

Recognition

Building Community Capacity,
2011; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2013

Top Tip

Being a smaller community,
we have to be creative

Contact

fcss@fortmacleod.com
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fort mckay

Fort McKay Wellness Center offers change of taste to northern kids
When a Fort McKay mom reported in wonder
that her daughter had turned down a stop at
McDonald’s in favour of a grocery store salad,
Fort McKay Wellness Centre Coordinator Julia
Grau rejoiced. In this northern hamlet, home
to both the Fort McKay First Nation and the
Fort McKay Metis Community, children’s diets
lean toward fast food. The nearest supermarket
is 45 minutes away in Fort McMurray, down a
road often clogged with oilsands traffic, and
any fresh produce tends to be expensive and
beyond its peak. Since joining Communities
ChooseWell in 2012, the Wellness Centre has
been inviting children and their families to open
their palates bit by bit to healthier fare. As Julia
notes, “When a 6-year-old wants a salad instead of a treat at McDonald’s, you know you’re
making a big impact.”

shifted the focus from calorie-rich treats to
healthy meals. Besides making almost every
Communities ChooseWell recipe, kids whip up
traditional dishes from a local cookbook. Once
a week, they take a healthy meal home to their
families. Five parent-child duos also competed
in the hamlet’s first Iron Chef in 2012, using
bison as the common ingredient. To involve dozens of children who wanted to participate but
didn’t have an adult partner, Young Chef did a
bake-off, with Communities ChooseWell prizes.

The Wellness Center serves supper five
evenings a week to as many as 50 school age
children as part of its after school and summertime programming. “We challenge ourselves
every day to introduce new food,” Julia says.
“To our surprise, the children never complain!
Sure, we’d hear the odd ‘Salad? Gross!’ But
after trying it, they’re hooked.” For those who
remain reluctant, a little ketchup often helps
the vegetables go down.

Julia Grau
Wellness Center Coordinator
Fort McKay

Julia was already running a Young Chef program at the Wellness Center before 2012, but
with Communities ChooseWell’s support she
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“

When I first started here, kids
would not touch any kind of vegetable
whatsoever. Now they’re having salads with
meals, eating vegetables with everything,
drinking milk for supper—basically, their
palates have opened wide up.

”

“Some aspects of Communities ChooseWell are
hard to implement in Fort McKay”, Julia says.
For example, the winning Iron Chef duo couldn’t
afford to travel to Edmonton for provincial finals.
And although many families participate in 21
Days to Healthy Eating, few have the Internet
access needed to log progress online. In 2012,
Julia helped out by requesting printed materials
and faxing in completed forms.

Communities ChooseWell

For McKay in Brief
Knowing the struggles families in the hamlet
face, the Wellness Centre puts high priority on
helping kids have fun being active. In addition
to daily onsite activities such as volleyball
and basketball, the centre introduced Alberta
Recreation and Parks (ARPA)’s Random Acts
of Physical Activity Program. The kids adopted
the concept and now can be seen leading their
peers in spontaneous rounds of push-ups, or
jumping jacks or other energizing moves. The
centre also buses kids to Fort McMurray one
night a week for swimming, skiing and more.
“We want to show that there’s a bigger world
out there,” Julia says.

Population

Approximately 600

Location

59 km north of Fort McMurray

ChooseWell
Team

Fort McKay Wellness Centre

Key
Collaborators

Recreation department,
arena, health centre

Fort McKay itself has changed significantly
since oilsands operations moved in next door.
Recreation options multiplied in 2011 when
an arena opened, and again when a gym-like
floor was added for summertime sports. With
more opportunity comes the need for coordination among the many agencies serving the
community. Recognizing that, senior staff
have formed a Community Development Team.
Together, they are expanding WinterFest, Treaty
Days and other initiatives that were traditionally
hosted by individual agencies. “Next year we will
take ChooseWell on as a team and reach out to
elders and younger ones, the daycare and the
school as well,” Julia says. “I think that’s going
to be a big step.”

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2012; Overall High Achiever,
Creating Healthy Opportunities
& Most Significant
Change (North), 2013

Top Tip

Kids really can learn to like
vegetables and fruit; you
just need to be creative!

Contact

fortmckaywellnesscenter
@hotmail.ca
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fort vermilion

Fort Vermilion involves expanded range of partners
in new community health calendar
The Fort Vermilion fire hall was bustling one
fine fall Saturday in 2013, with kids stopping by
to slip into firefighting gear, try out a “FireFit”
obstacle course and meet local volunteer firefighters. In other events that October, a police
officer taught a martial arts course; a dietitian
led a grocery store tour; a Zumba instructor
gave a demonstration class. It was all part of 21
Days to a Healthier You, a new initiative cooked
up by local Alberta Health Services (AHS), Fort
Vermilion Support Services and Parent Link
staff with many other community partners.

“

It is very exciting to hear community
members talk about wellness and to have
different agencies or individuals helping
out with a community health event.

”

Leslie Prenoslo
Health Promotion Coordinator, AHS

“Collaboration is nothing new for this hamlet”,
says Leslie Prenoslo, Registered Dietitian and
Health Promotion Coordinator with Alberta
Health Services. “But this was unique in that
we were getting together to plan a health and
wellness event rather than just a community
event. And we were very impressed with how
willing everyone was to help out however they
could.” With space, instructor time and prizes
donated, she adds, lots happened on a “very,
very low budget.”
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Drawing ideas from Communities ChooseWell
and elsewhere, the team created a calendar
challenging residents to do one simple thing at
home each day for wellness, such as jumping
in leaves, reading for pleasure or eating more
vegetables. The calendars also announced
13 free events, including a walking group,
volleyball, yoga, boot camp, mixed martial arts
and family board games. Residents earned an
entry into a grand prize draw each time they
attended an event and by turning in completed
calendars. Participants did not need to register
for the 21 Days challenge, but those who did
received a pedometer, healthy recipes and
other resources.
The calendars weren’t ready in time for the
hamlet’s annual “Get to Know You Night” in
September, so team members distributed flyers
about the upcoming event instead, Leslie says.
“It gave us a chance to connect with more
people who wanted to get involved, and a few
more free events grew out of that.”

“

The residents of Fort Vermilion
demonstrated their readiness for
participation and healthy eating; I feel it
was a significant step towards impacting
the health of the community.

”

Sharon Wurtz
Health Promotion Facilitator
Fort Vermilion AHS

Communities ChooseWell

The team knew they’d hit the right note when
the challenge became the subject of casual
conversations. “Guys were talking about it at
break, and a lot of people told me they had
the calendar on their fridge,” Leslie says. “The
combination of community events and things
people could do at home was a really good
mix.” October proved a perfect time for the
challenge, with summer winding down and the
busyness of September behind. People of all
ages came out to the free activities, prompting
some to continue as scheduled classes. The 21
days wrapped up with a family fun night that attracted about 40 people for a healthy potluck,
games and prize draws.

“

Community partnering is how Fort
Vermilion’s 21 Days to a Healthier You was
made so successful. The owner of our local
grocery store reported he saw customers
spending time in the produce section
searching for new fruits and vegetables to try –
that was one of the tips on the calendar!

”

Lucille Labreque
Mental Health Promotion Facilitator
Fort Vermilion AHS

Fort Vermilion also received seed funding to
launch a Girl Power event for teen girls and
their moms. That event will run in February, a
time of year when mental health issues peak
and teen girls have few local opportunities to
be active. Seed dollars will be used to purchase
physical activity equipment for community use,
buy food for a healthy cooking activity, pay an
honorarium for an activity instructor and provide
transportation and child care where needed. As
Leslie says, “It’s another gateway to the family
and community, a way to keep putting those
health messages out there.”
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Fort Vermilion in Brief
Population

727

Location

northwest Alberta, 77 km
southeast of High Level on
the banks of Peace River

ChooseWell
Team

Alberta Health Services,
Fort Vermilion Support
Services, Parent Link

Key
Collaborators

local businesses,
organizations and residents

Recognition

Building Community
Capacity, 2013

Top Tip

Get people talking about
health and look for partners—
maybe not even the first
ones that come to mind

Contact

leslie.prenoslo
@albertahealthservices.ca
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grande prairie

Grande Prairie website serves as one-stop shop for healthy living
“A resource for our region of all things healthy
and active.” That’s how the Grande Prairie Get
Active Network describes GetActiveGP.ca, a
website launched in September 2013 to serve
as a virtual one-stop shop for residents seeking
active things to do. Any organization in the
region can post relevant activities at no charge,
and residents can search for activities by type,
location or demographics. Looking for a tennis
court close to home? A drop-in adult hockey
team? A women’s singing group? An all-ages
community kitchen? Interested in the latest on
diet, or exercise, or mental health? You’ll find it
all here.

“

You don’t have to do everything
yourself. When you give other people
tasks, it’s a lot easier on everyone,
and builds capacity as well.

”

Garett Richardson
AHS Health Promotion Facilitator
Grande Prairie

The website became a high priority for the
Get Active Network after many of the 250
respondents to a community survey said they
wanted a central place to find out what’s
happening around town. Funded by Alberta
Recreation and Parks Association’s Active Community Strategy (ACS) Development Initiative,
the website is one of many network initiatives
that earned Grande Prairie multiple Commun62

ities ChooseWell awards, including Overall High
Achiever in both 2011 and 2013.
The Grande Prairie Get Active Network, which
began in 2010 as a vehicle for planning Communities ChooseWell events, draws together
seven organizations with the goal of enhancing
community wellbeing. “Everyone at the table
brings a different set of skills,” says Garett Richardson, Alberta Health Services (AHS) Health
Promotions Facilitator, who chairs the network.
While AHS staff are able to allocate larger
blocks of time, others contribute the expertise
needed to operate a not-for-profit and ensure
that plans are based on the latest research.
In its first years, the Get Active Network
concentrated on hosting special events. The
biggest event, held each June since 2011, is
an Amazing Race for all ages at Muskoseepi
Park on Municipal Government Day. Teams of
up to seven compete, stopping at stations along
a trail to learn a dance routine, play Minute to
Win It, tackle an obstacle course, see a safety
demonstration and more. Network partners
host the stations, joined in 2013 by volunteers
from Weyerhaeuser, the Pipestone Creek Dinosaur Initiative and Grande Prairie Disc Golf. A
Municipal Olympics featuring councillors and
administrators, a barbecue and other festivities
round out the day. Next year, when Grande Prairie turns 100, the race may expand to historic
sites all over the city, linked by transit and active
modes of transport.
Communities ChooseWell

The network also teamed up with fitness
leadership students at Grande Prairie Regional
College to run “Battle of the Blenders,” an
Iron Chef challenge featuring smoothies and
salads. For 2014, it’s hoped neighbourhood
associations will host Iron Chef Cook-offs and
send winners to a citywide challenge.
Seeing a need for advocacy as well as events,
the Get Active Network recently expanded its
terms of reference and developed an active
community strategy. “Doing events is a great
way to engage people, but sometimes nothing
sustainable comes out of it,” Garett says. “We
want to focus more on the built environment and
making that healthy choice the easy choice.” In
that spirit, the network is encouraging neighbourhood associations to serve healthier fare
at events and to install fitness equipment in
parks.
Initiatives already are happening to create
an environment that encourages people to
be active. Community leaders brought in the
WalkAble Alberta Road Show to explore how
to create streetscapes that invite walking. The
municipality has an award-winning workplace
wellness program that is prompting several
local businesses to follow suit. Counselors recently voted to create a public park and skating
area in the heart of the city rather than paving
that space over for a transit centre.
Those are hopeful signs, Garett says. “In a fast
growing place such as Grande Prairie, many
things were built with little thought about the
health of the community. But we’re a young
and vibrant city; there’s no reason we can’t be
cutting edge.”
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Grande Prairie in Brief
Population

55,032, plus 20,347 in
the surrounding region

Location

450 km northwest of
Edmonton at the intersection
of highways 40 and 43

ChooseWell
Team

Grande Prairie Get
Active Network

Network
Members

City of Grande Prairie, Alberta
Health Services, Grande Prairie
Regional College, Canadian
Cancer Society, Heart and
Stroke Foundation of Alberta,
Grande Prairie Primary Care
Network, Be Fit For Life Centre

Recognition

Overall High Achiever,
2011 & 2013; Building
Community Capacity, 2013

Top Tip

Find people who want to
do same thing as you and
make partnerships—that’s
what happened with
us, and it’s working

Contact

garett.richardson
@albertahealthservices.ca
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high level

High Level puts ChooseWell back on the table
In the mid-‘00s, High Level won back-to-back
Communities ChooseWell awards for its healthy
living initiatives, including a community garden that was generous with its bounty. Then
staff moved on and priorities shifted. The
garden—and Communities ChooseWell—took a
backseat.

“

We realized that having ChooseWell
events during the school year was the best, as
we got to build relationships with the school
staff and students while voicing our message
of healthy eating and active lifestyles.

”

Laura McCarron
Community Recreation Program Supervisor
Town of High Level

In 2012, community recreation staff teamed
up with Alberta Health Services (AHS) health
promotions to bring Communities ChooseWell
back. First, they went after a seed grant. That
$2,000 in hand, they partnered with the Spirit
of the North Community School to put healthy
eating squarely on the table.
The action kicked off in September with a free
healthy lunch at school to promote both 21
Days to Healthy Eating and a local Iron Chef
competition. The menu featured turkey burgers
in 2012, build-your-own wraps in 2013, plus
fruit and veggie slushies and watermelon. “Not
all the students would be able to purchase this
type of meal, but since it was free, everyone
got to enjoy it together,” says Laura McCarron,
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who helped lead the charge as community
recreation program supervisor. After lunch, the
Communities ChooseWell team led classroom
chats, sending students home with tips for
making time to sit down as families to eat
healthy meals and “create that sense of home.”
Later in September, the school’s kitchen
became the site of an Iron Chef competition
featuring 11 teams. A crowd of onlookers
peered over the chefs’ elbows as they did their
best to impress the judges: an RCMP officer,
a town councillor, a journalist and an AHS
staff member. Communities ChooseWell seed
funding paid for the teams’ groceries, including
the “must-use” ingredient: lemon in 2012 and
zucchini in 2013.

“

It’s like Christmas day when we get the
ChooseWell package. And we’re always on the
webinars. The information not only benefits our
careers, but the community as a whole.

”

Laura McCarron
Community Recreation Program Supervisor
Town of High Level

Noting the positive buzz around such events
(which earned a 2012 Providing Health Education award), councillors voted to add both
21 Days to Healthy Eating and the Iron Chef
competition to the town budget for future years.
They’re picking up where the seed funding left
off, exactly as hoped.
Communities ChooseWell

High Level in Brief
Meanwhile, the community garden is being
resurrected by a partnership involving the Town
of High Level, AHS, Room to Grow Day Care and
Parent Link. “Next year all of the produce for
our healthy lunch and for Iron Chef will be from
the community garden,” Laura says. The school
is also doing its own healthy food activities, including days that feature fruits and vegetables
of a certain colour.
During a brief lull in the action, the Town and
AHS teamed up to create Healthy for the Holidays. It’s a December calendar filled with ideas
for coping with the mental, emotional, physical
and nutritional stresses of the season, plus an
enticing lineup of free activities such as aquafit,
running clinics, belly dancing, Zumba, boot
camp, yoga, skating, swimming, snowshoeing
and sessions on healthy holiday eating. Instructors help by donating their time, some in
return for rent-free facility space in January. The
classes filled with first-timers, Laura says. “It
gave people a chance to try out new programs,
and it gave instructors a database of potential
customers.” Healthy for the Holidays returned
in 2013, expanded to include a Family Fun
sledding kick-off.

Population

3,700

Location

8 hours north of Edmonton;
11 hours south of Yellowknife

ChooseWell
Team

Town of High Level

Key
Collaborators

Alberta Health Services, local
schools, Native Friendship
Centre, Parent Link

Recognition

Providing Health
Education, 2012

Top Tip

That seed grant is so
important; it’s really how
programs and events can get
established in a community.

Contact

recreation@highlevel.ca

Like many in High Level, Laura came from away.
“It’s the type of community where everybody
knows their neighbours,” she says. “People
come for the opportunity, but definitely stay
for the people.” As this team is proving, that’s
exactly the sort of community where Communities ChooseWell can thrive.
Success Travels - 3rd Edition
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high river

High River stalled but not stopped by 2013 flood
High River’s third annual Community Fitness
Challenge was rounding the bend into its third
and final month when the flood of June 20, 2013
swept it to an abrupt halt. In one fell swoop, the
wall of water disrupted fitness regimes, even as
it made them all the more important.

the High River store of their choice. “The prizes
provide initial incentive, but what keeps participants going is the support they receive and the
sense of accomplishment and wellbeing they
feel,” Cynthia says.

Suddenly, the town had no recreation facilities.
And recovery consumed everyone’s attention.
“All our spare time is focused on trying to
rebuild,” says Community Program Supervisor
Cynthia Farrow, who lost her basement and two
vehicles to the flood. “More than a thousand still
live in temporary trailers and can’t afford the
recreation and other services they desperately
need”, she adds. “People are being active, but
not in the best way. And they’re under stress.
People are itching to work out again.”

We’re trying to build awareness that
it doesn’t have to cost money to get out
and be active in the community.

That’s the good news: residents want to get
back to being active. To help spur them on,
the 2013 ChooseWell Challenge will finish and
another will run in 2014, Cynthia says. The free,
all-ages challenge (which has earned multiple
Communities ChooseWell awards) typically
attracts more than 100 people of all fitness levels. For three months, participants log healthy
habits, such as getting eight hours of sleep,
drinking six glasses of water, using less salt,
exercising for 30 minutes, doing good deeds
and attending seminars on healthy living. Top
participants in four age categories win a bag full
of swag each month, and after three months
the overall winners take home $200 each from
66

“

”

Cynthia Farrow
Community Program Supervisor
Town of High River

The annual challenge includes free opportunities to learn more about healthy living. In 2012,
a Communities ChooseWell seed grant funded
free walking groups at various times of the day,
with expert leaders. Weekly “Learn at Lunch”
sessions provided healthy living information. A
portable, rented rock wall appeared here and
there around town, coupled with instructors
and safety gear. Families, students and summer campers had great fun trying out the sport,
many for the first time. “When we bring in free
activities, they’re open to everyone,” Cynthia
says. “If people are creating good habits, it
doesn’t really matter whether they’re participating in the fitness challenge or not.”
In 2013, the challenge reached out to seniors,
a hard-to-involve cohort in this town. Anyone 55
and over could attend up to four free fitness
classes a week. The classes more than filled,
Communities ChooseWell

High River in Brief
Cynthia says. “Participants enjoyed them so
much that they are now willing to pay a small
fee to keep them going.”

Population

11,783 before the flood

In 2014, the team will focus on families, offering free sport time in a field house that is due
for completion by then. With its indoor track
and expansive space, the field house promises
to greatly expand exercise options—and make
it feasible to run the fitness challenge any time
of year.

Location

37 km south of Calgary
along Hwy 2

ChooseWell
Team

Town of High River,
Primary Care Network,
High River 4C Coalition,
Alberta Health Services

Key
Collaborators

Schools and Family and
Community Support Services

Recognition

Overall High Achiever &
Providing Health Education,
2011; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2012

Top Tip

Don’t ever think you’re in
this on your own; the more
people you work with, the
more you can offer

Contact

cfarrow@highriver.ca

High River is among the Alberta communities
benefitting from a local healthy living coalition.
Through the 4C (Caring Citizens Committed to
Healthy Communities) Coalition, the Town of
High River, Alberta Health Services (AHS), the
local Primary Care Network and library have
teamed up with each other, as well as with
schools and the local Family and Community
Support Services (FCSS) office, to plan and
cross-promote healthy living options. “We’re
scattered now because of the flood,” Cynthia
says, “but we will get back together.”
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innisfail

Innisfail purchases advertorials to spotlight local healthy living leaders
In a smallish community such as Innisfail, you
might think everyone would know where to turn
for support in making healthy choices. After all,
the grapevine operates like magic when there’s
breaking news. “Not so”, says Monica Gurbuz,
who became the town’s first-ever recreation
programmer in April 2013. “It’s remarkable
how many residents are unaware of all the
things they can access right here at home:
a Good Food Club, farm-based day camps,
mental health support, addictions and nutrition
counseling, fitness and healthy living classes;
a growing array of recreation programs—and
more.”

Support Services (FCSS) community facilitator
purchased a series of nine advertorials about
healthy living in the local newspaper, The Province. Each ad profiled a health and wellness
expert as “provider of the week” and invited
readers to stop by the Innisfail Farmers Market
the following Thursday, where that person
would be on hand with advice and information.
The initiative proved a win-win-win, promoting
the providers, the farmers market and the overall goal of healthy living. As a bonus, it earned
Innisfail a Providing Health Education award for
2013.

The time was ripe to act. Not only did Innisfail
finally have a recreation programmer, but the
town gained a Healthy Living Team in 2013,
with likeminded leaders committing to encouraging Innisfail to be a supportive, connected
community. “We’re a growing community with
a population of seniors and some low income
families, plus an expanding number of youth
who are learning behaviours they’ll carry
forward into the future,” Monica notes. “It’s important that we make healthy living information
available to everyone.”

This type of change takes time,
but we are on our way!

Obtaining a Communities ChooseWell seed
grant, Monica and a Family and Community
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“

”

Monica Murray
Recreation Programmer
Town of Innisfail

Many of the experts who took time to be at
farmers market are also active members of the
new Healthy Living Team. Among the team’s
early initiatives was a community jam night
in September at an outdoor park, with music,
healthy snacks and free pedometers for the
first 100 to attend. In early 2014, the team
will host a healthy living fair showcasing local
activities and programs alongside games and

Communities ChooseWell

Innisfail in Brief
demonstrations. The team is also working with
FCSS to celebrate family day with an expanded
bonanza of activities for all. And they want to
upgrade the town’s skate park, which is in a
state of disrepair.
Meanwhile, with the support of local professionals and a town director who’s passionate about
recreation, Monica is adding to local programs.
Residents can now choose from yoga, fitness
boot camps, a dodge ball league, mentorship
opportunities and more. Classes are small, but
growing. As a newcomer to town, Monica is still
making the connections that will help draw a
crowd.
“Change is hard in small communities,” Monica
says, recalling a flash mob that flopped. “There
are times when you feel like you’re not getting
anywhere, and then times when you look at all
the people involved and feel good about what
you’re doing. Local businesses are enthusiastic
and the community is receptive. It’s nice to see
how we’re all pulling together.”
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Population

7,316

Location

30 km south of Red
Deer on Hwy 2

ChooseWell
Team

Recreation Programmer

Key
Collaborators

Innisfail Healthy Living Team

Recognition

Providing Health
Education, 2013

Top Tip

Be patient and get to
know your community

Contact

monica.murray@innisfail.ca
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irricana

Irricana brings strategy to life with arena flooring,
new park, message board
About a half decade ago, while helping to pilot
ACE Communities - an Alberta Recreation and
Parks Association (ARPA) capacity building initiative - Irricana created a strategy for becoming
a more active community. Based on grassroots
input, the strategy outlines many ways the town
could be improved—and then wisely identifies
three priorities to tackle first: purchase portable
flooring for off-season use of the local curling
rink; create a trailhead park; and install an
electronic message board. Step by step, people
of Irricana are making that strategy come true.

“

It’s good to get preschoolers
into the recreation complex so they’re
familiar with it. Then when they get
older they’ll attend as well.

”

Cathy O’Donoghue
Community Services Officer
Town of Irricana

In 2011, the community pooled Communities
ChooseWell dollars, other grants like from
ACE Communities, and donations to purchase
a removable floor for the curling rink, which is
operated by the Irricana Agricultural Society.
Volunteers install the floor each May, turning
the rink into an 8,000-square-foot playground
until curling season returns in September. Drop
in any evening, and you might be pulled into
basketball, badminton, floor hockey, soccer,
70

volleyball—and more. Preschool programs and
summer camps also use the space.
Single admission costs $5, and season passes
are a mere $50 for families, $10 for youth, $15
for 50-plus. Top-up dollars come from various
sources. A government work study program
funds a student to oversee the action. A Communities ChooseWell grant helped buy toys,
equipment and a water cooler to replace pop
and other unhealthy concessions. A $1,500
grant from the Rocky View East Recreation
Board brought gear and instruction for inline
skating every Friday evening in August 2013.
Rental income from weekend events (including
popular birthday parties) also add to the coffers.
Attracting thousands of hours of use, the floor
has made a huge difference in this community,
which has no school and sees a mass exodus
every weekday morning. “It’s so important to
have a place for youth to gather,” says Community Services Officer Cathy O’Donoghue.
“There are soccer and baseball leagues during
the summer, but not a school where you can go
to shoot hoops.”
Irricana also has an electronic message board
to announce community events, a big step up
from its old changeable letter sign. “Now we can
promote all of our events and activities without
staff having to climb up and put letters on a
board,” Cathy says. It’s a good thing, because
Communities ChooseWell

Irricana in Brief
there’s much to report. In 2013, numerous
groups teamed up to turn the town’s traditional
Sports Day into the Irricana and District Summer Fair, an extravaganza that saw horses,
pedestrians and vintage cars take over Main
Street—along with a petting zoo, children’s
games, a climbing wall, an obstacle race and
healthy beef on a bun with trimmings. The Airdre Boys and Girls Club began serving Irricana
in 2013, expanding youth centre programming
to include leadership training, healthy cooking
and active summer camps. There’s a community garden, whose board presents much-coveted
awards for tidy yards. The list goes on.

Population

1,162

Location

53 km northeast of Calgary

ChooseWell
Team

Town of Irricana with partners

Key
Collaborators

Irricana & District
Agricultural Society and
the Irricana Lions Club

As of 2013, the community also has its trailhead park. The Lions Club reeled in grants to
erect a $500,000 playground with an enticing
central tower that evokes a prairie elevator.
Joining the Lions in a two-day building blitz were
four dozen EnCana employees, town staff and
other volunteers.

Recognition

Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living for Teens
and Tweens, 2011; Building
Community Capacity, 2012

Top Tip

Always play. Everyone
learns through play

With three priorities accomplished and showing
their worth, there’s energy to tackle other items
in the strategic plan, Cathy says. Next on the
agenda: updating the outdoor community’s
outdoor rink, improving trails and adding way
inding signs to encourage more people to get
out and about.

Contact

cathy.odonoghue@irricana.com
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kainai

Kainai High School gets growing, inspired by overgrown greenhouse
Hand a student a camera and a mission, and you never know what will take root. At Kainai High
School on the Blood Reserve in Southwest Alberta, a photo of a decrepit greenhouse planted
the desire to connect to the land—and to each ed them in October 2013 and have tended the
other—by reclaiming the greenhouse and grow- growing plants since.
ing good things. A student took the photo as
part of a Photo Voice project focused on healthy
With students planting and understanding
and unhealthy places in the community. That
they can grow food and affect change, that
image prompted a new chapter in an amazing
will empower them so much. It gives them
partnership between Kainai High School and
another tool in their belt to move forward.
Ever Active Schools that is pulling students out
Annette BruisedHead
of their seats and into healthier lifestyles.

“

“

It’s important for everyone to
understand the holistic nature of education.
Our kids can’t learn if they’re not eating
well, if they’re not exercising.

”

Annette BruisedHead
Principal, Kainai High School

With a $7,500 grant from Alberta Ecotrust, a
student “green team” led by teacher champion
Sarah Tricker and Ever Active Schools Coordinator Jackie Crooks chased critters out of the
greenhouse and did what they could to clean
and fix it. Realizing that the refurbishing would
take more time and money than anticipated,
yet not wanting to delay the first planting,
they turned to Communities ChooseWell for a
seed grant to purchase EarthBoxes and lights
for an indoor garden. With the help of Little
Green Thumbs from Calgary Zoo’s Grounds
for Change, students chose four vegetables
(beans, carrots, broccoli and tomatoes), plant72

”

Principal, Kainai High School

The EarthBoxes with their potted plants and
grow lights stand in a high-traffic area, open
to vandalism. “The wonderful thing is that
they’re not being tampered with,” says Principal
Annette BruisedHead. “The kids know this is
their work, and they’re taking ownership.” She
looks forward to the pride students will feel
when their own produce begins appearing on
the school menu. Perhaps tasting that food
will advance the principal’s dream of adding
agriculture and fisheries to the curriculum,
with elders, the greenhouse and donated fish
farm equipment as resources. “There is a big
Blood Tribe agriculture project, but the land is
leased out to non-reserve farmers,” she says. In
a rural area with little access to nutritious food,
home-grown farmers could do much to increase
health and food security.
In health and many other respects, Kainai High
School has made great strides during Annette’s
five years as principal. She credits Ever Active
Communities ChooseWell

Kainai in Brief
Schools for making it possible by “opening the
door for us to see that we need all these other
rivers to get what we need for our students.”
Since 2009, Ever Active staff have worked
closely with the high school while reeling in
funding and other expertise as needs arise.
A year of professional development aimed
at bringing daily physical activity into the curriculum resulted in a powerful shift to shared
leadership through learning communities.
Together, staff crafted a vision of students as
“healthy, disciplined lifelong learners.” That
vision led to such initiatives as involving special
needs students in running a breakfast cart
program and coaching students to mentor each
other.

“

One of the challenges on the reserve
is limited access to nutritious food. We’re
hoping to help alleviate that.

”

Jackie Crooks
Ever Active Schools Provincial Projects Coordinator

Although physical activity still isn’t fully integrated into the curriculum, each school day
begins with a half hour of walking. Besides
the physical benefits, it’s a time when friends
do the catch-up chatter that would otherwise
disrupt a class—and when teachers spot kids
who’ve brought their troubles to school, nipping
problems in the bud. Students also move and
connect more during their classes (which are
now taught in a quarter system with three-hour
blocks), building up community as well as
healthy bodies.

Population

191 students in Grades 9-12;
one of five schools serving Blood
Reserve, population 9,400

Location

15 minutes south of Stand Off,
just north of Cardston and an
hour southwest of Lethbridge

ChooseWell
Team

Kainai High School and
Alberta Ever Active Schools

Key
Collaborators

Alberta Agriculture, Calgary
Zoo Grounds for Change,
Alberta Health Services
(Health Promotion and
Dietitian), Alberta EcoTrust

Recognition

Overall High Achiever, 2013

Top Tip

Relationships are key, and
they take time to grow
and flourish. Planting the
seed is the first step!

Contact

annette.bruisedhead@kainaied.ca
jackie@everactive.org

Signs that the school has become a safer, happier, healthier learning environment include the
fact that more than 30 students are poised to
graduate from Grade 12, up from just three in
2009. “Students are starting to see themselves
as learners, as successes,” Annette says. “That
is probably the most positive thing that has
come out of this work.”
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Lacombe puts ChooseWell on the radar, turns up the activity meter
After more than two years of steady promotion,
including regular stints at the local farmers
market, Communities ChooseWell Champion
Sonya Beauclair has good news. Finally, she’s
meeting people in Lacombe who know what
Communities ChooseWell is and express
interest in what the brand has to offer. That’s
success. Especially because there’s a parallel
trend in the number of people participating in
the many Communities ChooseWell initiatives
that earned Lacombe an Overall High Achiever
award in 2013.
Case in point: The seventh annual Winter Active
Challenge attracted 40 teams for a total of 200
people in 2013, the most ever. Set for January
to catch the New Year’s resolution wave, it’s a
challenge to do at least 30 minutes of physical
activity a day for 21 days. Teams submit weekly
tallies, and those making the minimum are
entered in a draw for prizes.
The number of families registered in the 21
Days to Healthy Eating Challenge leapfrogged
to 31, up from one or two in previous years.
Knowing that many of us have better intentions
than follow-through, Sonya did the online registration, collecting the necessary information at
events such as an active Living fair in September. Many residents remembered the challenge
from before, and the local Sobeys stepped up
its involvement, donating gift cards for draws.
The event kicked off at farmers market with
healthy snacks, juice and ideas for simplifying
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healthy eating. “People who come to farmers
market are already making those decisions to
buy healthy fresh fruits and vegetables,” Sonya
notes. “They’re more inclined to take the information and actually use it.”

“

My goals are to create awareness and
have more participation. This takes time,
and I am willing to put in that time.

”

Sonya Beauclair
Executive Assistant
to the Community Services Manager
City of Lacombe

A Communities ChooseWell seed grant for
healthy meal preparation will be used to help
teen parents cook and eat healthy on a budget.
The City is partnering with a local Stepping
Stones youth program on nine interactive sessions to help young moms plan menus, make
grocery lists, go shopping and learn about such
topics as nutrition, preparing and storing food
and being active with their babies.
A recent survey conducted in conjunction with
Lacombe’s Recreation and Culture Master Plan
found that many residents want to start leading
more healthy lives. Lacombe gained several
amenities in 2013 that should help. Those
include two new playgrounds, 1,200 metres of
new trail, more green space, the Lacombe segment of the Trans Canada Trail and a mural at
a spray park. In addition, eight new double sets
Communities ChooseWell
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of outdoor fitness equipment line Lacombe’s
most popular trail, with more to come. “Now
people who can’t afford to go to the gym can
still have access to fitness equipment,” Sonya
says. “There have been some complaints that
residents are unable to use the equipment
since it is being used by others, but this is a
good problem as it just shows how well used
the equipment is.”

Population

11,707

Location

25 km north of Red
Deer along Hwy 2A

ChooseWell
Team

Executive Assistant to
Community Services Director

Other active living initiatives in 2013 include
free swimming sponsored by Tim Hortons every
Friday afternoon in July; Winter Walk Day, saw
334 people logging 7,179 minutes of activity
in 2013; a prize draw for everyone who proposed interesting activities for Acts of Random
Physical Activity month in June; promoting block
parties; and “20-minute makeover” campaign
to promote garbage pick-up.

Key
Collaborators

Recreation and Culture Manager

Recognition

Reducing Barriers for Teens
& ‘Tweens, 2011; Overall
High Achiever, 2013

Top Tip

Persevere! More people may be
paying attention than you think

Contact

sbeauclair@lacombe.ca

The City has started shifting to healthy food at
both in-house and public events, and articles in
the internal newsletter encourage staff to serve
as role models. “This is taking some adjusting,”
Sonya says, recalling a barrage of complaints
when juice replaced pop at an event. “But we
are making progress. The overall goal to have
healthy eating be the normal choice.”
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Langdon community garden team eager to put down roots
Passion, patience and perseverance. Those
key ingredients keep the Langdon Community
Garden Society energized as it searches for the
right place to put down roots.
Formed in March 2013, this grassroots group
envisions the garden as a community hub—a
space for people of all ages, stages and abilities to come together and grow good food. The
preliminary concept plan, sketched by a local
landscape professional, shows six large plots
dedicated to produce for area food banks and
20 raised beds for lease by residents as well
as children’s gardens, teen gardens, perennial
beds, fruit trees, benches and arbors. “Our
vision is to invite community residents to make
healthier lifestyle choices and become actively
engaged in socially responsible activities—and
also reach out to our impoverished citizens by
providing fresh, pesticide-free produce to area
food banks,” says society president Colette
Curkan.
At first the society hoped to locate the garden
on an undeveloped municipal reserve lot leased
from the County of Rockyview and the Langdon
Community Association. To share this vision,
the society’s 20 members delivered flyers to
the 18 houses backing onto the land, invited
dialogue and hosted numerous community
meetings. But adjacent homeowners, who had
come to enjoy the space for uses such as dog
walking, strongly opposed the concept, leading
the county to advise locating the garden else76

where.
Together with municipal leaders, the society
found a likely spot near a new school that
welcomes the prospect of a garden next door.
Given that a full 40% of the population in this
burgeoning bedroom community is under age
15, students are an especially important audience. Society volunteers are determined to do
even more to involve neighbours at every step,
including the concept redesign needed to fit
a new site. “Really I’d say the most impactful
thing is meeting with people face-to-face at
their doors and around their kitchen tables,”
Colette says.

“

Having Communities Choosewell believe
in the project, understand our vision and
provide the financial backing to set us on our
way has empowered us to stay the course,
see this through to fruition and not lose hope.
We cannot thank you enough for this.

”

Colette Curkan
President, Langdon Community Garden Society
Original garden design, which will be
revised in consultation with residents
adjacent to the new location

Community support for the garden is reflected
in numerous letters of support and the results
of a recent survey. With 100 responses, 95%
said they support the garden and 80% would
consider leasing a plot, being a sponsor or beCommunities ChooseWell
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coming involved in other ways. Having recently
begun nursing at a Langdon clinic after years
of commuting to nearby Calgary, Colette says
people go out of their way to express hope that
the garden will soon find a home.

Population

4,897 and growing fast

Location

12 km east of Calgary

As the garden society searches for land, Communities ChooseWell staff and webinars have
been welcome sounding boards, Colette says.
“It has given us that safety net to know other
communities have been through disappointments—to not give up but push on forward.”
Receiving both a seed grant and an award for
building community capacity also helped bolster spirits, she adds. “The garden isn’t planted
yet, but we’re getting an award. They get it. That
is truly rejuvenating. And it speaks volumes in
the community.”

ChooseWell
Team

Langdon Community
Garden Society

Key
Collaborators

Langdon Community
Association, Rocky View County

Recognition

Building Community
Capacity, 2013

Top Tip

Community engagement truly is
the bread and butter of success

Contact

langdoncommunitygarden@
hotmail.com

Colette says Communities ChooseWell seed
dollars will not be spent until the garden takes
root—which she believes it surely will. “We feel
that money was given to us to grow food for
our community, to help our neighbours make
healthier choices, to decrease barriers—all
those things we promised to do,” she says.
“Seeds for change. That is how the money will
be used.”
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Lethbridge cooks up mini Iron Chefs and more
Communities ChooseWell’s Iron Chef challenge
made its debut in Lethbridge in fall 2013—in
miniature. Word went out inviting groups to hold
mini Iron Chefs, with squash as the secret ingredient. Hosts could appoint judges or simply
gather the troops, potluck style, to share dishes
and vote for their favourites.
Three groups took up the challenge, each
choosing a winner from a diverse array of tasty
dishes. The Urban Spirit Rotary Club chose
squash ice cream; Chinook Hospital administrators chose squash-infused bruschetta; and
Be Fit for Life Lethbridge staff chose chicken
tetrazzini with spaghetti squash.

“

Partnering this year with the City of
Lethbridge on the ChooseWell initiative was
very positive. With more advertising and
support, we reached out to more people.

”

Stephanie Wierl
Projects Coordinator
Be Fit for Life Lethbridge

The winning recipes are being featured in a
brochure available online and in local grocery
stores, thanks to a Communities ChooseWell
seed grant. The brochure also contains a local
farmer’s advice for growing squash and nutritional information from a nutritionist. “We’ve
got the physical activity side of healthy living
nailed, with lots happening year to year, so it’s
nice to step out of our comfort zone into healthy
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eating,” says Stephanie Wierl who organized
the challenge while on staff with the Be Fit for
Life Centre, along with Lori Harasem of the City
of Lethbridge Recreation and Culture Department.
Lethbridge also received $2,000 in 2011 as
an Overall High Achiever. Some of those dollars
funded Totally U Girl Day, which built on sellout
summer camps, attracting 150 girls age 8 to 12
for healthy eating demonstrations and physical
activity. The award also helped purchase prizes
for a Winter Amazing Race on the centrally located Henderson Lake each February that pulls
together as many as 200 people. Upon arrival,
families (loosely defined to include roommates,
workmates and others) receive a map and a
passport. They walk around the lake, visiting
stations with snowshoeing, winter games, tugof-war, snow soccer, and snoga (yoga in the
snow). After playing at each station as long as
they wish, they add a stamp to their passport.
Completed passports go into a draw for prizes,
which in 2012 included a much coveted active
gaming system.
Melding the Communities ChooseWell philosophy with the Be Fit for Life emphasis on
physical literacy results in a holistic invitation
to healthy living, Stephanie notes. In recent
years, she has helped form PLAY (physical
literacy and you), a cross-sectoral group that
provides opportunities for instructors, coaches
and families to become more physically literate
Communities ChooseWell
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and learn how to pass that knowledge along to
others. With other Communities ChooseWell
champions, she has brought those same ideas
to a local Word on the Street festival, inviting
learning through fun with beanbags, sidewalk
chalk and other toys. “We’re promoting the fact
that we need physical as well as other literacy
skills,” she says. “It’s really neat to see the
cross-generational participation that occurs.”
Inspired by those ideas, festival organizers led
a Farmers’ Market flash mob and submitted
a winning entry to Communities ChooseWell’s
flashmob video contest.
Stephanie and Lori have been active in the
Healthy Communities Association of Lethbridge
and Area (HCALA), a coalition that recently
participated in Alberta Recreation and Parks
Association (ARPA)’s Active Communities Strategy (ACS) Development Initiative. The group has
now secured three-year funding from the City of
Lethbridge to implement the plan, which focuses especially on building awareness of active
opportunities. Work has begun on a searchable
one-stop database of options in every neighbourhood. In future, a mobile app will make that
data available anywhere, instantly connecting
people with parks, trails and activities. “The
city’s support is a huge win,” Stephanie says.
“We didn’t want to create a strategy that would
just sit on the shelf.”
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Population

83,517

Location

222 km south of Calgary; 107
km north of the U.S. border

ChooseWell
Team

Lethbridge College Be
Fit for Life Centre, City of
Lethbridge Recreation and
Culture Department

Key
Collaborators

Healthy Communities
Association of Lethbridge and
Area (health and business
representatives as well as
the city and university)

Recognition

Overall High Achiever,
2011; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2012; Overall
High Achiever & Building
Community Capacity, 2013;

Top Tip

Use ChooseWell dollars to
step out of your comfort
zone and try new things

Contact

Lori.Harasem@lethbridge.ca
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Longview brings fitness to the park with GO ME!!
Go Out Move and Exercise!! GO ME!! That’s what
the people of Longview are doing and saying
these days as they enjoy free hour-long classes
in Centennial Park, using exercise machines
they helped to install. It’s the latest step in a
remarkable makeover (outlined in a previous
Success Travels) that has turned a tired village
into an engaged community, earning a hat trick
of Communities ChooseWell awards. With the
non-profit Longview A R C (Art, Recreation and
Community) Society in the lead and dozens of
volunteers pitching in, the village has gained
a new playground in an inviting park, a skate
park, an all-season rink surface, a veteran’s
memorial—and now that outdoor fitness equipment.

“

One 8-year-old wanted to work out with
his mom as he actually enjoyed the way his
muscles ached, but felt good too, after his first
workout!! That’s how I measure success.

”

Michele Geistlinger
Longview A R C Society

Begun in 2012 to introduce the equipment, GO
ME!! includes separate fitness classes for seniors, adults and moms and tots, each offered
two to three times a week from June through
September. With a grant from the Alberta Sport,
Recreation, Parks and Wildlife Foundation, A R
C hired fitness coach Erica O’Callaghan to lead
the sessions and purchased weighted balls
and hula hoops, resistance bands, yoga mats,
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balance pads and other gear. A playground at
the centre of the equipment adds to the fun.

“

We are very proud of our park setup
and what it has added to our community
wellbeing. It is exciting to see people
working out on a regular basis even if they
are not actually part of our class.

”

Michele Geistlinger
Longview A R C Society

“After working through initial shyness at exercising in a public park, everyone marveled at how
much more fun it is to exercise outside, breathing fresh mountain air and looking at the majestic Rockies,” says A R C Team Leader Michele
Geistlinger. “It’s great to remember how to play
again while we are getting healthy.” The classes
are attracting people from beyond Longview as
well as kids and residents from other cultures
who watch and imitate even though they may
not be ready to join in. Residents as old as
75 are enjoying endurance and stamina that
makes them the envy of others they meet.
The classes are so popular that they’re continuing through the winter in the community hall.
Village Council not only allows free use of the
hall, but provided a tent in summer for shelter
from sun and rain. Council is also considering a
policy to routinely support healthy recreational
opportunities with in-kind resources such as
free use of village facilities.
Communities ChooseWell
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GO ME!! also showed up at Longview School,
thanks to a 2012 SOGO Active grant. Physical
education teacher/Principal Chet Musgrove
distributed a ParticiPaction-based activity calendar prepared by A R C and issued a challenge
to get active. It all culminated in a fun filled,
albeit soggy, Saturday afternoon in the park
with competitions, a bounce house, a touchdown bungee run, healthy snacks and prizes
galore. “The activities would be fun at the best
of times, but in the rain they were hilarious!”
Michele says.

Population

310

Location

64 km south of Calgary in
the mountain foothills

ChooseWell
Team

Longview A R C Society

“

Key
Collaborators

Village of Longview, Longview
School, Alberta Sport,
Recreation, Parks and Wildlife
Foundation, Longview Family
and Community Support
Services, and Longview
Recreation Board

Recognition

Providing Health Education,
2011; Overall High Achiever,
2012; Reducing Barriers
to Healthy Living, 2013

Top Tip

Have fun! Think outside the box
for opportunities to move people
and rediscover your inner child

Contact

michelegeistlinger@gmail.com

Longview is definitely one of those
communities that, while very small,
have a very loud roar. At the core are
strong grassroots community leaders
and a very supportive mayor.

”

Janet Naclia
ChooseWell Judge

Pleased to see people of all ages and nationalities using and enjoying the park, particularly
at exercise time, the A R C team is on the prowl
for funding (perhaps from a corporate sponsor)
to continue and even expand its use. By 2014,
it’s hoped High Tea will take over the park on
Thursday afternoons, with chamber music but
also bocce ball, disc golf and other activities. In
future, you might find a walking path around the
west edge of the Village. Michele also envisions
a translation service involving youth as a way of
bridging language barriers with residents from
other cultures.
Centennial Park has become a magnet, a
“space” in the best sense of that word. “It’s
a cool place to get to know your neighbours!”
Michele says. “The only other place for people
to gather in Longview would be the bar, where
some won’t go, and restaurants, which no one
can afford every day.”
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Manning kicks into ‘do it ourselves’ mode with healthy living
If she weren’t quite so creative, Alberta Health
Services (AHS) Health Promoter Janine Gray
might be in danger of working herself out of a
job. That’s because healthy living in Manning
and area is becoming self-propelled.
Case in point: In past years, Janine visited local
schools to lead Acts of Random Physical Activity. This year teachers took the lead, regularly
incorporating snippets of physical activity—such
as alphabet popcorn, a spelling game in which
each student holds a certain letter and pops
up when that letter is needed. Students are
bringing healthier lunches to school, and teachers are more apt to talk about getting active,
eating well, being in touch with emotions and
other holistic health matters. Of course, Janine
still supplies ideas—and frequently visits classrooms to discuss topics ranging from hand
washing to “Roots of Empathy” (in which a mom
and baby visit a classroom once a month).
The town is also seeing an explosion of activity
options, including yoga, Zumba, dance and
sports teams. Residents are seeking those options out, and some are training as instructors.
A recently formed Seniors Wellness Group is
offering free walks twice a week in the Legion
Hall, with rent paid by the Manning and District
Further Education Society. Employers are
recognizing the need for breaks and offering
healthier choices at meetings and events.
“People are incorporating exercise not just as
a means to a goal but as a way of life,” Janine
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says. “And ChooseWell is the way we got that
message out there to everybody.”

“

Our community’s most significant change
is the recognition of healthy living as a way of
life, not just a means to a short-term goal.

”

Janine Gray
AHS Public Health Promotion Facilitator and
ChooseWell Leader
Manning and Area

Not one to leave well enough alone (you don’t
win three Communities ChooseWell awards by
sitting on your hands), Janine used funds from
a 2011 Overall High Achiever Award to launch a
Produce Passport Program in Manning schools.
Once a week for eight weeks, Grade 2 students
tried fruits and vegetables, including unfamiliar
ones such as dragon fruit and Asian pear. They
also learned a rap song about portion sizes, discovered why it’s important to eat varied colours
of fruit and vegetables and did a find-the-healthy
food scavenger hunt at the local IGA. The kids
used passports (from www.producepassport.
com) to track their fruit and vegetable intake.
The passport program “fits well with the Grade
2 health curriculum, and the kids just love it,”
says Grade 2 teacher Karen Hohner. “Many
of the kids try new fruits and vegetables and
educate their parents about the things they’ve
learned.” Indeed, three-quarters of parents
responding to a follow-up survey said their
Communities ChooseWell
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children were doing exactly that. Inspired by
success, Manning Diversified Forest Products
provided an apple a day for all Manning students, all year long. Janine is seeking a sponsor
to expand the produce program to schools in
neighbouring Dixonville and Keg River, which
have no grocery stores.
In other news, AHS and Family and Community
Support Services (FCSS) teamed up to launch
Go Girl and Go Guy, activity-themed day camps.
The boys’ camp, “Hero Challenge,” was especially popular. The day featured an obstacle
course that used fire hoses to force balls
through hoops, plus an afternoon of golf in the
company of local volunteers.
Alongside a homecare expert, Janine is piloting
a Healthy Youth Relationships program in local
junior and senior high schools. With dollars
from the Alberta Healthy School Community
Wellness Fund, they took two days of Red Cross
RespectED training in violence, bullying and
abuse prevention. “We want to start in Grade 7
and build each year on what students learned
before,” Janine says.
Now that the people of Manning are taking the
initiative to “choose well,” each healthy living
initiative has greater potential to take off, multiplying in effect. “People aren’t waiting for me to
invite them to take part in wellness initiatives
or program,” Janine says. “They are doing it
themselves.”
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Population

1,164 (Manning) plus 4,117
(County of Northern Lights)

Location

73 km northwest of Peace River

ChooseWell
Team

Alberta Health Services

Key
Collaborators

Manning and District Family
and Community Support
Services, County of Northern
Lights, Manning schools,
Manning Freson Brothers IGA

Recognition

Overall High Achiever,
2011; Providing Health
Education & Building
Community Capacity, 2013

Top Tip

Keep on going and soon
the healthy choice will
be a way of life!

Contact

janine.gray
@albertahealthservices.ca
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mannville, minburn
and innisfree
Mannville, Minburn and Innisfree launch EXPO
to highlight healthy living options
Making the Most of Life – ChooseWell Community EXPO. That’s the name Communities
ChooseWell champions in Mannville and surrounding communities chose for a showcase
of healthy living opportunities held for the first
time in September 2013. “We wanted to make
it about all the aspects of healthy lifestyles—
physical, social, emotional and spiritual. And we
wanted to draw people together,” says Jannette
Riedel, who heads the Family and Community
Support Services (FCSS) office serving the
three communities of Mannville, Minburn and
Innisfree. “There’s proven research showing
that connected people function better in community.”

“

The EXPO was a great collaboration!
Partnering with FCSS makes it more
sustainable in case of employee
change in either organization.

”

Tara Tod
Healthy Schools, Healthy Futures
Manville School

The EXPO took shape when the FCSS office,
winner of multiple awards for integrating
Communities ChooseWell into various initiatives over the years, found itself with leftover
resources and giveaways due to unusually low
attendance in Summer Fun programs. A brainstorm with Tara Tod, Healthy Schools, Healthy
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Futures facilitator at Manville School, led to
the vision of a co-hosted EXPO to spread the
gospel of healthy living. Having recently signed
on with Communities ChooseWell to encourage
a healthy initiatives partnership between the
school and community, Tara had her own stash
of swag to contribute to the cause.
Open to everyone in the region, the EXPO was
held in the Mannville School gym and multi-purpose room from 12:30 to 8 p.m., with all students in the Grade 1-12 school attending in the
afternoon. “When we can go into a school and
reach 250 students, it makes more sense than
putting on an evening event where we might
just get 50,” Jannette notes.
A key EXPO feature was a series of stations
brought in by a health ministry team from the
Alberta Seventh-day Adventist Conference.
The team offered mini massage, anti-stress
information, the Harvard Step Test, lung
strength and blood pressure tests and health
age analysis. In the afternoon, Grade 9 and 10
physical education and health students staffed
the stations under the guidance of the ministry
team. Students from foods class also prepared
eats for presenters, and 4-H volunteers set up
tables.
About 45 community organizations booked
free display space to promote their services,
provide information and accept registrations.
Communities ChooseWell
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Those included fitness classes, the local food
bank, Royal Purple, Highland Dance, a theatre
group, a preschool and area sports teams. “We
received wonderful feedback from the people
staffing tables,” Tara says. “So the networking
just between all of us was fantastic!”
Neither FCSS nor the school had much money
to spend on the event, but in the end it cost very
little. Local businesses donated water, tables
and door prizes. Communities ChooseWell
items also served as prizes, with names drawn
several times each hour. And room rental cost
nothing. “When we partner with anyone in the
community, we can use the multipurpose room
in the gym at reduced rate or even free,” Jannette says. “That’s the benefit of a really small
community.”
Although evening attendance was low, those
who came were impressed by the variety of
activities available so close to home, including
curling, Zumba and seniors programs. People
also picked up Communities ChooseWell cookbooks and other resources for healthy living.
“It’s not about how many came, but about
getting awareness out there and keeping talk
going in our small community,” Jannette says.

Population

2,700 in the three
communities and surrounding
county, plus hundreds of
temporary oilfield workers

Location

East of Edmonton and west of
Lloydminster on Highway 16

ChooseWell
Team

Family and Community
Support Services

Key
Collaborators

Mannville elementary
and high school

Recognition

Providing Health Education,
2011; Reducing Barriers
to Healthy Living, 2012

Top Tip

Keep it simple, keep it fun,
and get the kids involved

Contact

mmifcss@mannville.com

Determined to make the EXPO an annual event,
Communities ChooseWell champions have already chosen September 10 as the 2014 date.
“If we continue on a regular basis,” Jannette
predicts, “it will build momentum.”
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Morinville shifts programming to put families first
Family first. That’s what the people of Morinville
have chosen as their community’s guiding
theme, and for the Town’s recreation team, it’s
proving a focus that fits. “The core of every home
is the family, and how we interact at home influences how we interact out in the community,”
notes Community Program Coordinator Melonie
Dziwenka, whose infectious leadership has
helped Morinville win a mitt full of ChooseWell
awards, including Overall Achiever status in
both 2011 and 2013. “So we’re bringing back
some of those old values: eating together, playing together, spending time together.”

“

The family that eats together and
exercises together grows stronger together.

”

Melonie Dziwenka
Community Program Coordinator
Town of Morinville

Everyone on the programming team—youth
workers, fitness instructors, preschool teachers
and beyond—has found creative ways to be more
family friendly, Melonie says. “They all saw the
vision and added their own flair.” Families now
have more ways to exercise and play together,
thanks to programs such as Family Fit, Strollercize, Family Shinny Time, Free Family Skates
and parent-tot cooking classes. Class schedules
are coordinated, so everyone in the family can
be active while the youngest ones are in Kids
Zone, learning through play. Teens are welcome
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to join adults, resulting in inter-generational
team-ups and dust-ups on badminton and
volleyball courts. Senior involvement in kids’
summer camps has moved beyond knitting and
crocheting to include physical activities such
as wheelchair hockey using pool noodles—with
seniors handily taking the initial title, much to
the younger set’s surprise.
Determined to infuse that same intergenerational focus into sport camps, in 2013 Morinville obtained Communities ChooseWell seed
funding to help pilot Stick to Puck Development,
a unique hockey camp with daily sessions
for parents as well as athletes. Experts from
Canadian Sport for Life, High Five and Alberta
Health Services (AHS) as well as a Personal
Trainer brought home consistent messages
not only about hockey, but about teamwork,
family eating habits, internal motivation, fundamental movement skills and best practices
for parents and coaches. Even before the camp
began, targeted publicity created a buzz on
the street, attracting 37 youth and 24 parents.
Kids enjoyed learning through fun and parents
were thoroughly engaged, many staying longer
than required to see what the youngsters were
learning.
Having proven successful with the most popular
sport in town, those same principles will be applied to other sport camps in partnership with
Sport Development, Melonie says. “Bringing
professionals, organizations, families and the
Communities ChooseWell
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community together to collaborate on this project has set the groundwork for a sustainable
program.”
Meanwhile, concession contractors in local
sports arenas are being encouraged to reduce
portion sizes and shift at least 20% of the food
they serve to healthier choices at competitive
prices, following the Town’s best practice guidelines for facilities. Again, family is the focus,
Melonie says. “Our coaches are really good at
promoting healthy eating and physical development skills, but think how often parents and
siblings grab something to eat while waiting at
the arena. They need healthier choices as well.”

“

When we listen to the community and
truly do hear what they’re saying, that’s
when we get buy-in and participation.

”

Population

8,503

Location

40 km north of Edmonton
in Sturgeon County

ChooseWell
Team

Morinville Community Services
Recreation Department

Key
Collaborators

Morinville Sobey’s, Chamber of
Commerce, Morinville Fish and
Game, seniors, local schools,
organizations, businesses

Recognition

Overall High Achiever,
2011; Overall High
Achiever & Providing
Health Education, 2013

Top Tip

Keep a note pad handy to
capture new ideas, day or
night; if the community’s not
ready, file them for later

Contact

mdziwenka@morinville.
ca, 780-939-7833

Melonie Dziwenka
Community Program Coordinator
Town of Morinville

The focus on families hasn’t affected service
to all segments of this 8,500-strong “rurban”
community, which is evolving as newcomers
add to the size and the mix. For example, a
popular equipment loan program that began
with Nordic walking poles now offers dodge
balls, pool noodles, a parachute, yoga mats,
bands, big exercise balls and a rubber chicken
that comes with 99 ideas for use.
“I don’t want to be so stuck in a Families First
groove that we can’t do anything else,” Melonie
says. “But as many of us try to balance work
and home schedules, it’s good to put family
wellness in the forefront.”
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Okotoks fills fitness gaps to boost population health
Not everyone feels comfortable in the typical
fitness class. Recognizing that, recreation and
health leaders in Okotoks have taken deliberate
steps to expand the fitness options available
in the community. The resulting classes serve
many people previously on the margins of
fitness, helping Okotoks achieve Overall High
Achiever status in 2012.

“

At some point you have to prioritize.
If you do everything, do you do it well
enough? By focusing on a few things,
you can achieve success.

”

Janette Messer
Community Program Team Leader
Town of Okotoks

It all started when an Alberta Health Service
(AHS)’s program, Living Well with Chronic Conditions, expanded into the Okotoks Recreation
Centre in collaboration with Town staff. The
move gave participants access to the entire
recreation facility, including the privately run
Natural High fitness centre. You’ll now find individuals with chronic conditions stretching in the
lobby, using arena concourses for timed walks
and working out on fitness equipment. To encourage continued use of the recreation centre
by Living Well graduates, the Town also recently
integrated a follow-up course previously run by
AHS into its programming. “It has become a
really nice partnership,” says Janette Messer,
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who leads the community programs team. “It’s
great for the recreation centre—and it’s great
for people living in the community.”
Seeing the interest in Living Well, Janette’s
team did an overall assessment of recreation
needs and options. They found that seniors
and those with special needs had fewer fitness
options than the norm. Every season since,
they’ve been narrowing that gap with classes
geared specifically for individuals who are or
overweight, or 55-plus, or in rehabilitation. In
2012, the lineup included 33 such classes—and
all but six attracted enough people to run, Janette says. “We’re becoming the one-stop shop
for fitness opportunities for anybody recovering
from illness or with special health concerns.”

“

Recreational programming really is
the core of the community, a key part of
wellness and a positive lifestyle.

”

Janette Messer
Community Program Team Leader
Town of Okotoks

Besides its Overall High Achiever award,
Okotoks received a Communities ChooseWell
seed grant in 2012. Those dollars topped up an
array of initiatives that make recreation more
affordable for everyone in this increasingly
diverse commuter community. An initiative
that previously subsidized program fees has
expanded to cover facility passes as well. In
Communities ChooseWell

September, a new one-week Three for Free
campaign invited residents to try as many as
three programs without paying a dime. University students home for the summer can now
purchase a 99 days for $99 pass for full use
of the recreation centre, while children pay only
$35 for a summertime swim/gym pass. Free
and low-cost swim and skate times also reel in
both kids and families. And Grade 5 students
enjoy free access and activities at certain times
as part of Grade Fives Get Active, a Health Canada program aimed at an age when kids tend to
drop out of physical activity.
Janette’s team is also addressing the dropout
syndrome by teaching fundamental movement
skills. Besides being integrated into all day
camps, those skills became the focus of a twomonth blitz of 25 preschool sports programs
in spring 2013. Through games and activities,
including T-ball and other sports, nearly 300
kids learned how to run, hop, balance, throw
and kick while trying out sports such as basketball, soccer, T-Ball, floor hockey and football.
Through interactions with parents as well as
kids, the team is spreading the word about how
crucial those fundamental skills are for lifelong
health.
Okotoks Town Council fully supports the push to
get everyone active. Council has allocated local
dollars to expanding Grade Fives Get Active, for
example, and is pondering a similar program for
Grade 8. “Our mayor is very passionate about
maintaining appropriate levels of recreation for
a healthy and active community, Janette says.
“That has been a huge bonus for what we do.”
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Okotoks in Brief
Population

24,411

Location

on the Sheep River,
approximately 18 km
south of Calgary

ChooseWell
Team

Town of Okotoks

Key
Collaborators

Alberta Health Services

Recognition

Overall High Achiever,
2012; Reducing Barriers
to Healthy Living, 2013

Top Tip

A healthy community is the
sum of its parts. If we’re
not looking after those with
special considerations,
the community suffers.

Contact

jmesser@okotoks.ca
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Ponoka expands Fathers’ Day triathlon to include all ages
Since 2011, youth in and around Ponoka have
enjoyed participating in a triathlon on Fathers’
Day. Coupled with a community barbecue, it
makes for an enjoyable family outing. In 2013,
the event extended beyond youth to embrace
adults and teams of two or three, adding to the
family appeal. For the active dad, what better
way to celebrate Fathers’ Day than to share an
activity you love with family—or perhaps be the
star of the show as they cheer you on.

“

More of our community is getting
involved in being active.

”

Tamara Huzar
Recreation Clerk, Ponoka Aquaplex

The expanded triathlon, Ponoka Youth Triathlon Plus, attracted 180 participants, up from
120 the first year. To encourage participation,
triathlon distances vary according to age, from
a 50-m swim, 1-km bike and 500-km run for
ages 6 and 7 to a 200-m swim, 6-km bike and
4-km run for 16 and older. “The most amazing
thing is the 6-year-olds who participate,” says
Communities ChooseWell Champion Tamara
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Huzar, a clerk at the Aquaplex, where the race
begins and ends. “They have such a sense of
pride in being able to participate not only in
swimming and biking but running.” A timing
clock borrowed from the local high school reinforces that pride as runners come across the
finish line, time flashing for all to see.
First suggested by RCMP officer Cameron
Chisholm, the triathlon is supported by many
groups and organizations around town. From
the first, Tamara has used the event as a time
to promote the Communities ChooseWell message with displays and healthy snacks at the
finish line as well as various giveaways.
It’s a good example of her approach to championing Communities ChooseWell all year: “I’m
just piggybacking on events that are already
happening,” she says. “I throw on a different
hat and try to blend ChooseWell in to whatever’s
going on.”
The Ponoka slogan is “keep it real.” That
exactly what’s happening with Communities
ChooseWell in this community.

Communities ChooseWell

Ponoka in Brief
Population

6,773, plus 8,856 in the
surrounding county

Location

100 km south of
Edmonton on Hwy 2A

ChooseWell
Team

Aquaplex Recreation Clerk

Key
Collaborators

RCMP, Fire Department, Public
Works, Aquaplex, Tim Hortons,
Primary Care Network, Rotary
Club, Family and Community
Support Services, many
businesses and volunteers

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2011 & 2013

Top Tip

One step at a time in the right
direction will accumulate
great health rewards

Contact

tamara.huzar@ponoka.org
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Red Deer gets a ChooseWell bug that’s sure to spread
Wherever Leanne Landry takes her skills, you
can bet she’ll pack Communities ChooseWell
along. In Penhold, where she discovered the
initiative in 2006, her Communities ChooseWell
action mushroomed from buying fruit for meetings to engaging residents through “Eat Smart
Meet Smart” initiatives to sharing a $10,000
grant with five neighbouring communities,
sparking collaborations that continue to this
day.

“

Having healthy choices available gives
people the opportunity to choose WELL for
themselves, which is the core of this issue,
in my opinion. Forming a habit takes time,
and baby steps need to be taken.

”

Leanne Landry
Older Adult Programming Supervisor
Family Services of Central Alberta

Now Leanne is bringing the healthy living
message to Red Deer, where she began work
as supervisor of older adult programming for
Family Services of Central Alberta in January
2013. Of course she signed on to Communities
ChooseWell. Soon, she was championing nutritious choices at staff meetings and handing out
Communities ChooseWell resources, making it
easy for colleagues to add healthy eating and
movement into programs serving everyone
from newborns on up.
Leanne links her passion for Communities
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ChooseWell to the implications of the obesity
crisis, especially for children. “Our children’s
lifespans should NEVER be less than ours,” she
says. “We need to engage people, help them experience the positive benefits of being healthy
and then support them on their journey.”
In her own work with seniors who have early
onset dementia and Alzheimer’s disease,
Leanne began using the SPICE (Social, Physical, Intellectual, Creative, Emotional) model to
make programs more holistic and outcome
based. Seeing untapped skills and intelligence
among her clients, she offers activities with purpose, such as walking (on foot, with walkers, in
wheelchairs) to raise “pennies for Parkinsons.”
Hearing that many miss gardening, she partnered with nearby Parkland Nurseries to bring
in seeds and plants for use both at the centre
and at home—and began dreaming of a garden
courtyard. She signed on to use a Healthy Living
Workshop toolkit produced by the Active Living
Coalition for Older Adults. She partnered with
a Primary Care Network to run workshops and
promote 21 Days to Healthy Eating. All that and
more, in just half a year. “We still chat and drink
coffee,” she says, “but we’re accomplishing a
lot more than that.”
Having seen Communities ChooseWell benefit
a whole community in rural Penhold, Leanne
wants to do the same in Red Deer. But how?
“It’s an overwhelming challenge to be a cheerleader for a city of 100, 000,” she says. “We
Communities ChooseWell

Red Deer in Brief
in the city are doing wonderful things, but it’s
just the tip of what we could be doing if people
would come out of their sandbox and partner.
I’d love to be the leader of working together, but
that could be a full-time job. That’s one of the
barriers I’m still wrapping my brain around.”
Meanwhile, Leanne’s zeal brought home two
Communities ChooseWell awards in 2013:
Overall High Achiever and Providing Health
Education. “All kinds of wonderful things have
come just out of the press release announcing
the award,” she says, recalling conversations
with coworkers and an opportunity to join her
mayor and many recreation and health leaders
in a meeting of the minds at Edmonton’s Shaw
Conference Centre.
“I’m still contemplating what we’re going to do
with the award money,” she muses. “I know
$2,000 won’t go far, but part of me wants to
send a call out for small bursaries. I love the
idea of sharing.”
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Population

90,564 in Red Deer, plus
18,351 in surrounding county

Location

Midway between Calgary
and Edmonton on Hwy 2

ChooseWell
Team

Adult Day Support Program
at Family Services of
Central Alberta

Key
Collaborators

Alberta Health Services,
Parkland Nurseries, Parkinsons
Alberta, Red Deer Secular
Franciscans, The Active Living
Coalition for Older Adults

Recognition

Overall High Achiever
& Providing Health
Education, 2013

Top Tip

At every event, meeting and
program, try to incorporate a
healthy choice and some form
of body movement – then
watch the magic happen.

Contact

llandry@fsca.ca
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Sexsmith reels in grant dollars to hire coordinator and fly
Anyone with X-ray vision and a birds-eye view
of Sexsmith would’ve seen a remarkable thing
during June 2013: every weekday, an average
of 430 people participated in Communities
ChooseWell Random Acts of Physical Activity
(RAPA), spending two minutes doing the same
thing. In a town of 2,500, that’s amazing.
“It brings tears to my eyes when I think of how
amazing,” says Jen McLaughlin, who led the
charge. Besides dreaming up 25 activities for
the month (such as jumping jacks and seated
on-the-spot running), the certified fitness
instructor visited businesses and community
groups to inspire participation. “Some people
grumbled at first,” she reports, “but as soon
as they were moving, they were laughing and
having fun.” Some teachers have now integrated the idea into daily physical activity at school
and are calling for a repeat of RAPA, perhaps
in the dead of winter to counteract hibernation.
That’s one of many healthy options brought to
town by the Sexsmith Wellness Coalition, which
owes its genesis to Jen. “I love getting people
active—that’s my biggest passion,” she says. “I
wanted to find ways to do that without leading
more and more fitness classes, because that
can be pretty hard on the body. I stumbled
across ChooseWell, and they helped me with
different ways to access funds.”
Hoping to find kindred spirits, she initiated conversations that grew into a coalition that held
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more conversations—and reeled in more than
$25,000 in grants from Thrive on Wellness,
Town Council, the County of Grande Prairie and
Communities ChooseWell. With enough funding
to hire Jen as a part-time coordinator, the coalition took off, earning Overall High Achiever and
Reducing Barriers to Healthy Living awards.

“

Being part of Communities ChooseWell
was the catalyst to having more wellness
activities in our community. It helped us to be
more aware of funding opportunities and gave
us ideas of how to get things started.

”

Jennifer McLaughlin
Coordinator
Sexsmith Wellness Coalition

Already, the coalition has hosted several fitness
engagement events: Winter Walk Day, an allover-town Park Easter Scavenger hunt, two fun
runs, skating, snowshoeing and a community
celebration. At each event, participants were
invited to complete wellness surveys. With
about 300 surveys in hand, Jennifer says the
community clearly supports the coalition’s
direction and welcomes more fitness options,
including access to a facility being opened in
town by the Peace River Bible Institute.
And that’s not all. Using Communities
ChooseWell seed funding, the coalition joined
local Family and Community Support Services
Communities ChooseWell

Sexsmith in Brief
(FCSS) staff and St. Mary’s School in creating a
portable community garden. Students planned
and planted the garden, which was moved to
the community centre at the end of June for
tending by kids at the FCSS summer camp. With
no full-service grocery store in town, Jen says,
“The kids really enjoyed eating all of the fresh
produce that otherwise would not be available
here.” Raspberry bushes were planted at the
seniors’ housing complex so seniors could also
get involved. A few remaining dollars will buy a
raised garden bed at a community playschool,
also at the community centre. To ensure sustainability, the FCSS will integrate the portable
garden into future summer camps.
A monthly ACTIVEity calendar in the local
newspaper keeps residents abreast of a growing array of fitness options for adults. Those
include the Sexsmith Walk-Run Club, which was
scheduled to run 14 weeks in spring and fall but
marched straight through summer, attracting
47 members. There’s also new outdoor fitness
equipment at a local spray park, yoga, drop-in
volleyball and family gym night.
Involvement in Sobey’s 21 Days to Healthy Eating skyrocketed to 53 families in 2013, up from
five. To encourage participation, Jen created a
form for people to fill out so she could do the
online registrations and ran a draw for local
prizes—including an indoor-outdoor grill she
won in a Communities ChooseWell Facebook
contest.

Population

2,418 plus surrounding
residents

Location

20 km north of Grande
Prairie on Hwy 2

ChooseWell
Team

Sexsmith Wellness Coalition

Key
Collaborators

Town of Sexsmith, St. Mary’s
Catholic School, Robert W.
Zahara School and Sexsmith
Secondary School, Family and
Community Support Services,
Sunset Homes, Sexsmith
Playschool Society, County
of Grande Prairie No. 1

Recognition

Overall High Achiever
& Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living, 2013

Top Tip

Don’t expect people to register
online; have that paper
copy and do it for them

Contact

sexsmithwellnesscoalition
@gmail.com

Jen spends 10 to 15 hours a week coordinating
coalition initiatives, often alongside partners.
With the schools and key community members,
for example, she helped promote International
Walk to School Week and ran an Idle Less campaign. “We have really come a long way,” she
says, “and I give a lot of credit to Communities
ChooseWell for being that catalyst.”
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Smoky River brings programs to the people
Smoky River’s Family and Community Support
Services (FCSS) program coordinator has
taken to spending lots of time in the local IGA
as September nears—and not because she
needs to stock up on supplies. Instead, Victoria
Champion sets up an in-store table to champion
Communities ChooseWell’s 21 Days to Healthy
Eating Challenge. Besides handing out information, free snacks and coffee, she helps people
register for the challenge on the spot. And her
effort pays off. In 2012, the region boasted 107
registrants—a full one-third of everyone who
registered across the entire province. Besides
helping Smoky River win the Creating Healthy
Opportunities award, that feat provided a list of
likely participants for programming all through
the year.
That’s no accident. The Smoky River region
(which includes Falher, Mclennan, Donnelly,
Girouxville and surrounding area) very deliberately uses 21 Days to Healthy Eating as a
season kick-off for wellness initiatives. Some
who sign up also attend NutriFit, weekly sessions featuring healthy snacks and exercise.
Some drop in on Live Strong, monthly “clean
living” bees that mix cooking with learning
through food games. Some join a walking group
that heads out to various trails to keep things
interesting. Some participate in the local Iron
Chef Challenge, which runs in February—with
honey as the must-have ingredient in honour of
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Falher’s status as Honey Capital of Canada.
“Attendance keeps growing and the impact on
the community has been great,” Victoria says.
“It is awesome to see people out with their kids,
playing outside, going for walks—and putting
down the bag of chips to opt for the apple.”
Taking care to practise what she preaches, she
avoids serving pop and juice during programs.
It’s part of her 2013 eating goal of helping
people eliminate sugar drinks, which she terms
“a huge struggle in our community.”

“

We have noticed a significant change
in lifestyles, and we believe it is important
because people are healthier. We have
chosen to encourage as much as we can
and the people have chosen to assume a
healthier lifestyle. Those who haven’t seem
to be encouraged by those who have.

”

Victoria Champion
Program Coordinator
FCSS, Smoky River

The key to making a difference, she says, is
meeting people where they’re at. To publicize
Live Strong, she took a flyer to every single
office in town to be posted in staff rooms or
coffee stations. She asks grocery stores to put
the region’s “Parade of Programs” brochures in
shoppers’ bags. She spends time in schools,

Communities ChooseWell

Smoky River in Brief
which see her presence as a win-win for the
students and families they serve. She attends
meeting of all four recreation societies in the
region, in Falher, McLennan, Donnelly and
Girouxville. She runs programs at area recreation facilities to keep clean living top of mind.

Population

4,581 in region

Location

62 km south of Peace River and
413 km northwest of Edmonton

These days, Victoria fields as many as six inquiries a month from residents who want to achieve
a healthier lifestyle. It’s a sign that momentum
is building, she says. “Having those people
come to us, rather than promote-promote-promote without hearing anything back means
we’re doing something right.”

ChooseWell
Team

Family and Community
Support Services

Partners

Local municipalities,
recreation societies, schools

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2012 & 2013

Top Tip

Go to the people rather than
waiting for them to come to you

Contact

vchampion381@live.ca
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Springbrook gains things to do closer to home
Located just 5 minutes south of Red Deer,
Springbrook is a commuter hamlet with an
abundance of kids—and little for them to do.
A former army base, it has narrow roads, no
sidewalks, no schools, no public recreation
facilities, just a few day homes, little employment—and transit service to Red Deer. “This
place becomes a ghost town during the day,”
says Family and Community Support Services
(FCSS) District Community Worker Adrian
Pidhirney. People go elsewhere even to play.”

“

There was nothing for kids to
do here—and you know what they
say about idle hands.

”

Adrian Pidhirney
District Community Worker, FCSS
Hamlet of Springbrook

That started to shift in 2012, when Springbrook
formed a Healthy Living Team at the nudging of
nearby Penhold, which used some Communities ChooseWell dollars to draw area communities into a Healthy Living Coalition. The team
signed on to Communities ChooseWell, made a
plan and went after a $2,000 seed grant. Says
Adrian, who provides staff support to the all-volunteer team, “We decided to get people out of
their houses and interacting with their friends
and neighbours in ways that Springbrook hadn’t
really seen.”
In short order, the Healthy Living Team seeded
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an impressive range of activities, earning both
Overall Achiever and Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living awards in 2012. Family games
nights every couple weeks. Baseball + barbecue events (with fruits, veggies, nutritious
smokies and whole wheat buns). Yoga in the
garden (which more than doubled in its second
year). Tuesday Tea for those left at home during
the day. A cycling club. An annual bike rodeo to
protect young cyclists, who tend to zip helmetless around town with minimal regard for traffic.
Healthy snacks at meetings and community
events. And more.

“

It’s hard to drive down the street here;
you have to dodge bikes, skateboards,
walkers, pets—so many things. We
encourage kids to still be active and
ride bikes. But to do it safely.

”

Adrian Pidhirney
District Community Worker, FCSS
Hamlet of Springbrook

Perhaps the most visible sprout is the Springbrook Community Garden. Launched in May
2012 with its own volunteer board, the garden
has 28 gardeners with room for more, a large
collective garden that helps feed people in
need, and a youth program offering gardeners
their very own plots and mentorship. Yoga happens at the garden as well. And in 2013, the site
gained a picnic area that will soon have fire pits.
In short, the garden is becoming a community
Communities ChooseWell

Springbrook in Brief
hub, connecting growers, sponsors and anyone
else who wanders through.
Those first initiatives are helping to plant still
more. In 2013, youth gardeners sold some of
their produce to raise funds for a skate park.
And registration dollars from yoga may be used
to launch an archery program, tapping local
expertise.

“

The community garden does a great
job of drawing some dedicated volunteers
and local sponsors together to create a
healthier and happier community.

”

Adrian Pidhirney
District Community Worker, FCSS
Hamlet of Springbrook

Also on the agenda: more activities for the under
20 crowd, who make up a full one-third of the
hamlet’s population. A few years ago, Red Deer
County provided seed funding to attract the Red
Deer Boys and Girls Club to Springbrook. The
weekly club sessions are wildly popular, but
extend only up to age 12. It’s time to seed a
teen program. Meanwhile, Adrian has a stock
question for any youngster he meets: “Do you
go to Boys and Girls Club yet?”

Population

1,079, 400 of whom
are younger then 20

Location

11 km southwest of Red Deer

ChooseWell
Team

Healthy Living Team

Key
Collaborators

Healthy Living Coalition,
County of Red Deer, Family and
Community Support Services

Recognition

Overall High Achiever &
Reducing Barriers to Healthy
Living, 2012; Creating Healthy
Opportunities, 2013

Top Tip

Kids need positive things
to do—you know what they
say about idle hands

Contact

apidhirney@rdcounty.ca

Connecting people with each other and with
positive things to do is a key part of Adrian’s job
as a FCSS coordinator. The Healthy Living Team
helps him accomplish that, he says. “None of
this could have happened without the great
support from the volunteers, community members and businesses, Red Deer County—and
the grant from Communities ChooseWell!”
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strathcona county

Strathcona County encourages simple, stepwise shifts to healthy living
Strathcona County has found that healthy
living initiatives are best received when they’re
subtle, inviting stepwise change.

also putting greater emphasis on learning skills
through play in those early years.

“We know that our community residents will be
more successful at being active if they go about
it in small steps and not take on too much all
at once,” says Jenn Wilson, programmer in
Strathcona County, whose multiple Communities ChooseWell awards include Overall High
Achiever in 2012. “We try anywhere we can
to make that healthy choice the easy choice.
Facility design that invites walking, programming that fits diverse schedules, apps to help
schedule and track activity—those are the little
things that make it easier for people to move
more in ways that suit them best.”

Being healthy through active living and
healthy eating doesn’t need to be complicated.
But we need to make it a priority. We need
to start making small changes, one by one—
because they all count and they all add up.

In that spirit, Strathcona County ran a short
Mayor’s Active Challenge in early June 2012
and again in 2013. Entrants simply listed eight
ways they’d been active in the past few weeks,
and winners were chosen through a random
draw. “If it gets too long and complicated people
don’t sign up,” Jenn says. “And all we’re trying
to do is get that message out: Be active doing
something you enjoy.”
Physical literacy skills are also subtly woven
into preschool programs and “Everybody gets
to play” sessions. Using Be Fit for Life’s “Move
and Play through Physical Literacy” cards as
inspiration, instructors lead fun activities that
teach fundamental movements such as throwing and running. Print and online publicity is
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“

”

Jenn Wilson
Programmer
Strathcona County

To address growing concern about kids’ disconnect from nature, fall break programming
has expanded to include outdoor day camps at
the Strathcona Wilderness Centre. The popular
sessions are proving how much fun kids can
have while learning to respect and care for our
environment.
The recent addition of the Strathcona County
Bike Skills Park is also connecting kids with
nature—and with cyclists of all ages, thanks to
careful design that suits various skill levels. “It’s
really neat to watch the different generations
and skills,” Jenn says. “And everybody’s very
respectful and helpful.” The County is in the
midst of a collaborative research project with
the University of Alberta to examine the impact
of this and many other recent facility additions
and upgrades, she adds. “We’re asking ‘If we
build it, do they come?’ Can we, through these
changes, change habits?”
Communities ChooseWell

Strathcona County in Brief
Strathcona County also participated in MEND,
a recent Alberta Health Services (AHS) study
that offered healthy living programs to obese
children and their parents while tracking outcomes. Increased confidence was one of several positive outcomes, Jenn reports. “The kids
involved became more outgoing, more willing to
try new activities.” Those sessions have ended,
but families continue to request programs for
overweight children. In response, in 2014 the
County will offer Family Tri-HEALTH-lon, a trio of
workshops showing families ways to be active
and eat healthy meals together.
Like many communities, Strathcona County
finds that the shift to healthy eating demands
an especially gentle approach. Jenn’s team
introduces new tastes by inviting kids and parents to do “edible art” with fruits and vegetables
they may never have never eaten (or even seen)
before. “Bigger change will take time,” she says.
“Trying to shift cultural norms isn’t an easy
task. As with active living, small steps towards
healthy eating will make it sustainable.”
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Population

92,490, two-third Sherwood
Park residents, one-third rural

Location

Just east of Edmonton, with
Sherwood Park at its centre

ChooseWell
Team

County marketing and
wellness staff, events teams

Key
Collaborators

Local APPLE Schools

Recognition

Providing Health
Education, 2011; Overall
High Achiever, 2012

Top Tip

Start small, move more,
eat healthy—keep it
simple and keep at it

Contact

jennifer.wilson@strathcona.ca
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Strathmore team taking action to ‘HEAL our Future’
Since 2007, a grassroots team named HEAL
our Future has made great strides in promoting
healthier lifestyles in Strathmore, exactly as its
name implies. To help determine what action to
take, HEAL (which stands for Healthy Eating, Active Living) began by surveying the community.
Hearing that cost keeps many residents from
making healthy choices, this dedicated team of
five decided to focus on low-cost opportunities,
such as walking.

“

I really work at networking, having
coffee with people and building relationships,
and I think that’s so essential.

”

Robert Breitwieser
Media Rep and Archivist, HEAL Our Future
Strathmore

In the years since, HEAL has become a strong
and respected advocate for improved walking
infrastructure. For example, its review of plans
for a new continuing care centre led to the addition of a walking trail along the periphery that,
by happy design, connects two existing trails.
HEAL also teamed up with the town to bring in
walkability experts whose recommendations
led to safety improvements, especially for pedestrians crossing the Trans-Canada Highway as
it runs through town. With the Lions Club and
others, HEAL is also working to add amenities
to trails and parks.
What’s more, HEAL helps put people on those
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trails. It hosts year-around walking programs
that move indoors when weather demands.
Those include evening walks in partnership
with the local Primary Care Network, which has
begun to prescribe walking for health. For those
who enjoy working toward a goal, the group
mounts challenges, including a virtual “Rocky
Mountain Trek” that attracted 132 walkers.
There’s also Tri-Smore, a family oriented triathlon in June that pulls in 250-plus participants,
including under-8s who enter the “2-bite
smore.” In 2011, a Communities ChooseWell
seed grant was used to encourage more teens
and tweens to participate in Tri-Smore.
Youth have done their part to encourage trail
use. The Strathmore Assembly of Youth (SAY)
created S’more Paths, a mobile app of area
trails that lets users plan routes, monitor progress, track trends and share results. The youth
raised $10,000 to develop the app, which
launched Canada Day 2013.
Youth are also at the forefront of the community’s Iron Chef competition. Held at Strathmore
High School, the competition features student
duos, whose handiwork is judged by a trio of town
leaders. The winning duo travels to provincials
with food studies instructor Carol Wachsmuth.
“Besides being a lot of fun, the experience has
encouraged some of the youngsters to actually
get involved in becoming chefs,” says Robert
Breitwieser, a founding member of HEAL whose
hats include publicist and archivist.
Communities ChooseWell

Strathmore in Brief
Skating has also enjoyed an upswing, thanks
to HEAL. At first, the team simply handed out
treats and mittens at local ponds. “It picked up
so much that we rented the arena and made
free skating available, with handouts provided
by Communities ChooseWell,” Robert says.
Then the town asked HEAL to organize a 2011
Family Day event, and the Great Skate was
born. It pulled people onto the ice who hadn’t
skated for years, some in gently used (but newly
sharpened) skates picked up free at a Home
Hardware skate swap. The atmosphere was
festive, with the Lions Club sponsoring horse
and wagon rides, the Kinsmen in charge of
wood and goodies, firefighters on fire pit watch
and costumed “strathmorphs” as dancing servers. Multiple hockey games erupted, with extra
nets fetched from home. The talk of the town
for weeks, the Great Skate has happened every
year since, with attendance as high as 1,500.
Winner of a 2012 Reducing Barriers to Healthy
Living award, HEAL credits close ties to many
local organizations, including newspapers. As
a bonus, one of its members, Lisa Sader, now
works as a community development officer with
the Town of Strathmore, where she can spend
some time coordinating HEAL activities. “We’re
seeing results,” Robert says. “As awareness
grows and pathways develop, more and more
people are getting out and walking.”
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Population

12,352

Location

40 km east of Calgary on Hwy 1

ChooseWell
Team

Healthy Eating Active Living
(HEAL) Our Future

Key
Collaborators

Town of Strathmore, Lions
Club, Primary Care Network,
Kinsmen Club, schools,
Chamber of Commerce

Recognition

Reducing Barriers to Healthy
Living for Tweens and Teens,
2011; Reducing Barriers to
Healthy Living, 2012; Creating
Healthy Opportunities, 2013

Top Tip

Whenever we launch a
program, it takes about three
years to really get it going

Contact

healourfuture@yahoo.ca
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vermilion

Vermilion Wellness Coalition more than ‘makes do’
It’s a “do” team. That’s how Community Services Director Shawn Bell describes the Vermilion
Wellness Coalition, and it’s true in more ways
than one. Not only does this group get things
done, but it offers the entire community more
healthy things to do.

“

Our goal is to see people out and
interacting rather than sitting at home. Not
only children and youth, but adults. We
support the whole family concept, and we
do that by offering free activities for children
and youth that parents can attend too.

”

Shawn Bell
Director of Community Services
Town of Vermilion
Vermilion Wellness Coalition

Initially formed by town and Alberta Health
Services (AHS) staff in response to the Communities ChooseWell challenge, the coalition
soon grew to include VIBE (Vermilion is Being
Empowered), local schools, the public library,
the Be Fit for Life Centre and Vermilion Provincial Park. With the motto “Live it Every Day,” it
has become a force for change, earning multiple Communities ChooseWell awards. “Each
initiative may be small,” Shawn says, “but they
fit together like pieces of a puzzle to lead more
community members to make healthy choices.”
Key pieces in the puzzle, and now highly
anticipated, are free opportunities for families
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and youth to get active on school PD days
and other holidays. Free snacks that meet the
Alberta Nutrition Guidelines for Children and
Youth are part of the bargain, plus information
on healthy eating. “Those are our go-to events,
and they have made a significant difference,”
Shawn says. “Families are now thinking they
should get out and do something, even when a
free event is not happening.”
The coalition recently surveyed students to find
out what keeps them from being active. Top
reasons include cost, but also insecurity about
how to play certain games. In response, the
repertoire of free offerings will expand to include
activities such as Frisbee, golf, dance and yoga,
with more emphasis on instruction. “We want
to make that link between fun activities and
learning skills,” Shawn says.

“

We are mindful that there is a
segment of the population whose needs
don’t get met by equipment intensive
activities such as hockey.

”

Shawn Bell
Director of Community Services
Town of Vermilion
Vermilion Wellness Coalition

Skill building events are already happening.
In 2012, VIBE began hosting an annual skateboard clinic that has pulled in more than 50
kids and 10 parents, some of whom add their
Communities ChooseWell

Vermilion in Brief
mark to a graffiti wall erected by the city as an
invitation to take ownership of the space and
add visual appeal. The town’s Summer Fun
Children’s Day Camp also teams up with Be Fit
for Life leader to teach physical literacy through
an energetic multi-site “playground crawl.”
Vermilion is fortunate to have a provincial park
at the edge of town whose manager is fully
on board with healthy living. In February the
park hosts Fun Team Try-athlon, a coalition
event that attracts all ages for tobogganing,
snowshoeing, snow bowling and painting,
games, bannock, apple cider and low-sugar hot
chocolate. Twice a year, a crowd of 300 or more
descends for “Movie in the Park” with healthy
snacks, including water or milk rather than pop.
The coalition has applied for a Blue Cross grant
to put a fitness pod beside a new spray deck
in the park to encourage parents to be active
alongside their kids.
Longstanding local celebrations also have more
action and healthy food, thanks to coalition
members. On Canada Day, they’ve serve up
free fruit smoothies, hosted street hockey and
beach volleyball in the mall parking lot, brought
in a magician and hired children’s entertainers
Lee and Sandy Paley for a “follow the leader”
flash mob. They started a trend toward healthier
giveaways during the annual parade by handing
out Frisbees, cookbooks and safety swag rather
than candy.

Population

4,545

Location

190 km east of Edmonton
on the Yellowhead

ChooseWell
Team

Vermilion Wellness Coalition

Key
Collaborators

Town of Vermilion, Alberta
Health Services (healthy weights
and health promotions), local
schools, VIBE (Vermilion is Being
Empowered), Be Fit for Life
Centre, Vermilion Public Library,
Vermilion Provincial Park

Recognition

Creating Healthy Opportunities,
2011; Overall High Achiever
& Building Community
Capacity, 2012

Top Tip

A united coalition can
drive change in a way that
a single voice cannot

Contact

sbell@vermilion.ca

Next on the agenda: healthy concessions in the
local hockey rink. “I use the Wellness Coalition
as a tool to drive change,” Shawn says. “It’s not
just me saying it but this coalition of people all
concerned about the wellness of our community. That’s really helpful.”
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ideas index
The index below offers a taste of the many healthy living ideas and improvements that came to
light through Communities ChooseWell during the 2011-2013 grant cycle. This is by no means an
exhaustive list of the amazing work being done across Alberta. Especially in larger communities, the
programs and events and groups and facilities devoted to wellness are too numerous to mention.
So consider this an appetizer—an idea generator. Want to know more about a specific initiative?
Contact the Communities ChooseWell Champion in the community or communities involved. You’ll
find contact information at the end of each community profile.
Communities with a single asterisk (*) are 2011 winners whose profiles can be found in the
previous edition of Success Travels. Those with double asterisks (**) are 2011 winners who went
to win awards in 2012 and/or 2013, and thus are profiled in both editions. Communities with no
asterisks are profiled in this edition. The previous Success Travels booklet is available online at
www.arpaonline.ca/choosewell

Affordability
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Equipment loans, poles to rubber chicken

Morinville

Micro grants for recreation

Boyle Street, Edmonton

Fee subsidies and free programming

Beaumont**

Fee subsidies, low-cost passes

Okotoks

Free annual skateboard clinic

Vermilion**

Free PD/holiday events, families and kids
(shifting to more emphasis on instruction)

Vermilion**

Free skate and swim times

Okotoks

Free family skates

Morinville

Free skating at arena

Strathmore**

Free talks and activities during challenge

Fort Vermilion, High River**

Subsidy fund (Town and business)

Redwater*

Inter-generational ball, soccer, curling, skating,
hockey, day trips—much of it free

Youngstown

Communities ChooseWell

Calendars & Health Blitzes (See also ‘Promotion’)
ChooseWell summer calendar

Cremona*

Healthy Didsbury Project (classes, speakers,
personal goals)

Didsbury

Healthy for the Holidays

High Level

Idle Less campaign

Sexsmith

International Walk to School Week

Sexsmith

Challenges
Active August

Bassano**

Active Living Challenge

Pincher Creek*

Biggest Loser (councillors vs staff)

Pincher Creek*

ChooseWell Challenge

Didsbury

Community Fitness Challenge (3 months)

High River**

Communitywide Fitness Challenge

Claresholm**

Mayor’s Active Challenge (simple, short)

Strathcona County**

Spring Into Health

Canmore

Sobeys 21 Days to Healthy Eating

(See separate entry)

Step it up Challenge (10,000 steps/day)

Edson*

21 Days to a Healthier You

Fort Vermilion

Virtual Rocky Mountain Trek

Strathmore**

Wholly Walk-A-Moly

Canmore

Winter Active Challenge

Lacombe
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Children (see also ‘Youth’)
Donated free apple a day to students

Manning

Early Childhood Coalition

Cold Lake**

Free PD/holiday events, families and kids

Vermilion**

Kidz Zone

Claresholm**

Park play dates

Fort Macleod

Produce Passport Program

Manning

Training and bikes for kids with coordination
challenges

You Can Bike 2
Edmonton Bicycle Commuters Society

Winter Walk Day at school

Redwater*

Coalitions & Umbrella Groups
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Art, Recreation and Community (A R C)

Longview**

Assembly of Youth Caring Citizens Committed to

Strathmore**

Healthy Communities (4C) Coalition

High River**

ChooseWell Committee

Coronation

Communities ChooseWell Committee

Bonnyville*

Community Association

Bridgeland-Riverside

Community Club (all-volunteer)

Youngstown

Community Development Team

Fort McKay

Community Garden Society

Langdon

Drug Coalition

Fort Macleod

Early Childhood Coalition

Fort Macleod

Ever Active Schools + Kainai staff

Kainai High School

Futures Committee

Delburne

Get Active Network

Grande Prairie

HEAL (Healthy Eating, Active Living) Our Future

Strathmore**

Healthy Communities Association (HCALA)

Lethbridge** & Area

Healthy Hearts Leduc

Leduc

Healthy Living Didsbury

Didsbury

Healthy Living Team

Innisfail

Interagency group being planned

Cold Lake**

Ryley Economic Development Society (REDS)
Community Development Committee

Ryley*
Communities ChooseWell

School-based champion

Buck Mountain Central School*

Vermilion Is Being Empowered (VIBE)

Vermilion**

Wellness Coalition

Vermilion**

Grassroots Wellness Coalition with part-time
staff

Sexsmith

Wellness committee

Trochu*

Wellness Network

Delburne

Youth Interagency Committee

Edson*

Cycling
Bike and trail advocacy

Camrose**

Bike tour

Camrose**

DV 100 (Event)

Drayton Valley

Training and bikes for kids with coordination
challenges, plus research & train trainers

You Can Bike 2
Edmonton Bicycle Commuters Society

Events & Celebrations
Amazing Race for all ages

Grande Prairie

Back to School Connect

Fort Macleod

Bike tour

Camrose**

Canada Day celebrations

Camrose**, Spring Lake*

ChooseWell Community EXPO

Mannville/Minburn/Innisfree**

Community events + surveys: Celebration fun
runs, skating, snowshoeing, walk, etc.

Sexsmith

Community Jam

Innisfail

DV 100 (Cycling)

Drayton Valley

Easter Scavenger Hunt (in parks)

Sexsmith

Fathers’ Day Triathlon for all ages

Ponoka

Fun Team Try-athlon

Vermilion**

Girls Night Out

Bridgeland-Riverside

Great Skate on Family Day (1,500 come)

Strathmore**

Healthy Living Expo

Athabasca

Healthy Living Fair

Innisfail

Making the Most of Life ChooseWell EXPO

Mannvill, Minburn, Innisfree
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Mayor’s Recreation for Life Foundation
Walk/Run

Leduc*

Movie in the Park (healthy snacks/info)

Vermilion**

Party in the Park (Drug Coalition)

Fort Macleod

Picnic in the Park

Bridgeland-Riverside

Health & Fitness Day (Rec & Parks Month)

Beaumont**

Resource fair

Leduc

Rock the Rails (skateboard/BMX)

Leduc*

Softball tournaments

Youngstown*

Sports day becomes summer fair

Irricana**

Themed races

Drayton Valley

Triathlon (rapidly growing)

Drayton Valley

Tri-smore (family oriented triathlon)

Strathmore**

Turkey Trot

Coronation

Volunteers organize tourneys & parties:
softball, curing, fishing, music, dancing

Youngstown

Winter Amazing Race

Lethbridge**

Winter Walk Day

Lacombe,Sexsmith

Women’s conference

Irricana**

Facility Improvements
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Arena with gym-like floor

Fort Mckay

Bike skills park

Strathcona County**

Community use of college facility

Sexsmith

Fitness Centre

Coronation

Fun Van

Cochrane

Improved walking infrastructure

Strathmore**

Outdoor fitness equipment

Delburne, Lacombe, Longview**, Pincher
Creek*

(typically near playground or along trail)

Sexsmith, Vermilion**

Park, playground, spray deck

Delburne

Playground, park

Longview**

Playgrounds, trails, green space, etc.

Lacombe

Rainy days in hockey arena

Cremona*

Removable summer floor for curling rink

Irricana**
Communities ChooseWell

Skate park

Longview**, Pincher Creek*

Veterans memorial

Longview**

Walkable Alberta Road Show

Grande Prairie

Workout Facility with 24/7 access

Bassano**

Food – Growing & Eating Nutritious
Breakfast at school

Buck Mountain Central School*, Delburne

Classes for Food Bank users

Bonnyville*

Collective kitchen and canning

Boyle Street, Edmonton

Community garden for inner city clients

Boyle Street, Edmonton

Community garden

Delburne (to come)

Community garden & tidy yard awards

Irricana**

Community garden being resurrected

High Level

Community garden in the works

Langdon, Trochu*

Community kitchen

Delburne (to come), Hinton*, Tofield/
Ryley/Holden*

Concession target: 20% healthier, smaller

Morinville

Cook healthy on a budget for teen parents

Lacombe

Edible art

Strathcona County**

Free fruit smoothies on Canada Day

Vermilion**

Frisbees & cookbooks as parade handouts

Vermilion**

Fresh Florida Fruit distribution

Coronation

Fruit Friday at school

Coronation

Fruit kabobs

Camrose**

Good Food Box

Delburne (to come)

Healthy choices at events

Bassano**, Coronation

Healthy choices in facilities

Bassano**, Leduc*

Healthy lunches in Grade 6-7 classes

Tofield/Ryley/Holden*

Healthy suppers at Wellness Centre

Fort McKay

Indoor garden for seniors

Red Deer

Indoor garden, plans for greenhouse

Kainai

Live Strong (cooking, learning, games)

Smoky River

NutriFit (food plus exercise)

Smoky River

Nutrition guidelines in curriculum

Leduc*
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Nutritionist at summer camp

Hinton*

On the Right Snack

Hanna*

Parent/tot cooking classes

Morinville

Raised planters behind building

Cremona*

Seniors community kitchen

Coronation

Young Chef shifts to healthy meals

Fort McKay

Iron Chef Challenge
Battle of the Blenders

Grande Prairie

Competition, booklet

Cochrane

Honey as local ingredient

Smoky River

In school, promoted by free lunch

High Level

Mini Iron Chef – informal groups

Lethbridge**

Parent-child duos, Young Chef bake-off

Fort McKay

Student duos in high school

Strathmore**

Policies Supporting Wellness
Best practice guidelines for facilities

Morinville

Council supports Active Communities
Strategy

Lethbridge**

Food Charter, FCSS board

Bassano**

Improved walking infrastructure

Strathmore

Iron Chef, 21 Days in Town budget

High Level

Joint use agreement, school & town

Edson

Programming
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Be Well, Feel Swell! Wellness Series

Cold Lake**

Beach volleyball

Pincher Creek*

British Soccer Camp

Pincher Creek*

Drop-in programs in rink during summer

Irricana**

Expanded programs

Innisfail, Pincher Creek*

Explosion of activity options

Manning, Sexsmith
Communities ChooseWell

Fitness groups for women, men, seniors

Tofield/Ryley/Holden*

GO ME!! fitness in park and elsewhere

Longview**

Integrating physical literacy skills/play

Strathcona County**

Living Well with Chronic Conditions

Okotoks

NutriFit (food plus exercise)

Smoky River

Outdoor day camps

Strathcona County**

Programs for overweight, recovery

Okotoks

Recruitment campaign for instructors

Redwater*

Slo-pitch expansion

Edson, Pincher Creek*

Stick to Puck Development, parents/youth

Morinville

Tri-HEALTH-lon Lon for obese kids/parents

Strathcona County**

Volunteers organize ball, soccer, curling,
skating, hockey, day trips—much of it free

Youngstown

Promotion
ACTIVEity calendar in local newspaper

Sexsmith

Advertorials + farmers market appearances

Innisfail

Ambassadors recruit others

Canmore

Booth and banner

Trochu*

Close ties to media & other organizations

Strathmore**

Electronic message board

Irricana**

GetActiveGP.ca

Grande Prairie

In Praise of… articles in community association newsletter

Bridgeland-Riverside

Person to person as ChooseWell Champ

Red Deer

Recruitment/publicity doubles class sizes

Redwater*

Searchable database/app of things to do

Lethbridge**

S’more Paths, mobile app of area trails

Strathmore**
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Random Acts & Flash Mobs
Acts of Random Physical Activity in schools

Manning

Frequent flash mobs

Cochrane

Guerilla sidewalk chalk

Lethbridge**

Random acts adopted by kids

Fort McKay

Random acts in gym once a month

Tofield/Ryley/Holden*

20-minute makeover – garbage pick-up

Lacombe

21 days of Random Acts in June

Sexsmith

Winning Flash Mob at farmers market

Lethbridge**

Seniors
Community kitchen of seniors

Coronation

Expanded programs for plus-55

Okotoks

Fitness group

Tofield/Ryley/Holden*

Indoor garden

Red Deer

Involvement in summer camps

Morinville

Playing Wii

Tofield/Ryley/Holden*

Walk in hospital

Coronation

Walk in Legion

Manning

Raised beds in plan for community garden

Trochu*

Seniors Wellness Group

Manning

SPICE in seniors programs

Red Deer

Survey and conversations

Bridgeland-Riverside

Transport to indoor walking elsewhere

Berwyn*

Sobeys 21 Days to Healthy Eating
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Do online registration for participants

Fort McKay, Lacombe, Sexsmith

In school, promoted by free lunch

High Level

Media chat, local draw

Edson*

Promoted to schools/municipal staff

Morinville

Table at Sobeys kicks off wellness season

Smoky River

Communities ChooseWell

Sustainability
Augment what already exists

Camrose**

Bring recreation to the people

Cochrane

Strong volunteers backed by staff support

Canmore

Strategies
Active Communities Strategy

Lethbridge**

Active Community Strategy

Grande Prairie

Shared vision guides turnaround

Kainai High School

Surveys at community events

Sexsmith

Wellness plan begun (obesity at forefront)

Trochu*

Walking & Walkability
Bike and trail advocacy

Camrose**

Bridgeland Walks

Bridgeland-Riverside

Business Walk over lunch hour (8 weeks)

Tofield/Ryley/Holden*

Community Walk Day

Camrose**

Guided walks

Canmore

Half-hour walk begins school day

Kainai

Hiking groups

Cochrane

Paved walks, nature trail

Delburne

Seniors walk in hospital

Coronation

S’more Paths, a mobile app of area trails
created by Strathmore Assembly of Youth

Strathmore**

Trails recently upgraded

Edson*

Walkability experts, safety improvements

Strathmore**

Walkable Alberta Road Show

Grande Prairie

Walk/Run Club

Sexsmith

Walking group

Smoky River

Winter Walk Day at school

Redwater*

Year-‘round walking programs

Strathmore**
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Youth
After-school fitness club

Buck Mountain Central School*

Boys' and Girls Club programs youth centre

Irricana**

Cook healthy on a budget for teen parents

Lacombe

Free annual skateboard clinic

Vermilion**

Go Girl and Go Guy

Manning

Go Girls

Claresholm**, Cochrane

GO ME!! in schools

Longview**

Grade 5s Get Active (may add Grade 8)

Okotoks

Guys Night, Girls Night

Beaumont**

Healthy Youth Relationships in schools

Manning

Inline skating by external provider

Irricana**

InMotion summer camps

Edson*

National Youth Week activities

Edson*

Physical activity in summer camp

Cremona*

Physical activity in teen program

Cremona*

Physical literacy games at Word on Street

Lethbridge**

Revival of school fitness club with certified
trainers

Redwater*

Sellout summer camps

Lethbridge**

Skate park earned with garden produce

Springbrook

Stick to Puck Development, parents/youth

Morinville

S’more Paths, a mobile app of area trails
created by Strathmore Assembly of Youth

Strathmore**

Totally U Girl Day

Lethbridge**

Youth centre

Beaumont**, Camrose**

Village cleanup

Berwyn*

Inter-generational ball, soccer, curling,
skating, hockey, day trips—much of it free

Youngstown

Youth Interagency activities

Edson*

* Denotes a 2011 winner whose initiatives are profiled in Success Travels, 2nd Edition, available online at www.
arpaonline.ca/choosewell
** Denotes 2011 winner who went on to win awards in 2012 and/or 2013 and thus appears in this edition as well as
the second edition of Success Travels.
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